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ABSTRACT
Si Microphotonics is a micron-scale planar processing technology compatible
with the fabrication tools of Si Microelectronics. The first demonstration of an integrated
set of microphotonic devices replicating the function of an entire fiber optic link, dubbed
a Planar Lightwave Circuit (PLC), is being developed to solve the Integrated Circuit (IC)
interconnection bottleneck problem: the project proposes replacing time delaying metal
interconnects with optical interconnects, i.e. a PLC integrated onto the IC chip. This work
requires the development of compact micron-scale analogs to fiber optic link device
elements. In this thesis, we take example from commercially available Erbium Doped
Waveguide Amplifiers (EDWAs), to investigate the use of high Er concentration doped
materials and device design optimization to create gain efficient Waveguide Optical
Amplifiers (WOA) in the PLC, at 1.55 gm light.
We develop a waveguide index difference An scaling methodology with which to
optimally design a WOA into as small a planar footprint as possible and using as little
optical pump power as required. We observe that device gain efficiency and footprint
have a power-law dependence, summarized in a cumulative Figure-of-Merit, of An2 6.

This strong improvement in WOA performance is dependent on the requirement of strip
waveguide propagation losses < 0.2 dB/cm, a requirement demonstrated in SiON
waveguides. We conclude that a 10 mW-powered 3 dB or 30 dB gain WOA can be fit
into a 425x425 m2 or 3x3 mm2 footprint, respectively, using an SiON An=0.155

Er-doped strip waveguide. The impact of An scaling shows the WOA to be feasible for
dense PLCs and low cost planar EDWAs.
We examined Er2 0 3 as a materials candidate for ulla-high Er-based gain. We
reported the first infrared photoluminescence PL study of Er20 3 and found a 7 ms
lifetime at 4 K, attributed to a metastable FCC or HCP phase. We showed the
thermodynamically stable BCC crystal phase has PL emission lines at 1537 nm and 1550

nm, and metastable FCC and HCP crystal phases result in PL emission lines at 1542 nm
and 1533 nm. Upconversion coefficient measurements on the BCC phase and 7 ms
lifetime metastable phase gave values of 1017 and 1018 cm3 /s, respectively. Comparison
of room temperature absorption versus 4 K PL of Er 20

3

and an SiO2 :Er reference showed

the BCC phase to be the dominant volume fraction. The calculated WOA power
requirements for 3 dB gain in the metastable phase were found to be 450 mW.
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We examined SiON and Si3N4 for high index difference (An=0.1-0.7) Er host
materials. Samples were grown by sputtering, and we investigated the optical materials
quality of this process by studying sputtered SiO2 :Er; we report a record co-sputtered
SiO2 :Er room temperature lifetime of 14 ms. PL versus heat treatment results strongly
indicate the nitride environment of Si3N4 favors a higher Er solubility and lower
cooperative upconversion than the oxide environment of SiO2 . We measure a 2.4 ms
radiative lifetime in co-sputtered Si3 N4 :Er, 4x smaller than radiative lifetime reports in
ion implanted Si3 N4 :Er PL samples; we attribute this enhancement to an optimized Er
ligand field from the sputter process. We report the first )p=488 nm pump absorption
cross-section

p,,mpand upconversion

cm 2 , C 24 =4x 1018 cm 3/s)

and

C24 measurements

Si 3 N 4 :Er (pump=

9

in SiON:Er (apum,=2.2x1015

.2x 1016 cm 2, C 24=1 .5x 1018 cm 3/s),

106 x

showing a
enhancement in opumpand ~2.5-6.6x decrease in C24, as compared to
SiO2 :Er. We conclude the nitride environment favors both Er optical and solubility
properties; optical gain measurement results indicate a 14 dB/cm and 23 dB/cm gain (for
1.55 gm light) in SiON:Er and Si3N4 :Er, respectively.
We investigated and present results on two additional optical confinement
methods involving resonance, in order to increase Er-doped WOA gain efficiency and
decrease footprint, at a given An. Using an SiON case study (An=0.155). We study ring

resonators as an example of longitudinal resonant confinement and present a model to
describe sub-lasing threshold gain. We conclude such Resonant-WOAs (R-WOAs) can
give up to a 120x enhancement in 3-dB gain efficiency and 18x decrease in footprint, at

An=0.155. We model the performance of an Er-doped ring laser and theoretically predict
up to 20 gW output power for 8 mW optical pump power. Design calculations for a ring
resonator application as an integrated photo-detector de-multiplexer are also presented.
Our second resonance study modeled light propagation in an Er-doped "defect"
layer clad by a Photonic Crystal (PC), as an example of transverse resonant confinement.

We present two device designs using this confinement principle: design (i) is based
purely on PC confinement of both signal and pump optical modes, design (ii) is a hybrid
structure confining signal mode by total internal reflection and pump mode by PC. Both
designs break with the co-propagation pump scheme to explore uniform resonant
pumping. The PC-WOAs yields a 5.2x decrease in footprint, and PC-WOA design (ii)

shows an optimal 3-dB gain efficiency 1.13x lower than the An=0.155 WOA. We grew
PC-WOA design (i) by sputtering for testing of the uniform resonant pump-coupling
scheme, and confirmed the structure's optical cavity characteristics by reflectivity
measurements.
The results of this thesis show optically pumped amplifiers are an appropriate and
highly efficient device element for an insulator-based Si Microphotonics materials
platform; within which the Er atom maintains its role as a 1.55 gm gain center and shows
strong enhancement capability, despite upconversion limitations, by the adopting of
nitride-rich host environments.
Thesis Supervisor: Lionel C. Kimerling

Title: Thomas Lord Professor of Materials Science and Engineering
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Fig. 1.1.1. (a) Transmission of light through glass over the ages[]. The 2 0 th century
insight into optical impurities being the cause for high absorption led to (b)
the dramatic decrease of materials absorption at X=1.55 gm[]. The erbium
emission spectrum is overlaid, demonstrating erbium's unique role as an

amplifying transition for long-haul fiber optic communications.

33

Fig. 1.1.2. The Optical Communications Roadmap[37], charting the power law rise
of communication transmission rate (in units of bit/s) over time. The
introduction of optical fiber networks and WDM-based networks
contributed disruptive advances in the communications trends, as a
function of time. (ETDM stands for Electronic Time Domain Multiplexing,
34
the electrical form for carrying multiple communication signals[]).
Fig. 1.1.3. The impact of fiber optics on telecommunications. Map of the submarine
and trans-continental long haul fiber optic links, circa 2001[].

36

Fig. 1.1.4. (a) Cross-talk between WDM channels A and B after amplification
through an EDFA[]. (b) The atomic three-level system of the Er atom[13].

37

Fig. 1.1.5. Moore's Law, representing the unprecedented power law improvement of
circuit performance/cost ratio as a function of decreasing lithography
39

wavelength[].
Fig. 1.1.6. Trend in global interconnect (1 cm length) propagation delay with
technology linewidth and time, for traditional aluminum metal and SiO2

insulator; projected copper and low dielectric material; and projected
optical waveguide technologies[37].

40

Fig. 1.1.7. The Planar Lightwave Circuit[38], comprised of a transceiver interface
and optical layer. The optical amplifier is an all-optical device, distributed

across the optical layer for in-line power-budget maintenance.

43

Fig. 2.1. Dimensional scaling for high gain planar HIC-WOAs (dB/cm2). (a)
Serpentine structure, minimizing areal extent with straight-line waveguide
segments. (b) Coil structure, optimally packing a planar area with curved

waveguides. Nearest neighbor waveguide distance p is the larger of (i)
radius r for 0.042 dB/cm turning loss[44] or (ii) decay length d
corresponding to a 40 dB drop in evanescent cladding field intensity. In
limit (i), magnitude of p is turning loss limited; in limit (ii) p is evanescent

wave leakage limited. w is the waveguide width. Table 2.6 lists the
54
equations relating WOA footprint size F to WOA length Lg.
Fig. 2.2. Optical amplification in a three-level system. Signal photons (wave-like

arrows) at wavelength X undergo multiplication by stimulated emission
W21 . Phonons mediate the rapid "fast nonradiative" de-excitation rate
N3->N2.

57

8

Fig. 2.3. Effect of co-propagating pump and spontaneous emission on power
distribution along a WOA. Lma is defined in Table 1. (Data plotted for
upconversion-free case study; power profile P(z) for case study with
upconversion is additionally plotted.)
59
Fig. 2.4. Performance Map 1: X=1.55 [tm Optical Amplification Regimes for Fig. 3
(upconversion-free) case study. The four operating regimes are
quantitatively partitioned as a function of pump and signal power (mW).
The inter-related effect of An and Lg determines the spatial extent of
Regimes I-IV in Fig. 2.3, and the path of a "power trajectory" in this figure.
The power trajectory represents Pp(z) and Ps(z) at local z positions along
the Propagation Direction axis of Fig. 2.3.
60
Fig. 2.5. (a) Noise Figure versus radiative lifetime, using the Optical Shrink case
study with variable 'r. (b) Case study simulation of power and gain profiles,
with modification to a constant pump profile.
62
Fig. 2.6. X.=1.55 ptmwavelength mode profile in single mode cut-off WOA crosssection area, for An=0.5, 2.0. The shaded areas show that the same modal
fraction is confined within the core of a single mode cut-off waveguide,
regardless of An. For higher An, decreasing Acore thus implies an increase
in flux density

4., 4pwithin

the WOA core.

65

Fig. 2.7. (a) Plot of power and gain profiles using case study parameter with
modification of index difference to value An=0.06. (b) Comparison of
signal power P8(z) and gain y(z) profiles for An=0.06 case versus An=0.5
case study.
69

Fig. 2.8. (a) Device Gain for case study versus Pump Power (upconversion-free data)
shows an increase in slope (i.e. gain efficiency) with increasing An. (b)
Performance Map 2: plot of gain efficiency versus An. This data does not
include the simulation of scattering transmission loss.
71
Fig. 2.9. Plot of power and gain profiles (upconversion-free case study) for a series
of pump powers (a) Pp=0.2 mW (below population inversion), (b) Pp=0.8
mW (linear regime of gain from Fig. 2.8.a) and (c) Pp=2 mW (approaching
gain saturation of the device).
72
Fig. 2.10. HIC Scaling Principle 1 for Microphotonics. Simulation is for SiON:Er
single mode cut-off waveguide (An=0.155) with Lg=2 cm. All other
parameters same as case study; simulation performed with upconversion
and no propagation loss. (a) Device Gain versus Pump Power shows an
increase in slope (i.e. gain efficiency) with increasing An. (b) Plot of gain
efficiency versus An.

75

Fig. 2.11. Performance Map 3: Plot of Serpentine (solid) and Coil (dotted) footprints
versus An. Shown are footprints for constant device lengths (LgaJi=l cm,
Im) and constant device gain (yd=3dB, 27 dB). Comparison of Serpentine
and Coil structures for Lgi=l cm shows that while comparable for small
An, the Coil structure packs with a smaller footprint area at higher An, and

9

thus is the structure providing higher Areal Gain. Formulas to compute F
77

are given in Table 2.6.

Fig. 2.12. Performance Map 4: (right axis) output signal-to-noise ratio versus An;
versus An. (Data calculated for upconversion-free case
(left axis) P., PASE+
study.)

78

Fig. 2.13. Plot of signal profile using upconversion-free case study with different Lg.
For different Lg, ASE causes a divergence in P profile; Lm. is not a
constant.

79

Fig. 2.14. Performance Map 5: Plot of Optimal Device Lengths versus An, for three
different P,, determined from numerical simulation, in the presence of no
80
scattering transmission loss (upconversion-free case).
Fig. 2.15. Figure of Merit versus An, for (upconversion-free) case study.

83

Fig. 3.1. (a) The atomic transition energy levels for Er[15], with labeling describing
N1, N2, o12and 021. Spin-orbit coupling within the Er 4f-electron shell lifts
a total angular momentum degeneracy of the shell, resulting in 4f-shell
excited state 4I113/2,4I11/2, 419/2, etc. Local crystal field symmetry causes

further Stark level splitting of spin-orbit states into meV-broadened
manifolds. At room temperature, thermalizing phonons increase N2
population energy higher into the 4I13/2manifold, resulting in hot line
spontaneous emission, blue-shifted with respect to the dominant
4I13/24->415/2transition. (b) Schematic illustration of the intuitive
interpretation of an absorption cross-section area a12.
89
Fig. 3.2. The cooperative upconversion effect is a two-step non-radiative resonant
energy transfer (phenomenologically represented by coefficients C2 4, C37)
between nearest neighbor Er atoms, resulting in the non-radiative deexcitation of 3 Er atoms from the first excited state for every 1 Er atom
emitting green radiation at X~560 nm.
94
Fig. 3.3. Schematic of RF magnetron sputter machine, purchased from Kurt J. Lesker
Company. The sputter machine can simultaneously sputter from three
targets. RF sputter guns enable sputtering of metals (such as Er),
semiconductors

(such as Si) or dielectric insulators (such as SiO 2 and

Si3N4 ). Three gas lines deliver Ar gas directly below each gun for Arsputtering; one gas ring disperses Ar/0 2 (10% O2) gas above the guns for
96
oxygen reactive sputtering.
Fig. 3.4. Cross-section TEM of annealed Er20 3 thin film shows large grained
97
complete crystallization.
Fig. 3.5. (a) The spectral responsivity of the Hamamatsu photomultiplier tube, as
measured prior to installation in May, 2001. (b) Lifetime plots overlaying
mechanical chopper temporal skew and 980 nm luminescence from Erdoped commercial glass. Lifetimes less than 100 us cannot be temporally
resolved.
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Fig. 3.6. (a) PL profile of Sample 7 at different temperatures, normalized to peak
intensity. (b) 1 A high resolution scan of Sample 7 PL at 4 K. High
resolution scan reveals 1537 nm peak to be dominant intensity and
therefore dominant 4I13/24I115/2 transition.
100
Fig. 3.7. (a) Room temperature wide-range (visible to IR) PL profile of Sample 7. (b)
Magnification of room temperature PL profiles in visible and 980 nm
ranges.

102

Fig. 3.8. (a) Gaussian function fits to room temperature PL profile of Coming
Sample 7. (b) Room temperature Boltzman factor versus activation energy
Ea, quantifying thermal population of hot line emission (X=1493 nm) state.
The experimental data in red overlaps the ratio of fitted I(X=1537
nm)/I(=1493 nm) from the measurement in (a), at E(X=1493 nm)E(X=1493 nm)=23 meV.

103

Fig. 3.9. (a) Single exponential fit of 4 K PL intensity decay (at X=1537 nm) at 30
mW pump excitation power. (b) Inset: plot of fitted 4 K lifetime versus
pump power (at =1537 nm). Outset: plot of 1/lifetime versus pump
power; slope determines cooperative upconversion coefficient.
105
Fig. 3.10. (a) 4 K PL profile of Er20 3 powder. (b) 4 K lifetime decay of X=1549.5
nm PL peak.

107

Figure 3.11. 4 K PL profile of Er 20 3 powder in the visible spectrum.

108

Fig. 3.12. (a) Plot of spectrally integrated PL versus temperature for t=1 hour anneals.
(b) Plot of spectrally integrated PL versus time for T=1050°C anneals.
Samples were annealed in a Rapid Thermal Anneal furnace under forming
gas ambient.

108

Fig. 3.13. Photoluminescence of Er 20 3 films at different temperatures. All spectral
profiles are normalized with respect to their peak intensities (in order to
plot all the profiles within one graph).
109
Fig. 3.14. (a) Peak intensity versus temperature at

=1533, 1537, 1542 nm. (b)

Visible PL emission from Er20 3 at 4K, consistent with the results of
Kasuya et al.[71].
111
Fig. 3.15. Room temperature absorption versus luminescence for (a) an Er 20 3 thin
film and (b) the Er-doped Coming reference (Sample 7).
114
Fig. 3.16. Overlap of room temperature PL profile for Er2 0 3 powder and sputtered
thin film. The overlap indicates the 1537 nm optical center in sputtered
Er20 3 corresponds to the BCC crystal phase commonly seen in the powder
sample.

115

Fig. 3.17. (a) 4 K Photoluminescence of Er 20 3 thin film as-sputtered, after a low
temperature anneal and after a hybrid low + high temperature anneal. Inset:
comparison of PL intensity of 30 s RTA annealed sample versus hybrid
low + high temperature anneal sample. Corresponding X-ray diffraction
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scans: (b) as-sputtered Er20 3 thin film, (c) low temperature 650 °C anneal,
117
and (d) high temperature 1050 °C anneal.

Fig. 3.18. Transmission electron microscopy of (a) as-sputtered Er20 3 thin film, (b)
low temperature 650 °C anneal, and (c) rapid thermal anneal at 1050 °C.

119

Fig. 3.19. Deviation in calculation of excited state population N2 in the presence of
cooperative upconversion, using an exact solution versus an iterative
solution, (a) for Coming reference Sample 7, and (b) for sputtered Er 203.
(Using an assumed cooperative upconversion coefficient of 1017 cm 3/s for
121
both case (a) and (b).)

Fig. 3.20. 4 K cooperative upconversion coefficient calculation for Er20 3 FCC phase
(1542 nm PL peak). Plot of 1/(lifetime) versus pump power. Fitted linear
slope derives an approximate value for the cooperative upconversion
coefficient. Inset: plot of lifetime at 4 K as a function of Ar-ion pump
123

power.

Fig. 4.1 (a) Adjustable control of refractive index for reactively sputtered SiON films,
134
as a function of Ar/O2 (10% 02) gas flow rate[99].

Fig. 4.2. Room temperature PL scans from visible to IR (500-1700 nm) of assputtered (lower plot) and T=1000"C (for t=1 hour) annealed (upper plot)
thin films of (a) SiO2 :Er (b) SiON:Er, reactively sputtered, (c) SiON:Er,
co-sputtered, and (d) Si3N4 :Er. Data in the visible spectral range has been

magnified by factors listed. All data has been renormalized with respect to
Er concentration, film thickness, and luminescence extraction efficiency.

136

Fig. 4.3. Normalized plots of Er IR emission in the four samples. The plots are
staggered and overlaid with 2 nm resolution PL scans. The negligible
140
change in peak linewidth indicates inhomogeneous broadening.
Fig. 4.4. X-ray diffraction scan of T=1000"C (t=lhour) annealed Si3N4 :Er sample,

grown by PECVD and sputtering. The emergence of a short-range order
around 20=15" may correspond with the formation nanocrystals of some
other form of an Er-sensitizer. (Data courtesy Jifeng Liu.)

141

Fig. 4.5. Photoluminescence (PL), normalized to peak intensity, from sputtered
SiO 2 :Er, SiON:Er and Si3 N4 :Er. Peak position is at 1533 nm. (b) Plot of PL

peak intensity versus annealing temperature for SiO2 :Er and Si3 N4 :Er
samples. The lines are B-spline curves meant to guide the eye.

143

Fig. 4.6. 4K PL spectral of samples, overlaid with 2 nm resolution scans. The

negligible change in linewidth confirms inhomogeneous broadening.

147

Fig. 4.7. Process Map for T=1000"C (t=l hour) annealed sputter samples. (a)
Measure of Er clustering process in different hosts. (b) Measure of Er
cooperative upconversion process in different hosts. The lines are spline
149
curves meant to guide the eye.
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Fig. 4.8. AFM. (a) Si3N4:Er, as-sputtered (b) SiON:Er reactive, as-sputtered (c) and

(e) SiON:Er co-sputter, as-sputtered (d) and (f) SiON:Er co-sputter,
annealed.

152

Fig. 4.9. Optical pump cross-section ap measurements determined from plotting PL
risetime versus pump photon flux, for (a) the Coming reference sample,
(b) SiO2 :Er, (c) SiON:Er, (d) Si3N4 :Er. (Data acquired courtesy of Jae
Hyung Yi and Dr. Luca Dal Negro, MIT.)
154
Fig. 4.10. Possible formation of nanocrystals in annealed SiON and Si3N4 .
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Fig. 4.11. PL peak intensity at X=1533 nm versus X=985 nm for (a) SiON:Er and (c)
Si3N4 :Er. Correlation plots identifying the upconversion process for (b)
SiON:Er and (d) Si3N4 :Er. (Data collected courtesy Jae Hyung Li.)
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Fig. 4.12. Upconversion coefficient C24 simulation fits to PL emission decay data for
(Pp:90 mW--0

mW at t=0) (a) SiON:Er and (c) Si3N 4 :Er. As comparison,

the approximation technique for measuring C24 in chapter 3 is also plotted
for (b) SiON:Er and (d) Si 3N4 :Er.
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Fig. 4.13. Schematic diagram of VSL set-up, depicted in a sideways (as opposed to
overhead optical pump) profile. (Image courtesy Dr. Luca Dal Negro,
MIT.)
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Fig. 4.14. Variable Stripe Length method for measuring Amplified Spontaneous
Emission[100] from SiON:Er (co-sputtered). Results show a decrease in
modal loss as a function of pump power. (Data acquired courtesy Dr. L.
Dal Negro.)
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Fig. 4.15. Variable Stripe Length method for measuring Amplified Spontaneous
Emission[100] from Si3N4 :Er. Results show a decrease in modal loss as a
function of pump power. (Data acquired courtesy Dr. L. Dal Negro.)
171
Fig. 5.1. (a) Schematic diagram showing the fundamental elements of a (traveling
wave) ring resonator WDM de-multiplexer. (b) Comparison with a FabryPerot standing wave resonator.
179
Fig. 5.2. Schematic of out-of-plane coupling between waveguide bus and ring
resonator.

181

Fig. 5.3. Schematic illustration of transfer of incident power Isil2 from waveguide bus
to ring resonator power A12, through field coupling coefficient K. st 2 is the
transmitted power continuing in the waveguide bus after coupling.
185
Fig. 5.4. Equivalence between a traveling-wave ring resonator and standing wave
resonator cavity. Transmitted power downstream from the ring (open
arrow-head in (a)) is equivalent to the reflected power from a resonator
cavity (open arrow-head in (b)).
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Figure 5.5. Reflection diagram reproduced from [110], plotting Im(r) versus Re(F).
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Figure 5.6. Undercoupling.
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Figure 5.7. Critical coupling.
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Fig. 5.8. Overcoupling.
Figure 5.9. (a) Plot of st versus l/, for a fixed l/e,. Using SiON case study
parameters. (b) Pig versus Qe shows optimal power transfer at critical
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coupling Qe=Qo.

Figure 5.10. (a) Lasing threshold calculation for the SiON case study, in units of
threshold pump power Pp,th.(b) Magnification of upconversion case from
(a), in units of threshold pump power flux p,th.Right axis in both plots
show the fraction threshold population inversion ANth/Ncorresponding to
Ppth,
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p,th.

Fig. 5.11. Coupling strength of waveguide bus to resonator. Plot of Qeand coupling
required for given Qe. The
efficiency rl versus gap 6. Extrapolate
2. (Calculation performed
in
Appendix
plots
is
shown
of
these
derivation
204
by Daniel Sparacin, MIT.)
Fig. 5.12. (a) Signal power versus pump power inside the resonator, with and without
upconversion. (b) Magnification of (a), showing abrupt change in quantum
efficiency above and below lasing threshold. (c) Signal power versus pump
power outside the resonator, with and without upconversion, shows a
lower slope and a higher lasing threshold for the upconversion case. (d)
Coupling of optical pump from the waveguide bus into the ring laser
207
clamps to a constant value above lasing threshold.
Figure 5.13. Ring resonator Fabry-Perot mode locations for SiON case study,
211
overlapped with Er PL emission profile from SiON:Er.
Fig. 5.14. Property Map 1. Areal footprint of a ring resonator, whose radius is
radiative loss-limited (arad=O.1 dB/cm), as a function of An. An effective
path length Lff=l cm (or 100 m) corresponds to a total quality factor
212
Q=36 500 (or 360).
Fig. 5.15. (a) Analytic calculation of enhancement in small signal transmission

versus reflectivity, in a VCSOA. (b) Simulation of power inside the
216
resonant cavity, using (5.35), of the VCSOA reported in [119].
Fig. 5.16. (a) Analytic

calculation

of enhancement

in small signal gain for

transmission past the R-WOA. (b) Plot of Fig. 5.17.d for case when
incident signal is shut off; we recover the ring laser L-I curve from section
219

5.4.1.
Fig. 5.17. (a) Device gain, signal and noise power in waveguide bus for Qe=7x103 .

(b) Signal and noise power inside R-WOA for Qe=7x103.(c) Device gain,
signal and noise power in waveguide bus for Qe=lx104. (d) Signal and

noise power inside

R-WOA for Q=lx 104 .
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Fig. 5.18. Ring Amplifier Property Map 2 & 3: for ring amplifiers giving a 3 dB
output gain, (a) Gain Efficiency (3 dB/Pp) versus Qe and (b) Transmission

Enhancement for Ps=1, 10 !iW, versus Qe.
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Fig. 5.19. (a) Current Si Microphotonic designs for efficient coupling of dielectric
materials-based optical interconnects to a semiconductor-based photodetector. (b) The WDM Ring Detector design.
226
Fig. 6.1. (a)Transverse-resonant optical pump scheme will give uniform power
profile along z-direction of propagation. (b) A Projection Band Diagram of
the case study for this chapter. Pertinent PBG features are labeled.
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Fig. 6.2. (a) Reflectivity spectra for a Bragg reflector at three different angles of
incidence (from ambient free space). (b) The spectra of (a) viewed as linear
trajectories on a Photonic Crystal projection band diagram.
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Fig. 6.3. Confinement inside a resonant cavity (a) with refractive index less than
Photonic Crystal layer n2, and (b) with refractive index greater than
Photonic Crystal layer n2.
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Fig. 6.4. Case (i): TM and TE mode projection band diagram for Si3 N4/SiO2
Photonic Crystal.
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Fig. 6.5. Case (ii): TM and TE mode projection band diagram for Si/Si3N4 Photonic
Crystal.
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Fig. 6.6. Case (iii): TM and TE mode projection band diagram for Si/SiO2 Photonic
Crystal.
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Fig. 6.7. Schematic diagram of 1-D PBG with an SiO2:Er defect layer. The structure
was grown with 6 Bragg reflector Si/SiO2 pairs of thickness h/4n, in order
to minimize XLtransmission loss in the propagation direction.
249
Fig. 6.8. Spectral profile of Er emission overlaid with PBG defect state band
structure. o and 3 variables are plotted in units normalized to 2itc/L and
2/rL, respectively.
250
Fig. 6.9. (a) Projection Band Diagram for the designed PC-WOA structure. (b)-(e)
plot spatial distribution of TE modes as labeled for given (,f) values
from (a). Plots (b)-(e) were computed for a finite PC-WOA composed of 3
Bragg Reflectors cladding the SiO2:Er defect layer on either side (the
sputter-deposited structure is composed of 6 Bragg Reflectors cladding
either side). The fraction of power confined within the PC-WOA core for
these spatial modes are listed in Table 6.1.
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Fig. 6.10. (a) Schematic diagram of a Si3N4 600 prism coupler atop the PC-WOA. (b)
The coupling effect of a Si3N4 prism coupler, as understood on the
Projection Band Diagram.
255
Fig. 6.11. (a) Plot of defect layer dispersion bands at X' and 4Xfor the choice of three
different defect layer thicknesses. (b) and (c) are magnifications of (a)
around the X, and X frequency regions, respectively.
258
Fig. 6.12. (a) Spectral Reflectivity at angle corresponding to Lx propagation, for
different number Si/SiO2 Bragg Reflector stacks. (b) Reflectivity and
propagation loss ap versus number Si/SiO2 Bragg Reflector stacks, at A. 261
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Fig. 6.13. (a) Re-plotting of defect bands 1 and 3 from Fig. 6.9.a (without low/high
dielectric bands) and (b) the first derivative of (a), defined as the group
263

velocity.
Fig. 6.14. (a) Dispersion relation for SiON case study (end of chapter 2) in one-

dimension, show band structure for index-guided propagating modes. (b)
Band structure curvature versus frequency o for index-guided and PBGguided propagating modes. Magnification of two local regions shows the
curvature at frequency corresponding to Xh for (c) index-guided band
265
structure and (d) PBG-guided bandstructure.
Fig. 6.15. Secondary Electron Mass (SEM) micrographs of the sputtered 1-D PCWOA test structure, (a) as-deposited and (b) with magnification; (c) after
t=1 hour, T=1000°C anneal and (d) with magnification.
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Fig. 6.16. (a) Reflectivity plot of sputtered PC-WOA, showing good agreement
between experimental structure versus theoretical design, for both defect
layer standing wave state (shown as higher spectral resolution in (b)) and
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Bragg Reflector stop-band.
Fig. 6.17. (a) Plot of optical powers (left axis) and gain profile (right axis) versus

position z within the Lg=2 cm PC-WOA, yielding an output device gain of
3 dB for Ps=10 W input signal power (constant pump power profile
within the resonant cavity, Pp(,)=0.425 mW). For the same device, plot of
device gain versus pump power (b) inside the PC-WOA, Pp(in) and (c)

outside the PC-WOA, Pp(out).We observe that Pp(out)=32mW corresponds
versus
to the Pp()=0.425 mW cavity pump power profile. (d) Plot of Pp(im)
demonstrating the PC-WOA to be a highly under-coupled device. 272
Pp(out),
Fig. 6.18. (a) Schematic for hybrid PC-WOA, comprised of a higher refractive index
defect layer which guides propagating modes of Xs by total internal
reflection confinement, and Xpby both total internal reflection confinement

and PBG resonant confinement. (b) Projection Band Diagram for this
structure
276
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Chapter 1:

Introduction to the EDWA, Photonics, and the Planar
Lightwave Circuit

Optical components used in first rare earth ion doped fiber
amplifier, reproduced from [1]. From top to bottom, the
elements are a laser cavity, a fiber laser shaped in a helical
form, a flashtube and an 18 cm scale. Reference: Snitzer
et al[2].

"... I wanted to do something in optics... when I was young I took electromagnetic theory in the Physics department in
Seoul National University... it made me really want to study, before that I was just... " -Donghwan Ahn (Ph.D. student,
EMAT), fellow 13-4153 office-mate and mp3-man.
"I like this, somehow... it's very stimulating." -Dr. L. Dal Negro (Post-Doctoral Associate, EMAT), optics guru.
"You remind me of that donkey from Winnie the Pooh, you know the one?... He's always depressed!" -Dr. Anuradha
Agarwal's (Research Associate, EMAT) observation during an XPS measurement, three years ago.
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1.1

Er-Doped Amplifiers
The Er-Doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA) and Er-Doped Waveguide Amplifier

(EDWA) are devices which deliver optical gain in the neighborhood of X,=1.55 gm light,
by means of stimulated emission between a three-level energy system within the Er atom.
The EDFA has been the workhorse component[l]

of modern (fiber optic)

telecommunications for the last twenty years, performing typical -10 3 x optical
amplification of pulse-encoded light signals, after characteristic distances of 100 km
transmission through optical fiber.
It is because of the EDFA device that fiber optic signals can propagate for
thousands of miles, running trans-continental or sub-marine lengths (see Fig. 1.1.3). The
EDFA

enabled the

practical

applicability

of

long-distance,

or

long

haul,

telecommunications, giving rise to the high data rate (10 Gbit/s and rising) global
communications market driven by internet applications today.
The EDFA is a waveguiding optical fiber, with a higher numerical aperture or
waveguide core/cladding index difference[3] than typical fiber, whose waveguide core
has been co-doped with Er. Given the insulator materials (typically SiO2 majority
constituent) used to make ultra-low transmission loss optical fibers[l], the EDFA is an
optically pumped amplifier, where the Er atoms are energized into higher excited states
and made available for net gain (i.e. population inversion[4]), by a pumping wavelength
Xp of energy higher than the -1.55 glm signal wavelength X. Typical pump schemes
involve

co-propagating

or counter-propagating

wavelengths.
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the waveguiding

pump and signal

The EDWA is a recently commercialized[5] planar technology version of the
EDFA, designed to take advantage of the planar processing technologies developed in the
semiconductor industry, in order to create smaller sized (principally by increasing Er
doping), lower-cost Er-based optical amplifiers. The EDWA is currently sold as a rib or

ridge waveguide[6], somewhat limiting its physical compactness. Academic research into
Er-doped planar waveguides[7][8] has thus far limited itself to rib waveguide structures
as well. This is because the optical gain from ms radiative lifetime Er is prohibitively low,
resulting in concentration-limited (see chapter 3 for details) gain coefficients around
3 dB/cm. For an Er-doped amplifier to provide net gain, waveguiding losses must be
considerably smaller than 3 dB/cm. The ultra-low loss properties of optical fibers and
confinement geometry of ridge waveguides provide low waveguide losses satisfying this
requirement.

1.2

Thesis Study: Er-doped Microphotonic Amplifier
This thesis continues planar processing research studies into Er-doped waveguide

amplifiers by looking at Er emission and optical gain performance in high refractive
index Erbium Oxide (Er02

3 ),

Silicon Oxynitride (SiON) and Silicon Nitride (Si3 N4 )

materials. Given recent advances in engineering low propagation loss strip SiON
waveguides[9] using semiconductor processing tools, we explore the implications of
planar processing to maximize optical gain, maximize amplifier gain efficiency, and
minimize amplifier size.
The specific need for a low power, small (areal) footprint planar optical amplifier
is detailed in section 1.7. To briefly summarize, Si Microelectronics

has reached a

communications bottleneck, where as a result of chip complexity, electronic data rates on
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an integrated circuit are beginning to be limited by resistive and capacitive (RC) delays in
the metalization lines carrying signal information. A proposed solution is to replace these
metal interconnects with optical interconnects: micron-scale densely integrated
waveguides, free of such RC delays. The basic structure of such an optical interconnect
architecture is called the Planar Lightwave Circuit (PLC). Optical waveguides within a
PLC are envisioned to have core/cladding refractive index differences on the order of
An=0.1-0.7. Such magnitude index differences enable the processing of single mode
waveguide structures with turning radii and characteristic device feature size on the order
to 50-500 jgm. Thus, a PLC constrained to An=0.1-0.7 will have micron-scale

size

features, enabling this architecture be (potentially monolithically) integrated onto an
existing layer of metal interconnects in an integrated circuit.
The micron-scale waveguiding devices requisite for the optical interconnect
application PLC, are more generally referred to as microphotonic devices. Specifically,
our research group's concerns to create such devices for the Si Microelectronics
interconnect problem, restricts the class of materials we work with, to Si processing
compatible materials. This restricted materials class of micron-scale waveguide devices
are thus referred to as Si Microphotonics.

Our research goal is to extend the EDWA-

initiated work in planar Er-doped amplifiers, to a Si Microphotonic amplifier.
The materials constraint for a Si Microphotonic amplifier must be the choice of a
materials system compatible with Si processing and the Si substrate. For devices
designed to operate at carrier frequencies about 1.55 Gnm,there are currently two options
for optical amplification: III-Vbased InGaAsP materials or the Er atom. While the Er
atom is Si processing compatible, the III-V elements are lifetime killers for Si
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Microelectronics. Hence our choice for exploring a Si Microphotonic amplifier is based
on the Er-doped optically pumped waveguide.
In order to (i) maximize gain per unit pump power and (ii) minimize footprint for
such an optically pumped amplifier in a densely integrated PLC, we did a design study
(chapter 2) to systematically map the influence of index difference An on these two
performance criteria. Provided waveguide scattering loss can be kept to minimal values
of -0.2 dB/cm (a benchmark which has been met in the SiON materials system), we map
the strong power-law influence of An on Si Microphotonic Waveguide Optical
Amplifiers (WOAs), in comparison to the EDFA or EDWA.

1.3

Thesis Study: Materials for the Microphotonic Amplifier
The micron-scale dimensions of microphotonics requires our investigating new

materials systems within which optical gain can be maximized per unit length and per
unit pump power. There are two classes of Er-based Si Microphotonic-compatible
amplifying materials we investigated, (i) erbium oxide (Er2O3 ), an ultra-high Er-doped
host material

(_1022

Er/cm3 ) with refractive index n=1.87, and (ii) silicon oxynitride

(SiON) and silicon nitride (Si3N4 ), with refractive indices n=1.6 and 2.2, respectively.
When clad with a silicon oxide (SiO2 ) cladding (index n=1.445), these materials form
waveguides with index differences of (i) An=0.425 and (ii) An=0.155 and An=0.755,

respectively.
Prior work in our group demonstrated the considerable glass chemistry difficulty
of inhibiting atomic clustering of Er atoms when co-doped into SiO2 by CVD[10]. The
most promising options for doping Er atoms at high light-emitting concentrations with
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minimal atomic clustering were by either ion implantation[11] or a form of PVD[12,13].
For the work in this thesis we have investigated Er co-doping into dielectric hosts by the
PVD process of sputtering. In order to access the possibility of maximizing optical gain
from the Er-based transition, we have also investigated Erbium Oxide (Er02 3 ) as a
limiting example of ultra-high Er concentrations within a dielectric host.
Er20 3 is a material compatible with Si processing cleanroom facilities. There is
only one reported photoluminescence (PL) study in the literature, done in the visible PL
range. In chapter 3 we present an infrared PL study of Er20 3, reporting both room
temperature and low temperature (4 Kelvin - 20 Kelvin) emission and lifetime
measurements. Transmission Electron Microscopy and X-ray diffraction studies are
presented as well to relate PL emission spectra with different structural phases, and

measurements are done to quantify an Er gain-limiting process known as cooperative
upconversion. We then theoretically evaluate the optical gain potential of this material,
based on its measured lifetime and upconversion values.
Er-doped SiON and Si3N4 materials are a priori our most promising Er-based
optical gain systems, potentially having minimal cooperative upconversion. As detailed
in both chapters 3 and 4, cooperative upconversion is an Er-Er interaction process which
significantly increases with Er concentrations above 1020cm'3. In chapter 4 we explore Er
PL emission in these two host materials. While there are preliminary experimental reports
of gain measurement in Er ion-implanted SiON, there has been no systematic
characterization done of SiON:Er and Si3 N4 :Er lifetimes, interaction cross-sections and
upconversion coefficients. We performed measurements on all these optical parameters
and combined them to test optical gain prediction using a three-level atomic transition
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model that incorporates upconversion. The resulting optical gain prediction was
compared against experimentally measured results. Secondly, there has been very little
literature published on Er co-sputtered Si4 N4 films, and none for SiON films. Our
materials deposition is done by the sputtering process, and we report on this process'
ability to grow optical gain quality material, in contrast to the predominantly favored Erdoping process of ion-implantation.

1.4

Thesis Study: Resonant Techniques for Gain Efficiency

and Footprint Enhancement
In order to further enhance our performance metrics of gain efficiency and planar
device footprint, we initiate two new studies attempting to take advantage of resonant
confinement principles. We present the theoretical analysis of these two approaches and
some preliminary results.
In chapter 5 we study the influence of resonant confinement along the signal and
pump propagation direction (longitudinal resonant confinement), on WOA gain per unit
length, gain efficiency and footprint. Using as a reference comparison, recently published
results showing similar gain enhancement for III-V materials-based Vertical Cavity
Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers (VCSOAs), we present a two-level laser differential
equation model, modified to account for the effect of confined signal enhancement inside
a resonant cavity. We compare our model's predictions with III-V reported results, and
apply the model to quantify the photon build-up inside a particular type of Er-doped
resonant structure, the ring resonator. We discuss the difference in resonance
confinement on pump wavelengths for VCSOA versus ring resonators, and how this
difference affects device gain efficiency. Simulations of device gain and applicability to
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broadband gain are discussed. Simulation results are also presented on the first attempt to
create an Er-doped ring resonator laser. The Er-doped ring laser and the Er-doped
Resonant-WOA (R-WOA) are currently being processed for experimental testing.
In chapter 6 we present our second approach to enhancing WOA gain efficiency:
transverse resonant confinement. We design a one-dimensional photonic crystal to
resonantly confine, within a defect layer, both optical pump and signal wavelengths, as

propagating modes of light. This confinement principle builds on research activities over
the last ten years investigating the optics physics of Photonic Band Gaps[14], and recent
studies leading to commercialization efforts in Photonic Crystal fibers[15]: fibers which
guide light not by the principle of total internal reflection (as in fiber optics), but rather
the principle of omnidirectional reflectivity. We extend these ideas to explore the
influence of omnidirectional reflectivity, which chapter 6 describes in more details as a
form of resonant confinement, on optical pumping of an Er-doped waveguide core. This
form of (transverse) resonant confinement should yield an enhancement in gain
efficiency, while eliminating the sub-lasing threshold constraint of longitudinal resonant
confinement. We model gain of such a device and report on its gain efficiency. We

present two Photonic Crystal PC-WOA models; (i) model 1 allows feasible testing of our
optical pump confinement principle, and (ii) model 2 is a hybrid structure based on both

total internal reflection and Photonic Band Gap confinement, resulting in a PC-WOA that
can take optimal advantage of transverse resonant confinement. We grow model 1 by
sputtering and present some preliminary SEM and reflectivity results on the device.

Further amplifier testing of this device will be carried on by our research group.
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Together with the materials investigation and theoretical design Property Maps
presented in this work, this thesis explores and defines the device impact and materials
constraints of microphotonic scale Si processing-compatible EDWAs, as a function of
two variables: device gain efficiency and device footprint.
The layout of each chapter in this thesis is like a journal publication, containing a
Chapter Abstract, Introduction, Experimental Background, Discussion and Conclusion
section. Our cumulative results and suggestions for future work are summarized in
chapter 7.

The remainder of this chapter presents an historical aside reviewing the relevance
of EDFAs in telecommunications and the convergence of optics and electronics giving
rise to interest in developing micron-scale photonics and their PLC applications to
problems such as the Interconnect Bottleneck.

1.5

Review: Photonics and the Confined Propagation of Light
Photonics is the technology of light waveguiding and light signal processing. The

foundation of Photonics rests on three cornerstone discoveries of the 20th century: (i) the
invention of the laser, (ii) the invention of low loss optical fiber, and (iii) the invention of
semiconductor optical devices. This chapter gives a brief overview of the origin of
Photonics, the impact of Er-doped optical amplifiers in developing fiber optic networks,
and the role of Er-doped waveguide amplifiers explored by this thesis work, in the
emerging technology of Silicon Microphotonics.
Photonics is the modern name for a field of materials research and device
technology deriving its origin from Snell's Law and the Principle of Total Internal
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Reflection. Snell's Law is the application of Fermat's Principle[16], minimizing the
optical path length travelled by light in two media of refractive indices n and n2 .
Fermat's Principle equivalently implies that the form of Snell's Law,
n, sin86 = n 2 sin8

2

(1)

is an expression for the conservation of the speed of light in both media n and n2.
For n2 > nl, the Principle of Total Internal Reflection defines a critical angle Ocfor
light to remain trapped within media n2l

S =sin L(n2
n, J

(2)

The discovery of light confinement by total internal reflection remained a
scientific curiosity until the development of electromagnetic theory in the 19t
century[17] and a leap in the processing of ultra-pure materials in the 20t century. John

Tyndall's experiments of guiding light through flowing water in 1870[16] and James
Clerk Maxwell's development of electromagnetic theory gave rise to the insight of
propagating states of light arising due to optical confinement in two spatial
dimensions-guiding light to travel as a series of discretely-defined propagation states
along the third remaining spatial dimension. An early application of light-guides was in
the form of guided microwave radiation along hollow metal waveguides[l 8].
We will refer throughout this thesis to total internal reflection confined lightguiding in dielectric materials as Index-guiding. Chapter 6 will present a novel amplifier

'Leading to popular explanations for the optical glimmering quality of high refractive index materials,
such as diamonds, in ambient air.
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design based on an alternate confinement principle, which we will refer to as Photonic
Crystal-guiding.
The first index-guiding application of micron length scale light came with the
invention of the fiberscope in 1956 by O'Brien and Kapany of American Optical
Company and Imperial College of London, respectively. By 1966, a landmark paper[19]
by Kao and Hockam proposed the possibility of using optical fibers as a medium for
guiding high transmission rate communication signals, provided optical fiber materials
loss could be reduced to values below 20 decibels (dB) per kilometer (km).
.

I

mvekatahilm

(a)

(b)

Fig. 1.1.1. (a) Transmission of light through glass over the ages[20]. The 20th century
insight into optical impurities being the cause for high absorption led to (b) the
dramatic decrease of materials absorption at X=1.55 m[21]. The erbium emission
spectrum is overlaid, demonstrating erbium's unique role as an amplifying
transition for long-haul fiber optic communications.
In 1970, theory became reality: Maurer, Keck and Schultz of Coming Glass
Works demonstrated ultra-low loss light-guiding optical fiber by growing an ultra-pure
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silicon oxide (SiO2) based glass by modified Chemical Vapor Deposition[22]. The ability
to propagate micron length scale light with a transmission loss of <1 dB/km was a
landmark achievement (see Fig. 1.1. .a) in transmission properties of light through matter,
and for SiO2 -based glass systems the transmission minima was observed to occur at
wavelength X=1.55microns (pm) (see Fig. 1.1. .b).
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Fig. 1.1.2. The Optical Communications Roadmap[371, charting the power law rise
of communication transmission rate (in units of bit/s) over time. The introduction of
optical fiber networks and WDM-based networks contributed disruptive advances
in the communications trends, as a function of time. (ETDM stands for Electronic
Time

Domain

Multiplexing,

the

electrical

form

for

carrying

multiple

communication signals[23).
The Communications Roadmap[ 24] of Fig. 1.1.2 charts the performance of
communication systems, accounting for development in device innovation and
subsequent refinements in both materials processing and device design. We observe that
the growth capacity of modem telephone systems has increased at a remarkable semilogarithmic rate with time as coaxial cable, microwave and satellite platforms were
34

incorporated to sustain user demand for higher transmission bandwidth. However, the
introduction of ultra-low loss optical fiber, or fiber optics, contributed a disruptive
step[25] to the evolution of communication systems, due to the critical fact that the 1.55
gm propagating light corresponds to a carrier frequency of 2x10' 4 Hz-10

000 times

faster than the highest radio frequencies being used. Fiber optic communications thus
enabled a >104 x increase in data communication rates. However, the deployment of such
a high transmission rate fiber-based platform could not be implemented for global
communications, until the invention of the Erbium-Doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA).

1.6

Review: The Need for Amplification in Communications
The concept of a travelling wave optical amplifier was proposed by Geusic and

Scovil[26] in 1962 and first demonstrated by Elias Snitzer[2] at the American Optical
Company in 1964. But it wasn't until the invention of optical fiber networks, the first
generation of photonic devices, that a high demand application for such a device became
apparent.
Optical fiber networks were built by telecommunications companies as a high
bandwidth alternative to resistive-capacitive (RC) delay limited copper telephone
lines[27], but their transmission distance was limited to 50-100 km. With III-V light
sources and photodiode detectors, a feasible fiber optic link (made up of a light source,
modulator, optical fiber transmission line, and photodiode detector) could only tolerate a
25-40 dB loss in transmitted signal power, corresponding to fiber lengths of 50-100 km.
A light amplifier was needed which could selectively boost power to the 1.55 Atmcarrier
signal, and the Er emission profile inside glass hosts[28] produced a suitable spectral
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overlap (see Fig. 1.1.l.b). The invention of the Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier (EDFA)
by Desurvire et al at Bell Labs[29] and Mears et al at University of Southampton[30],
made fiber optics a globally impacting technology, giving rise to submarine and transcontinent long haul communication lines (see Fig. 1.1.3). The addition of EDFAs to fiber
optic links sustained a communication performance/cost ratio of 100x, over a time span
of 10 years[24].

Fig. 1.1.3. The impact of fiber optics on telecommunications. Map of the submarine
and trans-continental long haul fiber optic links, circa 2001131].
The addition of Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM) technologies-the
simultaneous transmission of multiple carrier frequencies along one fiber optic link-has
produced a second disruptive step in increasing communication rates (see Fig. 1.1.2); and

here too, the EDFA has proven to be a compatible technology, enabling WDM to operate
on long haul links. The inhomogeneously broadened gain spectrum of Er in an
amorphous glass host yields a broadband high gain spectrum within 30 nm[32], enabling
the simultaneously amplification of multiple WDM carrier signals, or channels. In
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addition, the ms-scale long lifetime of the Er atom, in comparison to the -1 Gbit/s
(corresponding to a pulse period of -0.5 ns) signal transmission rate, washes out timedependent effects of gain modulation between neighbor WDM channels[32]: there is <<1
dB intersymbol interference between EDFA-amplified WDM channels (see Fig. 1.1.4.a).
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Fig. 1.1.4. (a) Cross-talk between WDM channels A and B after amplification
through an EDFA[33]. (b) The atomic three-level system of the Er atom[13].
While Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers (SOAs) have risen in the last ten years
as a competitive long-haul amplifier[32] which can supply 2540 dB gain, the ns-scale
SOA lifetime implies significant WDM channel interference by means of gain
modulation at 1 Gbit/s. Secondly, the ms-lifetime of the EDFA also results in a lower
Noise Figure than the SOA. The Noise Figure is a measure of the additional decrease in
signal-to-noise ratio after amplification (see chapter 2 for detailed discussion of Noise
Figure). Table 1.1 lists some characteristic performance numbers for an EDFA versus an
SOA, as reported in the literature, giving a rough illustration of the EDFA's performance
advantage over the SOA, but at the considerable cost of having a significantly larger
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amplifier length, and hence a larger device footprint when integrated into a fiber optic
link.

High Gain Linewidth

~

EDFA

SOA

30 nm

-30 nm

Gain

30 dB

20 dB

Amplifier Length

10 m

1 mm

Noise Figure

4 dB

6.5 dB

<< 1 dB

-1 dB

WDM gain modulation

Table 1.1. Performance summary of a characteristic long-haul EDFA and SOA,
summarized from [5].
Lastly, the IC compatibility of the optically pumped three-level (see Fig. 1.1.4.b)
Er system, allows for this material to be imported into a Si Microelectronics fab. This
critical processing access makes the final case for our decision to explore Er
amplification in this work, as applicability to Si-based micron-scale photonics.

1.7

Review: Microphotonics
Microphotonics is the planar reduction of a macroscopic fiber optic link, made up

of discretely mated photonic devices, into a micron-scale integrated link (or lightwave
circuit), made up of continuously mated photonic devices. The inspiration and potential
first application of microphotonics comes from Si Microelectronics, and we make a brief
aside to explain the guiding principle and potential application of this technology.
1.7.1 Silicon Microelectronics & A Seemingly Unrelated Problem
The invention of integrated electronic devices by Kilby and Noyce in 1959[34],
has culminated today in a $250 billion semiconductor industry, transforming modem
38
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society. The guiding principle of Si Microelectronics is the development of a rational
design[35] approach towards creating an electronic circuit: a design approach that creates
device functionality by selectively modifying a host environment. The two methods
applying this design approach are (i) dopant delivery and (ii) lithography. Dopant
delivery mimics a macroscopic electronic board's material-diverse circuits, as devices
comprised of a common host material with different types or different spatial
distributions of electronic dopants. Lithography mimics a macroscopic electronic board's
architecture by localizing devices as discrete elements while at the same time
monolithically integrating them by patterned metal interconnection lines.
The lithography principal for circuit design underlies a fundamental paradigm that
characterizes microelectronics was an economy of scale technology: circuit size and
circuit chip density scale with lithography wavelength. The impact of microelectronics as
an economy of scale technology is aptly summarized by Moore's Law (see Fig. 1.1.5).
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Fig. 1.1.5. Moore's Law, representing the unprecedented power law improvement of
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The invention of a high quality thermal oxide and Field Effect Transistors has
resulted in the modem Integrated Circuit (IC) industry. With Moore's Law as a
development roadmap, higher functionality, greater speed and lower cost have fuelled the
proliferation of microelectronic applications, while working with the same basic set of Sicompatible materials and unit processes, thus resulting in an unprecedented
performance/cost ratio for technology development.
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Fig. 1.1.6. Trend in global interconnect

(1 cm length) propagation
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technology linewidth and time, for traditional aluminum metal and SiO2 insulator;
projected copper and low dielectric material; and projected optical waveguide
technologies[37].

In the next decade, the Roadmap for Si Microelectronics[37] has defined the
technological limits to IC computation to be the metalization lines (also known as
interconnects)

connecting computation

sectors on an IC chip. The increase in line

resistance and parasitic capacitance, as a result of interconnect miniaturization and line
densification,

respectively,

contributes

an RC

delay

(see Fig.

1.1.6) to global

interconnects (the longest -1 cm metalization lines). Alternative materials solutions, such
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as the use of lower resistance copper lines and lower dielectric constant films to embed
the interconnects within, reduce this line delay, and it is a current point of debate as to
whether alternate material-solutions ensure a line delay reduction rate satisfying the
exponential Moore's Law-required performance/cost ratio trend.
A solution to this Interconnection Bottleneck problem has been suggested which
radically breaks with the materials limitations due to electronic signal transfer, by
following the telecommunications industry's lead: replace copper with fiber optic-or in
this case, an optical waveguide.

1.7.2 Silicon Microphotonics: an Optical and Electronic Convergence
The optical network today is made up of discrete photonic devices interconnected
by fiber splices, reminiscent of pre-IC electronic systems. While WDM technologies
promise as high as Tbit/s transmission along long haul fiber optic links, transmission
within cities suffers a significant drop due to an insufficient metropolitan area fiber optic
architecture. This reduction in transmission rate due to a return to electronic technology
within the city creates a Transmission Bottleneck between the urban user and the Long
Haul backbone.
If photonic device processing can be re-invented as an economy of scale
technology, the performance/cost ratio will radically increase, potentially making
photonics a viable technology to build metropolitan fiber optic architectures for. And this
could possibly open the path for Fiber To The Home and the once much-anticipated
delivery of ultra-high transmission bandwidth, as an office-space or household
commodity, for audio-visual intensive internet-driven applications.
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The goal of microphotonics is therefore to re-design photonics as a planar
substrate lithography-based technology. In particular, Si Microphotonics[25] attempts to
leverage the same basic set of Si-compatible materials and unit processes used in
microelectronics, and in doing so to try to optimise the performance/cost ratio of
technology development.
Given the potential for the immediate transfer of a Si-CMOS compatible
microphotonic link to a cleanroom fabrication facility, the first practical application of a
microphotonic link has been envisioned to be an optical waveguide solution to the
Interconnect Bottleneck problem[37]. By replacing the IC chip's global interconnects
with optical waveguides and a light source/modulator/detector interface (which
transduces chip electronic signals to optical pulse encoded signals and back), such a
microphotonic link, dubbed an optical interconnect, has been theoretically predicted to
solve the Interconnect Bottleneck (see Fig. 1.1.6).
The design inspiration for Si Microphotonics and this first-case application is a
convergence of the problems and solutions created by microelectronic and photonic
technologies. The microelectronic Interconnection Bottleneck computation problem may
be solved by a microphotonic communications technology, where the design of this
microphotonics technology is inspired by the microelectronic IC circuit rational design,
and which may in turn relieve the Transmission Bottleneck communications problem of
long haul photonics. Si Microphotonics takes advantage of this collaboration between IC
computation technology and Telecom communication technology in the form of an
optical interconnect, or more generally, a Planar Lightwave Circuit (PLC). The goal of
this thesis work is to create a Si-compatible microphotonic amplifier for the PLC, and we
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have chosen the Er atom as our optical center for designing this amplifier, seeking to take
advantage of its (i) low optical noise, (ii) 1 Gbit/s WDM compatibility, and (iii) ability to
leverage mature Si Microelectronics fabrication tools and processing recipes in order to
sustain an optimal performance/cost ratio for microphotonics development.

1.8

Review:

Si Microphotonics

and the

Planar

Lightwave

Circuit
optical clocking signal

Interface

neighborhood

Fig. 1.1.7. The Planar Lightwave Circuit[38], comprised of a transceiver interface
and optical layer. The optical amplifier is an all-optical device, distributed across
the optical layer for in-line power-budget maintenance.
Fig. 1.1.7 shows the layout of a Planar Lightwave Circuit (PLC), designed to
overlay above an IC chip, as replacement for the chip's global interconnect level. The
layout is designed as a conventional 'H-tree' architecture, splitting an incoming signal to
any number of local electronic neighborhoods on the IC chip. This particular example
represents a design for carrying an optical clocking signal[38,39] across the IC chip.
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The PLC is comprised of two architecture elements: (i) a transceiver interface and (ii) an
optical layer. The transceiver interface contains light sources, optical modulators and
photo-detectors, i.e. all the photonics devices involved in the transducing of electronic to
optical signal and signal encoding. The optical layer is comprised of waveguides, WDM
add/drop multiplexers, and amplifiers, i.e. all the photonic devices involving lightguiding, optical signal processing and power budget maintenance.
The H-tree architecture demonstrates that any basic PLC design involves the
splitting of incoming signals (by perhaps a 50% power drop at each split) an arbitrary

number of times before reaching the transceiver interface at the local electronic
neighborhood. An optical amplifier will be an important device for maintaining the
power budget in the optical layer, and a minimal benchmark requirement for a
microphotonic PLC will be 3 dB (i.e. boosting signal power by 2x) gain per
microphotonic amplifier.
The integration of a PLC as optical interconnects on an IC chip requires
deposition of a waveguide core material (with refractive index n2 ) onto the global
interconnect level of a Chemical Mechanical Polished IC chip surface. Research by our
group into poly-silicon waveguides[40] (n2 =3.478 at =1.55

m) concluded significant

transmission losses of 15 dB/cm[41] due to either materials absorption at poly-Si grain
boundaries or high waveguide transmission loss due to scattering from rough waveguide
core surfaces[42]. A more feasible materials choice was decided to be the integration of
Si-CMOS compatible dielectric materials with lower refractive indices (n2=1.6-2.2 at
= 1.55 m) and higher melting point temperatures than Si. Such dielectric materials can
be deposited by either Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) or Physical Vapor Deposition
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(PVD) techniques as amorphous waveguide cores with low materials absorption. The
current work in our group is actively exploring silicon nitride (Si3N4) and silicon
oxynitride (SiON) dielectric materials for waveguide core materials by CVD[9] and
sputtering[43]. The advantage of a PVD process such as sputtering is the minimization of
substrate temperature during deposition, allowing for the possibility to monolithically
integrate SiON-based optical interconnects by direct deposition onto an IC chip, without
disturbing the original microelectronics thermal budget design for the chip.
Further, the creation of a micron scale PLC rests intrinsically on the ability to
design single mode waveguide structures that fit within hundreds of tm square areas or
less. Such high optical confinement can only be achieved with waveguides designed for
index differences of An=n2-n1=0.1-1.0. Silicon, silicon nitride and silicon oxynitride
waveguide cores (n2), hermetically sealed within a deposited silicon oxide cladding (ni),
are CMOS-compatible materials that meet these high An requirements.
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Chapter 2:

Optical Shrink: the Effect of Transverse Confinement in
High An Waveguide Amplifiers

Specifications sheet for level 1 of lithography
mask MASK Amplifier H-TREE, showing the
coil/serpentine, variable length, and ring
resonator waveguides which will experimentally
test the computer simulation results of chapters

2&5.

"Dear Mr. Saini:
I thought of a simple way to explain why the confinement of the radiation does not improve the noise performance. The
critical angle limits the transverse component of the k-vectors of the radiation within a wave-guide to some value ksub
T... The bigger the waveguide, the less radiation is captured. The number of atoms increases at the same rate as the
captured radiation decreases."
-email from Prof. H. Haus, which changed the last third of publication IEEE JLT 21(10), 2368-2376 (2003).
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2.1

Chapter Abstract
Chapters 3-4 study Er20

3

and the Si3 N4 ->SiON:Er materials system as our

candidates for a Si microphotonic optical amplifier. Independent of these material gain
(dB/cm) results, we carried out three studies into the possibility of enhancing the
SiON:Er material gain, per unit optical pump power. The results of these studies
constitute chapters 2, 5 and 6. As a common reference for these three chapters, we
studied the gain (as a function of pump power) performance of a characteristic -3 dB/cm
Er-based material gain.

3 dB/cm gains correspond to prohibitively large device lengths, on the order 104
jtm, in order to create devices that meet our 3 dB gain/device benchmark for PLC
application (chapter 1). To access the device feasibility of Si3N4<-SiON:Er for a
microphotonic PLC, we developed a scaling methodology that we call Optical Shrink, to

study optically pumped waveguide amplifiers, as a function core/cladding index contrast
and amplifier length. Our study extends the gain efficiency versus index contrast studies

of commercial EDFAs (An-0.06)[18], to index difference magnitudes characteristic of Si
Microphotonics (An-0.1-0.7). Our study concludes that increasing index contrast for
fixed amplifier length results in two crucial advantages: (i) increase in device gain
efficiency, and (ii) decrease in areal footprint of a planar structure. Increasing index
contrast is observed to have no effect on the output noise figure. A figure of merit
summarizing these advantages demonstrates the powerful role of index contrast as an
enabler for improving amplifier device feasibility. We studied amplifier lengths for fixed
index contrast and conclude the presence of Amplified Spontaneous Emission sets an
upper limit on amplifier length, in order to optimize device gain efficiency. We
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summarize our amplification study of index contrast and amplifier length into a set of
design rules that use the performance maps to determine optimum amplifier length,
footprint and pump power, for a given index contrast and Er-doped lifetime. Using the
Er-doped Waveguide Amplifier as a simulation case study for these design rules, we
conclude an optical amplifier with >3 dB/cm gain, powered by a single 10 mW pump
source, can be integrated into a PLC within a 425x425

m2 area. The Si 3N 4 ->SiON:Er

system is therefore feasible for device integration into microphotonic PLCs. However,
the results of this study are critically dependent on the processing of ultra-low loss <0.2
dB/cm waveguides. We created a lithography mask and optimized materials calibration to
experimentally test our case study and the Optical Shrink performance maps. We
conclude that the lithographic and etch chemistry challenge of processing <0.2 dB/cm
loss waveguides is the final requirement for experimentally demonstrating the results of
our study. This design rule approach helped us develop a set of empirical equations that
can be used to for first-order approximations of microphotonic amplifier performance, as
a function of index contrast and device size. We conclude with a list of these equations.

2.2

Introduction

2.2.1 Optical Shrink for the Optically Pumped Amplifier
The Erbium Doped Fiber Amplifier, the workhorse component of long haul
telecommunications, is an optically pumped three-level atomic transition system. To
optically pump EDFA fibers, a pump wavelength hXmust be injected into the optical
fiber in parallel with the signal wavelength X. The resulting overlap of pump and signal
electromagnetic field distributions within the Er-doped fiber core provides the region of
optical gain.
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In shrinking an EDFA down to microphotonic length scales, we sought to
investigate the two physical factors characteristic of an optically pumped amplifier's
device physics,
(i) Optical Confinement: an optically confined profile for the pump rate,
dependent on the refractive index difference An between waveguide core and cladding,
and dependent on the waveguide core dimensions, and
(ii) Co-propagation: a pump power distribution that injects pump energy in
parallel with the signal photons (this is termed the 'co-propagation' of Xpand hxin EDFA
physical modeling).
Optical confinement and co-propagation have an inter-related dependence on index
difference An and device length Az; we investigate how this dependence can be
extrapolated in order to optimally design power efficient planar waveguides, within a
minimal two-dimensional (lithographically patterned) footprint.
(To clarify nomenclature, index difference is defined as An=ncore-ncladdin,
and
index contrast is defined as An/ncladding.
We will use these two terms interchangeably.)
This chapter presents our simulations for studying the effect of what we call
Optical Shrink (which we define as the increase of An and decrease of Az) on optical
confinement and co-propagation, as we transform fiber-scale EDFA device performance
into microphotonic scale Waveguide Optical Amplifier (WOA) performance. Our
conclusion is that the planar design platform of microphotonics reveals a strong influence
primarily of An, and secondarily of Az, on:
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Device Parameters
An

index difference=ncor-nr-ncladdg

Acore

waveguide core cross-section area=widthxheight

N

optical dopant concentration

Or

optical dopant radiative lifetime oc l/a2l

'nr

optical dopant nonradiative lifetime (due to host: waveguide core)

Yij

optical dopant interaction cross-section, energy level I->j

1/x

total de-excitation rate=(1/'rr + 1/nr)

rl

luminescence efficiency=/tr

Cij

upconversion coefficient between levels i->j

r., rp

overlap integral of signal, pump mode with optical dopant-doped core

Lg

amplifier length

Lg

optimal amplifier length

F

WOA areal footprint

a,, ap

signal, pump transmission loss

Table 2.1. Definitions table for all notation used in this chapter.
(1) WOA device performance scaling: device gain efficiency increases with An
and can be optimized with Az; and

(2) WOA device size scaling: device areal footprint decreases with An.
The influence of these two scaling advantages allows us to improve the PLC
integration of SiON:Er-based WOAs: for a given optical gain per unit length, we can
optimize the device operation, per unit pump power and per unit planar area. This is the
optical engineering design goal of chapters 2, 5 and 6: to optimize PLC integration of a
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Control Variables
hvp, hvs

pump and signal photon energy

Pp, Pp(Z)

input pump power, pump power profile
(0 <Z <Lg)
pump flux profile=FpPp(z)/Acorelhvp

Pr, P,(z)

input signal power, signal power profile

4s(z)

signal flux profile=FrPs(z)/Acorelhvs

W1 3

optical pump rate-pal3

W

stimulated emission rate=so21

21

W12

absorption rate=sol

12

+ 4ASE+OASE,21+

4ASE+aASE,12 +

ASE-aASE,21

)ASE-OASE,12

Table 4.1, continued.
WOA with respect to pump energy and physical area.
The key parameters describing materials selection and device performance for our
simulation modeling are index difference An, radiative

tr

and nonradiative nrlifetimes,

pump Ppand signal Ps powers, and amplifier length Az-which we rename here as Lg (the
'g' subscript refers to length of gain medium). Table 2.1 (shown on these pages) gives a
list of all relevant parameters with detailed definitions.
2.2.2 An Adjustable Refractive Index Materials Host and An Adjustable
Optical Dopant
While lightly doped silica, phosphate or chalcogenide glasses have been used as
the Er-doped waveguide cores for EDFAs, our proposed SiON materials system for
microphotonic scale index differences (An=O.1-1.0) is silicon oxynitride (SiON), a
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Performance Functions
N2(z),
Nl(z)

Local signal gain profile-N 2 (z)a21-NI(z)I 2
Po

output signal power=Ps(z=Lg)

Yd

device gain= 1Olog(P/Ps)

Yeff

gain efficiencyd(yd)/dPp

YA

Areal gain=ydLg/F

PASE+

output noise: forward amplified spontaneous emission

SNRo

output signal-to-noise ratio=Po/PAsE+
(input signal-to-noise ratio SNRi=Ps/Pnoise)

NF

noise figure= 10log(SNRi/SNRo)

Lmax

position along amplifier where Ps(z) is maximum (see Fig.3)

Table 4.1, concluded.

miscible glass alloy of SiO2 and Si3N4 whose composition control creates the possibility
for an adjustable waveguide core refractive index, varying from ncore=1.46<->2.2.The
current state of strip waveguide sidewall smoothing[44] has produced An=0.755 single

mode waveguides with less than 4.5 dB/cm transmission loss[9] and less than 1 dB
insertion loss[45]. Room temperature lifetime measurements for Er ion-implanted SiO2
and Si 3N 4 [1 1] and our investigation of sputtered SiON:Er (chapter 4) shows that the Er
atom preserves millisecond

scale lifetimes in such hosts. Pending a predicted

10x

reduction to ultra-low transmission loss (one of the research goals of our group in the
next year), and given a sputter-deposited ms-scale Er lifetime in the presence of
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amorphous SiON, we establish in this chapter's study a continuous device operation
analysis ranging from An-0.06 commercial EDFAs to An-0.75 microphotonic WOAs.
Apart from Er, there are five other rare-earth alternative light-emitting atoms,
dubbed in this work as optical dopants, whose inhomogeneously broadened gain spectra
introduces the possibility of designing amplifier gain within the entire near-IR
spectrum[

1
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(see

Table 2.2). The deep inner-shell transition [47] of these rare-earth optical dopants results
in a linewidth emission insensitivity (the PL wavelength stays approximately constant, as
shown in chapter 4) to host material.

Table 2.2. Collection of rare-earth IR-emitting optical dopants (ODs), listing their
PL peak's (-gain peak) wavelength.
Therefore, an SiON:Er device can be adjustably tuned with respect to power or
areal footprint requirements or physical space by choice of refractive index difference, or
adjustably tuned with respect to gain spectrum requirement (the required wavelength
window for amplification) by choice of optical dopant, matching arbitrary PLC
requirement. SiON:Er is therefore an ideal device platform for microphotonic WOAs
requiring micron-scale physical and near-IR spectral design flexibility.
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2.2.3 Areal Gain and the HIC-WOA
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Fig. 2.1. Dimensional

scaling for high gain planar HIC-WOAs

(dB/cm 2 ). (a)

Serpentine structure, minimizing areal extent with straight-line waveguide segments.
(b) Coil structure, optimally packing a planar area with curved waveguides. Nearest
neighbor waveguide distance p is the larger of (i) radius r for 0.042 dB/cm turning
loss[44] or (ii) decay length d corresponding to a 40 dB drop in evanescent cladding

field intensity. In limit (i), magnitude of p is turning loss limited; in limit (ii) p is
evanescent wave leakage limited. w is the waveguide width. Table 2.6 lists the

equations relating WOA footprint size F to WOA length Lg.
For the PLC, we envision the High Index Contrast-Waveguide Optical Amplifier
(HIC-WOA) as a compact low turning-loss strip waveguide amplifier, designed in
Serpentine and Coil structures (see Fig. 2.1) that optimize device gain per unit area. The

move from EDFA to WOA shifts device performance metric from gain per-unit-length
(dB/cm) to gain per-unit-area (dB/cm2 ); we call this new metric "areal gain" (see
definition in Table 2. 1).

To date, Er has been the primary optical dopant used in fiber optic
amplification[l], and has been studied in doped planar waveguides
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Optical Shrink Case Study SiON Case Study
An, Acore

0.5, 0.3x0.8 !.m2

0.155, 0.8x2.0 gm 2

Lgan

1m

2 cm

Optical dopant, N

Er atom, 1020cm '3

Er atom, 2x 1020 cm '3

4, 4,

1.55 m, 0.98 m

1.55 gim, 0.98 m

Pn, PS, Pp

1 IgW,10 W, 10 mW

1 gW, 10 W, NA

Fr, rp

0.4, 0.64

0.4, 0.64

Tr

12 ms

12 ms

'nr

60 ms

60 ms

xr,rT

10 ms, 0.833

10 ms, 0.833

C 24

4x10-8cm

aS, ap

0 dB/cm, 0 dB/cm

3

/s[48]

4x10

18

cm 3 /s

0.2 dB/cm, 0.1 dB/cm

(0.2 dB/cm, 0.1 dB/cm)
Table 2.3. Case study device parameter and control variable values used to generate
Figs. 4.4-4.11. (NA means Not Applicable; the SiON case study was presented as a

function of pump power Pp, and not at one particular Pp.)
[49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,57]. Erbium-Doped Waveguide Amplifiers have recently been
deployed for metropolitan fiber systems[58]. As a reference case study for this chapter's
design analysis, we use the Er atom as our optical dopant, at a concentration of x 1020
cm 3 (see Table 2.3 for details). The contribution of upconversion is included as an
optional, additional analysis. Waveguide transmission or propagation loss, our
engineering design limit, has been omitted in order to draw general conclusions as to the
physics of optical confinement. Propagation loss has been included for the particular case
of An=0.5, in order to demonstrate the deviation of experimental design from theoretical
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prediction. While the Optical Shrink case study was done for a device length intermediate
to fiber optics and Microphotonics (Lg=lm), an SiON case study has been included to
explicitly show the impact of An for a 3 dB microphotonic WOA (with Lg=2cm).
2.2.4 This Work: A Computer Simulation Study of Optical Shrink
We evaluate the device feasibility of the SiON:Er WOA system by computer
simulations of the propagating power distribution within index-guided (total internal
reflection confined) waveguides, in the presence of optical noise, by optical pumping.
Our results synthesize the performance and size scaling advantages of Optical
Shrink into a Figure of Merit for device feasibility, quantitatively mapping the impact of
An scaling on WOA performance, in contrast to a low index contrast EDFA. The
performance and size scaling advantages are expanded into a set of guidelines for
designing an optimum WOA length Lg, given a set of fixed device parameters and control
variables (see definitions in Table 2.1). We discuss the underlying physical principles
behind Optical Shrink as a transverse optical confinement effect; this motivates our
exploration of alternative confinement effects in chapters 5 and 6, as forms of optical
device engineering to improve the Figure of Merit for SiON:Er WOAs.

2.3

Amplifier Physics

2.3.1 Amplification Background
We review the equations of optical amplification[l] and discuss the impact of a
co-propagating laser pump power (for the excitation of a population inversion) and
spontaneous emission on power distribution along the amplifier (0 < z < L). An
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additional term is included to account for Er-Er upconversion. Table 2.1 lists definitions
for the notation used in this paper, classified as follows:

N3

fast nonradiative

A

A

WI3

w

21

.

= lflr +

..

3

W1-

A/Ji

42

2S~j

W

' Xf,__

IrF

V

X
h

IL N

Fig. 2.2. Optical amplification in a three-level system. Signal photons (wave-like

arrows) at wavelength

undergo multiplication by stimulated emission W21.

Phonons mediate the rapid "fast nonradiative" de-excitation rate N3->N2 .
* device parameters are design variables physically defining the dimensions and
materials constitution of the amplifier,
* control variables are the input variables set to fixed value, defining amplifier operation,
* performance functions are the output response variables that evaluate amplifier
performance.
The equations of optical amplification for an atomic three-level energy system
(see Fig. 2.2), characteristic of optical dopants such as Er, are described by a coupled set
of atomic density and power differential equations[l]:
dNi

dt

= -W13N1- W12N1+ W21N2+ N2

dN = W12N - W21N2-

dt
N3 = N- N1- N2

1 N2 + W13N1- (C2 4 N 2 )

O

(2.1)
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and
dPp

dz
dz

= (N2a31 - N11a3)rpPip- apPp

= (N221 - Ni12)f=P -a,P,

dPAE- = (N2Ae21
dz

A12-

+ 7lN
N,P,
o',2lh

VASErA
VASE
- aSPASE+

dPasE -

dz
(2.2)

where we assume the nonradiative de-excitation rate between levels i=3--j=2 is orders of
magnitude faster than W13 , W21 or 1/ (Fig. 2.2). Eqns. (2.1) describe the population of
these energy levels as a function of time; the C24N22 term in parentheses for the dN2/dt
equation represents the influence of upconversion. Steady-state solutions (dNi/dt=O)
determine the level of population inversion N2 -N1; with N30, we solve N2 for WOAs:

N2 = N

W13+ W12
W13+W31 +-+ W12 + W21

(2.3)

and for upconversion-dependant Er-doped WOAs:

N2 =

-(W3+WI2+W21+r)+
V(W3 +W21 +W 2

+4NC24(W3 +W2)

2C24

Eqns. (2.2) represent the steady-state pump, signal and spontaneously emitted photon
population along the propagation length of the amplifier. Amplified Spontaneous
Emission (ASE) describes the spontaneously emitted photon population, at signal
wavelength )X, coupling into waveguide propagating modes and de-exciting optical
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dopants upstream (ASE-) or downstream (ASE+) by stimulated emission[l]. The form
and implication of the PASEequations in (2.2) is discussed in section 4.5. ASE results in a
reduction of steady-state device gain Yd, while increasing the output noise at Ah(this is
quantified by the Noise Figure performance function in Table 2.1).

Propagation Direction (cm)

Fig. 2.3. Effect of co-propagating

pump and spontaneous

emission on power

distribution along a WOA. Lma is defined in Table 1. (Data plotted for
upconversion-free case study; power profile Ps(z) for case study with upconversion
is additionally plotted.)
A rigorous solution of power and gain profiles was calculated by substitution of
Eqns. (2.1) into Eqns. (2.2) and solving (by Runge Kutta method computer
simulation[59]) the resulting coupled differential equations, subject to the following
boundary conditions: Pp(z=O)=Pp, P(z=O)=Ps, PASE+(Z=O)=O,PASE-(Z=Lg)=O.Fig. 2.3
plots such profiles for our case study system, illustrating a fundamental principal of
optically pumped WOAs: the propagating signal P transits through three intrinsic
Regimes of operation along the amplifier length. This trajectory is schematically
represented for the upconversion-free case in Performance Map 1 (Fig. 2.4). Generally,
there are four such light-optical dopant interacting Regimes.
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(I) small signal gain: at low P.(z), when there is no dynamic competition between Ps(z)
and Pp(z) to establish population inversion (W21<l/T, W13>l/', y(z)>0).
(II) gain saturation: at high Ps(z), when there is dynamic competition between P,(z) and
Pp(z) to establish population inversion (W2 1>/, W13 >1/c, y(z)>O).
(III) absorption bleaching: at high P.(z) and low Pp(z), a reduction in materials absorption
due to the long lifetime decay of an absorbing optical dopant back to ground state
(W1 2>1/T, W 13 <1/C, Y(z)<O).

(IV) small signal absorption: at low P(z)

and low Pp(z),

the maximum materials

absorption value, defined as Na 21. (W1 2 <1/', W1 3 <1/', y(z)<O).
2.3.2 Optical Shrink as a Power Trajectory Path

-. _
g.A
c

0

-J
2

Local Pump Power Pp(z)(mW)
Fig. 2.4. Performance Map 1: X=1.55 gm Optical Amplification Regimes for Fig. 3

(upconversion-free) case study. The four operating regimes are quantitatively
partitioned as a function of pump and signal power (mW). The inter-related effect
of An and Lg determines the spatial extent of Regimes I-IV in Fig. 2.3, and the path
of a "power trajectory" in this figure. The power trajectory represents Pp(z) and
P,(z) at local z positions along the Propagation Direction axis of Fig. 2.3.
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The evolution of gain y(z) and Pp(z), Ps(z) profile along the propagation direction
z, in Fig. 2.3, is represented as a "power trajectory" in Performance Map 1. The path of
this power trajectory represents Optical Shrink's inter-related effect of An and Lg on Ps(z)
profile and thus device gain. The power trajectory is influenced by Lg through (i)
Backwards ASE PASE-(Z),
whose competition against pump power Pp(z) reduces signal
gain profile near z=0; and by An through (ii) Co-propagating pump power, where the subexponential decay of Pp(z) along z sets a critical length Lg*beyond which Regime II ends.

(The pump power profile Pp(z) is sub-exponential because of the high pump photon fluxrate resulting in bleaching of the N 1--N3 absorption transition.) Counter-propagation
pump schemes[18] permit an increase in Lg*, but at the cost of a higher output noise
figure (see 4.3.3 for more discussion). With the intent of low output noise, we adopt the
co-propagating pump scheme for our WOA design and investigate optimization of
Regime II, as controlled by An, for a given spontaneous emission lifetime

r

and fixed

input Pp and P. The scaling effect of An is depicted as Performance Maps in section 4.4.
The influence of An on Lg determines the optimal value of Lg*,for given An, in section
4.5. With the Performance Maps of section 4.4 and optimal Lg*,we establish design rules
to optimize device parameter values for a given An HIC-WOA.
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2.3.3 Discussion: The Meaning of a Noise Figure
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Fig. 2.5. (a) Noise Figure versus radiative lifetime, using the Optical Shrink case
study with variable x. (b) Case study simulation of power and gain profiles, with
modification to a constant pump profile.
Equations (2.2) show that spontaneous emission generated within a WOA, which
couples into propagating modes, undergoes stimulated emission from the population
inverted Er, and robbing the incoming signal X.of potential gain. Amplified Spontaneous
Emission, or ASE, is an inevitable process that incurs a gain efficiency penalty for the
WOA: less pump power is transferred to the signal as a result.
While the temporal intensity modulated signal acquires gain by stimulated
emission of the optical dopant, the forward-traveling component of ASE (which of course
has no temporal intensity modulation, and whose spectral profile is the PL linewidth of
the optical dopant) contributes both spontaneous emission power and stimulated emission
power to the input optical noise. As a result, the noise gain Gnoise,defined in dB units as
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10x the logarithmic ratio of the output optical noise Pn,o(where PASE+(Z=-Lg)Pn,o)
to the
input optical noise P,i, is greater than the signal gain Gsignal.
We see this explicitly by expanding the Noise Figure definition (from Table 2.1):

(SNRo

(,i
Pn,

P.o

P,

P.,i

= -Gainign + Gainnoise
(2.4)

therefore,
Gainnoise = NF + Gainsigna
(2.5)
and note,

Gainno~iske
= 10 logP,

= 10 logy
(,

)

(2.6)

We see the Noise Figure is the amount of excess gain acquired by optical noise (thanks to
ASE), in comparison to the signal gain. Since the spontaneous emission rate can not be
turned off, we will always have Gnoise> Gsignal,or equivalently,
NF > 0.
(2.7)

The Noise Figure can not equal zero, for that's equivalent to setting the rate of
spontaneous emission to zero; and by Fermi's golden rule, that implies no oscillator
transition couples the excited state to the ground state, forcing the rate of stimulated
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emission and

O21=0.

Noise can intrinsically not be minimized without reduction of

a21

and thus reduction of Gsigal.
There are two reasons the Noise Figure will increase. (1) Reducing radiative
lifetime

r

will increase PASE+in equation (2.2) at a faster rate than P, (P. increases

because the crdecrease corresponds to an increase in interaction cross-section a2 1 ). In Fig.
2.5.a, our increasing lifetime in the case study shows Noise Figure slowly increase with

tr.

(2) Noise Figure will also increase is due to a less sub-exponential and more uniform

optical pump profile. We simulate a uniform pump profile (see Fig. 2.5.b) for the case
study, with pump power adjusted to yield the same device gain. The (sub-exponential
pump profile) case study yields a Noise Figure of NF= 6.25 dB at 23 dB gain. With the
uniform pump profile, we observe a Noise Figure of NF=7.85 dB at 23 dB gain.
In a co-propagating WOA or EDFA, the sub-exponential decay of (optical) pump
power (see Fig. 2.3) as a function of z results in less spontaneous emission (dependent
only on N2 , not N2 -N1 ) near the end of the amplifier, than near the beginning. More
spontaneous emission is generated within such a uniform pump design.

2.4

Results and Discussion 1: Amplifier Scaling Principles
As mentioned in the Introduction, increasing index difference An has two scaling

effects for WOAs, resulting in significant improvements of (i) device performance and
(ii) operating efficiency per planar device unit area. We present our study of these high
index contrast (IIC) scaling principles.
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2.4.1 HIC Scaling Principle 1: Gain Efficiency
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section area, for An=0.5, 2.0. The shaded areas show that the same modal fraction is
confined within the core of a single mode cut-off waveguide, regardless of An. For
higher An, decreasing Acorethus implies an increase in flux density bs, Upwithin the

WOA core.
Fig. 2.6 shows the cross-section area TE mode profile of two waveguides
(simulated by the Finite Difference Method[ 60 ]) with dimensions below pump
wavelength 4 single mode cut-off (below single mode cut-off means there is only one
waveguide propagating state at wavelength

p[5]). We observe that the same modal

fraction is contained within both waveguide cores in Fig. 2.6.
Therefore, the waveguide with refractive index difference An=2.0, contains the
same amount of propagating modal power as the waveguide with An=0.5. This same
amount of modal power exists at a higher photon density within the smaller cross-section
area An=2.0 waveguide core, and therefore at higher flux rate. p (and c4,)is higher within
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the higher An waveguide core. This increases the optical pump rate W13 (and W1 2 , W21 )

and the level of population inversion AN=N2 -N1 in Regime I.
For a single mode cut-off waveguide, core cross-section area
~An l

14

scales as

Aor,

(see Appendix 1). We thus conclude for fixed P,, higher An increases AN and

thus the gain profile magnitude in Regime I.
However, Fig. 2.3 and Fig. 2.4 show us that the majority length of an optically
pumped amplifier tends to be in Regime II. We therefore examine the influence of optical
confinement in both regimes. We expand the gain expression, approximating

12

,&a21

and

assuming that N 30 (NI+N 2 ~N):

y = N2 2, -N

=_
N

-

)a2

(N - (N-N

2 ))2

= 2Ncr,, - Na

and using the expression in equation (2.3) (where our fast non-radiative decay from level
3->2 implies W31;0), we conclude for Regime I

2Na
21

r

WI
3

1 +3

W12

+W
21

-

Na21

T

-2Na
21

(FpPp/ hvpA)al3 + (P, / hvA)a
(rP / hvpA)a,3 + (FPS / hvsA)(a12 + a 21) +-T
2Na(rpPp I hvp)a 1 3 + (,ps I hv,)a 1 2
2Nar,2(FP
/ hv)
+ (F+
P, / hv,)(Ca
1 + a2 1 ) + A
-=

-

-a

N
Nal

(2.8)

We see here explicitly the influence of optical confinement: increasing An and decreasing
single mode waveguide cross-section area A, while confining the same modal fraction
within cross-section area A, applies to both pump and signal fluxes. The increase in small
signal only occurs because of the spontaneous emission rate li/ not having a dependence
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on A and An. Thus, we interpret the confinement effect on increasing gain (in Regime I)
as being the result of energy transferring more efficiently from pump directly to
stimulated emission (i.e. W13 , W21 and W12 have increased, but 1/x hasn't). (Note that
ASE will increase with the An confinement effect; we haven't explicitly listed PASE+
and
PASE-in equation (2.8)-for

completeness one can approximately substitute P with

PS+ PASE++ PASE-in (2.8)).

But as the simulation in Fig. 2.3 reveals, the majority of an amplifier length is in
Regime II, where W12 and W21 )> 1/x, and the 1/x term becomes negligible in the
denominator,

yE
1 1

2Ncra2

W+ W

W3 + W12

Na

(rpPp
/ hvA)a,,3

+ (P

/ hv,A)a,2

(FpPp / hvpA)a,3 + (F,P / hvsA)(o12 + a 2 , )

12 (P

(rPPP/ hVp)al3 + (rsPs/ hvs)1

2

hv)a / + (pPp/ hvv)(a3
hs)( +

2

(2.9)

therefore, in Regime II, which dominates WOA amplification, the effect of transverse
optical confinement-increasing An -does

not appear to increase signal gain.

Yet increase in device gain as a function of higher An is experimentally observed
and designed for in EDFAs. It is the reason why EDFA devices tend to have higher
numerical aperture[63] (i.e. index difference) than conventional fiber. And we have
reproduced such observations theoretically, in computer simulations of the coupled
equations (2.1), (2.2) for different index difference An waveguides (see Fig. 2.8.a).
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Closer examination of our computer simulation of the signal power profile P.(z)
made us realize that the effect of increase in amplifier device gain with higher An is not a
purely optical confinement (i.e. waveguide cross-section area A dependent) effect. The
device increases with increasing An, only if the amplifier length Lg is keptfixed
Thus we stop referring to the dependence of device gain on An as a transverse
optical confinement effect, and re-dub it as an Optical Shrink effect: it is the influence of
An (by optical confinement) on the signal powerprofile, along a WOA of fixed length Lg,

which results in an increase of the WOA's gain. In increasing An does not improve the
gain-per-unit-length (dB/cm) of a device, it rather An improves the gain (dB) of a fixed
length device. This distinction qualifies Optical Shrink as a distributed effect (i.e. its
effect occurs over afinite length of amplifier Lg), and not, like optical confinement, an
intrinsic effect (i.e. per unit length).
We show this distributed effect with our case study (upconversion-free) in Fig.
2.7. In Fig. 2.7.a we observe the signal power profile for an incoming Ps,i=l IW signal in
a An=0.06 single mode cut-off WOA (amplifier length Lg=l m). Fig. 2.7.b now overlaps

the gain and signal power profiles of this example, versus the Optical Shrink case study.
The case study has a higher optical confinement (An=0.5) for the same device length (i.e.
lm). We observe that the An=0.5 signal power profile P(z) rises more quickly with
propagation z, and saturates to a higher value. Once both signal power profiles have

entered Regime II, we observe that the higher saturating P. for the An=0.5 case results in
less Er absorption throughout Regime III. This is because the higher signal power flux for
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this case results in higher steady-state bleaching of the Er atoms, and thus lower steady
state absorption from Er atoms in Regime III.
Re-examining the second line of equation (2.9) reveals that while the gain profile
is quantitatively independent of waveguide cross-section area in Regime II, the optical
confinement effect of a smaller cross-section area for the An=0.5 case implies a higher
rate of stimulated emission and hence faster signal power build-up P(z), with z, as
compared to the An=0.06 case. This is why the signal power profile rises faster in the
An=0.5 case WOA, and why it dynamically reaches steady state saturation with a higher
Ps value, than the An=0.06 case. The P5 (z) value of both cases as the signal power enters

Regime III then determines the final output value Ps(z=Lg).

I-

a

3

Propagationz (cm)

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2.7. (a) Plot of power and gain profiles using case study parameter with
modification of index difference to value An=0.06. (b) Comparison of signal power
Ps(z) and gain y(z) profiles for An=0.06 case versus An=0.5 case study.

Thus, it is the simultaneous interaction of a An optical confinement effect (a faster
P.(z) build-up in Regime II) with the fixed finite length of the WOA (involving the
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bleaching of a shorter Regime III from the built-up Ps(z) in Regime II) which results in
an observed increase of the WOA device gain yd versus An (at fixed pump power).
We map this distributed Optical Shrink effect by simulating, for a given An,
device gain Yd versus input pump power Pp. The results for three An cases are shown in
Fig. 2.8.a. We observe that the effect of P,(z) building up faster in a higher An WOA, is
equivalent, to reducing the pump power in a higher An waveguide in order to achieve the
same device gain Yd, as a lower An WOA. In other words, the Yd versus Pp slope of a
WOA-defined

as device Gain Efficiency

Yeff (see

Table 2.1)increases

with An.

Describing the Optical Shrink effect in terms of Gain Efficiency makes the impact of
increasing An explicit: lower pump power sources can be used to achieve the same device
gain

Yd.

This performance scaling effect of An on device gain efficiency was studied by us
and published[61] for an Lg=l m long WOA (Optical Shrink case study in Table 2.3). We
chose the 1-meter length as an intermediate length scale between EDFA devices
(typically

20-30 m long) and the microphotonic

length scale of 1 cm or less.

Demonstrating fixed amplifier length results at Lg=l m thus gives a sense of the impact
of Optical Shrink in comparison to current commercial EDFAs. At the conclusion of this
section we repeat our simulations for an Lg=2 cm case study (all other parameters the
same as in Table 2.3) in order to make explicit our final microphotonic amplifier design.
Performance Map 2 (see Fig. 2.8.b), shows for the Lg=l m case study, the

dependence of gain efficiency yeffversus An. We observe a gain efficiency increase of
-25x for a microphotonic scale An=1.0 system, compared to an EDFA scale An=0.06
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system. This means -25x less pump power is required to achieve the same small signal
gain coefficient in a HIC-WOA, compared to an EDFA. For an Er-doped upconversiondependent WOA, the increase in gain efficiency is -12x. This Scaling Principle enables
creation of ultra-low pump power microphotonic waveguide amplifiers.
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Fig. 2.8. (a) Device Gain for case study versus Pump Power (upconversion-free data)
shows an increase in slope (i.e. gain efficiency) with increasing An. (b) Performance

Map 2: plot of gain efficiency versus An. This data does not include the simulation of
scattering transmission loss.
The data for Performance Map 2 is acquired by fitting the slope of device gain
versus pump power simulations (such as those in Fig. 2.8.a) at device gain values below
zero, where we observe a linear response from amplifiers simulated with An=0.06<-+2.5.
Note in Fig. 2.8.a that the device gain vertical axis intercept (at Pp=0 mW) is less
negative with increasing An curves. This is a result of the confinement effect: a 10 gW
signal is always entering the WOAs of these simulations, and the higher the An, the
smaller the cross-section area and thus the more absorption bleaching due to higher signal
flux. In the limit of lower An values, this loss number comes closer to the Er absorption
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value (-2.4 dB/cm x 1 m = 240 dB) for a 1 m long slab of material doped with
1020 Er/cm 3 .

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2.9. Plot of power and gain profiles (upconversion-free case study) for a series
of pump powers (a) Pp=0.2 mW (below population inversion), (b) Pp=0.8 mW (linear

regime of gain from Fig. 2.8.a) and (c) Pp=2mW (approaching gain saturation of the
device).

Fig. 2.9 gives a series of plots showing the signal power and gain profile along the
1 m device length of the case study, as a function of different pump powers. We observe
in Figs.a-b that positive gain (i.e. population inversion) begins near z=0, as expected with
co-propagation. And we observe in Figs.b-c that the onset of gain saturation (i.e. the
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range of pump power values which begin to give significant diminishing returns in
increasing the device gain) is necessary to eliminate a y(z)<Ogain profile near z=Lg (and
hence optimize device gain). Also, the onset of gain saturation (Figs.b-c) results in the
build-up of sufficient backwards ASE so that the gain profile acquires a dip near z=0.
To model the effect of waveguide transmission loss (due to scattering from
waveguide sidewall roughness[4]) on gain efficiency, we simulated solutions to Eqns
(2.1) and (2.2) with the c,, otpvalues listed in Table 2.3 for An=0.5. For our case study,
Lg=l m creates an excessively lossy amplifier when including this transmission loss,
resulting in a very low gain efficiency of 5 dB/mW (compared to the scattering loss-free
value of 23

Lg=100 cm

Lg=35 cm

Length Factor

a,=ap=O dB/cm

23 dB/mW

75 dB/mW

3.26x

ao,=0.2, ap=0. 1 dB/cm

5 dB/mW

42 dB/mW

8.4x

Loss Factor

4.6x

1.8x

Table 2.4. Gain Efficiency (upconversion-free case study) in the presence of loss, and
optimization by reduction of amplifier length Lg.
dB/mW in Fig. 2.8). The optimum device length for operation (see Lg* discussion in
section 4.6) for the case study, when including the a., %avalues listed in Table 2.3, is
found to be Lg*-35 cm for pump powers close to 10 mW. Setting Lg=35cm, while
retaining all other parameter values from Table 2.3 (i.e. An=0.5), we find the scattering
loss-free gain efficiency to be 75 dB/mW, and the scattering loss-inclusive gain
efficiency to be 42 dB/mW. These values are summarized in Table 2.4. The Loss and
Length Factors in this table both summarize that (i) in the presence of scattering
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transmission losses, there is a decrease in gain efficiency; and emphasize that (ii) the
choice of optimal amplifier length Lg is even more crucial in order to still take advantage
of HIC Scaling Principle 1. These two conclusions apply to the optimization of gain
efficiency in the presence of upconversion as well.
While the dramatic increase of gain efficiency with An promises amplifier device
design with low pump power sources, conservation of energy implies that the impact of
this device design is more relevant for microphotonics than for fiber optic links. Fiber
optic links require amplification of~10 gW signals by 100x (+20 dB), to values of 1 mW,
before transmitting the signal -100 km (-0.2 dB/km fiber loss x 100 km = -20 dB) to

another optical amplifier. Fiber optic links thus require high output saturation devices; in
other words, a high enough pump power that ensures enough energy transfer to the signal
to give a 1 mW amplified output. Fiber optic link amplifiers, by virtue of being spaced
-100 km apart, are constrained to operate at pump powers > 10 mW (typically 50-100

mW for WDM EDFAs).
As we can see from our case study, the impact of An is to create gain saturation in
amplifiers with pump powers as low as 1 mW. As a WDM amplifier, where nx more
pump power is needed to amplify nx more channels, we quickly conclude that 1 mW
pump power sources are relevant only for designs where the output amplified signal is on
the order >100 jtW (

10 dB gain). Such signal power output might work with

metropolitan scale fiber optic links, with amplifiers possibly spaced 10-30 km apart. For
the case of microphotonics, as we have said, even a 3 dB doubling of signal power (i.e.
from 10W to 20 ,uW)is enough for the < 1 cm lengths scales of a PLC.
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We therefore conclude that the Performance Scaling effect of An on gain
efficiency, while general in its physical principles, is most relevant (from a power budget
perspective) in applications for microphotonics (optical interconnects), and not largescale photonics (fiber optic links).
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Fig. 2.10. HIC Scaling Principle 1 for Microphotonics. Simulation is for SiON:Er
single mode cut-off waveguide (An=0.155) with Lg=2 cm. All other parameters same

as case study; simulation performed with upconversion and no propagation loss. (a)
Device Gain versus Pump Power shows an increase in slope (i.e. gain efficiency) with
increasing An. (b) Plot of gain efficiency versus An.
We chose Lg=2 cm as an appropriate length scale for a SiON:Er microphotonic
amplifier designed according to the principles of Optical Shrink. Fig. 2.10 plots the
Performance Scaling effect of An for our SiON case study, with upconversion and
propagation loss (see parameters in Table 2.3). Fig. 2.10.b plots the "3-dB Gain
Efficiency," which we define as 3 dB device gain Yd, divided the pump power required to
reach yd=3dB.The information in this plot differs slightly from Fig. 2.8.b, which plotted
the slope of a

Yd versus

Pp plot. For the purpose of our Microphotonics 3 dB gain element
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discussion, we deemed plotting 3-dB Gain Efficiency in Fig. 2. 10.b was a more relevant
quantitative measure of device performance within a PLC.
2.4.2 HIC Scaling Principle 2: Device Footprint
The higher An for planar WOAs reduces strip waveguide turning loss and
cladding evanescent fields[62]. This stronger confinement permits a scaling down of the r
and d parameters in Fig. 2.1, enabling design of planar WOAs that pack a gain medium
into a smaller footprint area F. Performance Map 3 (Fig. 2.11) shows the scaling
influence of An on F. Constant length (Lg=l m, 1 cm) curves show the impact An has on
geometric scaling: the WOA footprint decreases by 500x for a microphotonic scale
An=1.0 system, compared to an EDFA scale An=0.06 system. Constant device gain (d

=

27 dB, 3 dB) curves show the impact An has on device scaling: the microphotonic system

can deliver the same amount of device gain from an area that is 500x smaller than the
EDFA system; areal gain has thus increased by 500x. The 3 dB gain curve shows that
this Scaling Principle permits design of such a gain element within a microphotoniccompatible 425x425

n 2 area, for An=0. 155 (SiON case study) and Pp=10 mW.

We qualify this effect of HIC Scaling Principle 2 on device footprint or areal gain,
as the Size Scaling effect for the WOA, as function of An.
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Fig. 2.11. Performance Map 3: Plot of Serpentine (solid) and Coil (dotted) footprints
versus An. Shown are footprints for constant device lengths (Lg,=l1 cm, m) and
constant

device gain (yd=3 dB, 27 dB). Comparison

structures for L=l

of Serpentine

and Coil

cm shows that while comparable for small An, the Coil

structure packs with a smaller footprint area at higher An, and thus is the structure
providing higher Areal Gain. Formulas to compute F are given in Table 2.6.
4.4.3 HIC Scaling Principle 3: the Independence of Amplified Spontaneous
Emission
The ASE equations in (2.2) are comprised of two terms: stimulated emission due
to ASE light propagating through the waveguide, and a term representing the
spontaneous emission which generates this light initially. This second term represents the
fraction of luminescence from the optical dopant that couples into propagating modes. It
can be accurately modeled by equating the rate of spontaneous emission into a
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Fig. 2.12. Performance Map 4: (right axis) output signal-to-noise ratio versus An;
(left axis) Ps, PASE+versus An. (Data calculated for upconversion-free case study.)

waveguide mode, with the rate of stimulated emission into that mode with one photon
already present[1]. This equivalence automatically accounts only for the number of
spontaneously emitted photons coupling into propagating waveguide modes, within the
frequency bandwidth Av, where Av is the frequency bandwidth equivalent to the
wavelength linewidth of the optical dopant. The functional dependence of the ASE
equations on waveguide core Acore is now seen to be the same as the rest of the equations
in (2.2); the output noise PASE+(Z=Lg)should therefore scale with output signal power

P,(z=L), and this is seen to be the case (see Fig. 2.12). We thus observe a constant output
signal-to-noise ratio SNRo=PS/PAsE+(at z=Lg), independent of An.

2.5

Results and Discussion 2: The Effect of L

in Optical

Shrink and Amplifier Design Rules
The design of efficient optically pumped EDFAs fundamentally relied on an
understanding of the coupled optical pump, signal and noise modal profiles, as
demonstrated in Fig. 2.3. The accurate simulation of these coupled fields led to the
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recognition that amplifier length Lg is the most critical device parameter determining
performance functions[63]. Optimal choice of Lg maximizes P, and hence device gain Yd.
Fig. 2.3 indicates an optimal amplifier design should maximize the extent of
Regime II, where Scaling Principles 1 dominates. And we observe from Fig. 2.9 that for
fixed device length Lg, increasing An has the effect of extending Regime II: Lg increases
with An. Thus increasing An increases the size of Regime II and decreases the size
Regime III; this is what we refer to as Optical Shrink.
The goal of these Design Rules then is to determine the optimal length Lg*,for a
given An, thereby optimizing the effect of Optical Shrink on device gain yd.
Fig. 2.13 isolates the role of ASE on determining Lg*. As indicated by Scaling
Principle 3, ASE power depends on the absolute amount of optical dopant present in the
WOA. If the length Lg of a WOA is decreased (Lg:50cm--25cm) there will be less
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Fig. 2.13. Plot of signal profile using upconversion-free case study with different Lg.
For different Lg, ASE causes a divergence in P, profile; Lx
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is not a constant.

optical dopant present, hence less ASE. A decrease in

PASE-

then implies a larger gain

profile, and thus an increase in Ps(z). This "divergence" effect is shown in Fig. 2.13, and
can be artificially shut off by eliminating ASE in our computer simulation. In the absence
of spontaneous emission, all the P(z) curves in Fig. 2.13 overlap exactly. We thus
conclude that while An dominantly controls Optical Shrink (i.e. increase in yd), ASE
determines

Lg*.

Lg does not have a trivial dependence on An, and is critically influenced by the
spontaneous emission lifetime z of the optical dopant. For our case study (upconversionfree), Fig. 2.14 plots Lg*versus An for Pp-1, 10, 100 mW. Fig. 2.14 comprises the final
Performance Map to help establish our design rules, providing an upper limit on the
length of the WOA. Device gain yd is maximum for LgLg*; therefore, for Lg>Lg*,device
gain per unit length (d/ Lg) drops dramatically.
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Fig. 2.14. Performance Map 5: Plot of Optimal Device Lengths versus An, for three
different Pp, determined from numerical simulation, in the presence of no scattering
transmission loss (upconversion-free case).
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As mentioned in Section 4.5, the inclusion of scattering loss for waveguides
reduces the optimal amplifier length. Optimizing device design therefore implies
restricting to lengths below Lg*;the optimal device length, for a given experimentally
measured cc
8 and up, can be exactly determined by simulating plots similar to Fig. 2.13,
with the inclusion of accand ap into Eqns (2.1) and (2.2).

2.6

Synthesis of Scaling Principles

2.6.1 Methodology

We suggest here a methodology for designing a HIC-WOA to demonstrate how
these Performance Maps may be used to systematically develop amplifier design.
(1) Initial criteria: the WOA designer requires Yd dB of gain to boost a signal P,, within a
fixed footprint F (need to solve for: An, Tr,

tn,

fixed pump power source Pp (solve for: An, tr,

N, Pp); or designer requires yd dB using a
tcn,

N, F).

Table 2.5 gives a suggested rule of thumb pairing between Pp values and the
lower limit on a range of An values (Anmi):

Pp (mW)

Anmin

1

1.0

10

0.1

100

0.01

Table 2.5. Order of magnitude pump powers sufficient to achieve population
inversion in WOAs for index differences > Anm,.

(2) Optical dopant construct an analogous Performance Map 1, where boundaries
between regimes are determined by the condition W21=1/, W13=l/z. For the choice of Pp,
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observe if Regime II is the largest portion of flux trajectory space. If not, the choice of
optical dopant (r) may not be optimal.

(3) Optimal Amplifier Length: use Performance Map 5. In the case of xr12 ms, rescale
using equations in Table 2.6.

(4) Footprint: for a priori fixed choice of F, use Performance Map 3 to determine if
Lg<Lg*can fit into this value of F. Use F versus Lg equations in Table 2.6 to rescale plot
accordingly.
(5) Consistency check: Performance Maps 2-3 can be used as consistency checks to
ensure the required values for the performance functions are finally met. Use the
equations in Table 2.6 to rescale plots accordingly.
(6) Waveguide dimension: Fig. Al(Appendix

1) is part of a property map composed by

Lee et al.[44] summarizing strip waveguide cross-section area and turning loss data, for a
single mode cut-off waveguides. Use to finalize device lithography.
2.6.2 Figure of Merit
We define an amplifier Figure-of-Merit (FOM) as follows:

FOM = effNF

F

(2.10)
where Areal Gain per device pump power Pp,, is approximated by the quantity yeffF.

Fig. 2.15 plots the FOM versus An (upconversion-free case study), showing a dramatic
.6.2
power law scaling of (An)

Comparison of a commercial EDFA (An=0.06) versus Si

microphotonic (An=2.0) system shows an increase in FOM by~10
82

4 x.

This enormous

improvement in amplifier operation establishes An as a significant scaling law for
affecting the design and performance of planar amplifiers.
Table 2.6 summarizes the set of design rules inferred from our analysis. Use of
these equations allows prediction of performance functions for arbitrary N,

r,

P,, and F

designed devices. The equations also summarize the influence of optimized design
parameters on each other, giving insight into the rules of design constraining these
parameter's values: Lg*is not independent of An and Pp,,and these equations help
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Fig. 2.15. Figure of Merit versus An, for (upconversion-free) case study.
interpret that dependence as a series of power laws. The exponents in these power laws
have been determined by empirical fit to the (Runge Kutta simulated) Performance Map
trends.

2.7

Conclusion: Transverse Optical Confinement for the WOA
The materials gain per unit length reported in chapters 3, 4 sets an upper limit for

our device gain. In order to optimize the integration of our SiON:Er amplifiers into a PLC
design, we studied the influence of index difference An and amplifier length Az. The
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Table 2.6. Design Rules: summary of scaling equations for interpolating arbitrary
device parameters and performance functions from Performance Maps 1-6 (using
upconversion-free case study, c=ap=O dB/cm).
results of this Optical Shrink study helped us to quantify two High Index Contrast Scaling
Principles:
(1) Performance Scaling: gain efficiency increases without upconversion as -An

2,

and with upconversion as ~An0 93 . The 1.2 power law emerges from solution of the
transcendental equation describing single mode cut-off waveguide dimensions[5]. HICWOAs are more power efficient in theory than fiber amplifiers. The modal gain
performance of the device increases by means of extending Regime II with An. Thus the
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gain efficiency of a fixed length device increases with An, provided propagation losses
are considerably low (see values in Table 2.3).
(2) Size Scaling: device footprint decreases as -An' 4 . The 1.4 power law emerges

from dependence of device footprint size on a strip waveguide turning radius that gives
fixed turning loss per unit length (Appendix 1). HIC-WOAs can be packed compactly in
two dimensions. With a smaller footprint we can integrate numerous WOAs into a twodimensional PLC layout without being limited by the areal details of the layout.
(3) The output signal-to-noise ratio remains independent of An; HIC-WOAs
should have in theory the same noise figure (see definition in Table 2.1) as fiber
amplifiers.
We evaluated the cumulative impact of these two Scaling Principles in a Figure of
Merit computation, which showed a An2.6 improvement in a single-mode amplifier's
integrated performance (within a PLC). We designed a lithography mask to test our
simulation by experimental measure of device gain d versus pump power P,, for
amplifier lengths Lg=
1 cm<->10cm. Loss measurements of these waveguides, done by the
Fabry Perot method[64],

will be incorporated into our model to see if we can

experimentally measure an improvement in the Yd versus Pp slope (i.e. gain efficiency),
for An=0.155 in comparison to An=0.75 (i.e. SiON:Er and Si3N4 :Er waveguide cores of
refractive index 1.6 and 2.2, respectively, surrounded by an SiO2 cladding-see chapter
4). We also have a An=0.06 comparison for this work: a 30 m long coil of optical fiber
donated to us by 3M, with an Er optically active concentration of 102° cm 3. However,
these observations in increasing gain efficiency cannot be experimentally resolved until
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we make further advances in waveguide sidewall smoothing that ensure propagation
losses of 0.2 dB/cm. Hence, the experimental verification of our Optical Shrink study
has merged into a collaboration with my fellow group researcher's work in propagation
loss minimization[65].
At the conclusion of this study, we have realized the effect of Optical Shrink
should be more broadly understood as the engineering of a waveguide's electromagnetic
boundary value conditions. As detailed by Fig. 2.3, increasing An results in an increase in
the transverse optical confinement of the mode of light; for a fixed Az, this increase in An
extends Regime II and improves device gain per unit pump power.
Understanding Optical Shrink more generally as a modification in the propagating
waveguide mode's transverse confinement motivated us to develop further techniques to
engineer optimization of modal gain performance (increasing gain efficiency), and if
simultaneously possible, PLC integrability (decreasing device footprint). Chapters 5 and
6 present our theoretical simulation and analysis of two more optical engineering
approaches: resonant confinement and photonic band gap confinement.
Lastly, while the conclusions of this chapter derive from general physical
principles and have applicability across all photonic length scales, we conclude from a
power-budget analysis that the practical relevance for designing ultra-high gain efficiency
devices operating on ultra-low pump power sources, will be for < 1 cm length scale
microphotonic PLCs (e.g. Pp=1 mW sources powering 3-5 dB gain elements).
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Chapter 3:

High Er Concentration Materials Systems for
Si Microphotonic Amplifiers

Reactive sputtering of erbium oxide within RF magnetron
system in Kimerling labs, MIT. Visible above the plasmailluminated target are the Argon/Oxygen gas ring and the
rotating sample holder. Image taken through glass view
port, courtesy K. Chen.

"We have some very nice X-ray result." -Dr. Xiaoman Duan (Research Associate, EMAT), the week before MRS Fall
2001.
"We're not getting any plasma. I think we have to vent the chamber..." -Jessica G. Sandland (graduate student, EMAT),
something that happened a lot.
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3.1

Chapter Abstract

Following demonstration of room temperature IR luminescence[66], Er20 3 was explored
as a potential high gain medium for ultra-compact waveguide amplifiers. With sputtered
and annealed films, we observed three distinct optical centers (and measured lifetimes 7,
0.8 and 0.5 ms) and computed cooperative upconversion coefficients from 4.2 K lifetime
data.

We correlated these measurements with three

crystalline phases: the

thermodynamically stable BCC phase and metastable FCC and HCP phases. The 7 ms
lifetime is correlated with the FCC phase, implying the metastable crystal state has a
profound influence on inhibiting cooperative upconversion interaction between nearestneighbor Er atoms. We combine these results to calculate the power requirements to
achieve 3.0 dB/cm small signal gain and make concluding remarks concerning the
feasibility of Er2 0 3 for ultra-high microphotonic gain.

3.2

Introduction

3.2.1 The Small Interaction Cross-Section of the Er Atom
The millisecond radiative lifetime for Er in dielectric host materials[l] makes Er an
effective optical center for WDM gain, and contributes low output noise, as mentioned in
chapter 1. But this long lifetime (as compared to ns-scale III-V emitters) atomic transition
equivalently implies a weak rate of stimulated emission for optical gain. The physical
principle of optical gain is described in detail in chapter 2; we briefly summarize here its

relevant points. For a light signal 3Xconfined and traveling along propagation direction z
within an Er-doped waveguide, the build-up of the signal's optical power P,, per unit
length in the z-direction, is described by the differential
chapter 2):
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equation (reproduced from

dP
dz

= (N2a21- NlC12)FrPs- asPs

(3.1)

where rF is the fraction of Ps confined within the waveguide core (Fig. 4.6 gives a
graphical depiction of this). N1 is the concentration of Er (per unit volume) in the atomic
ground state, N2 is the concentration of Er in the atomic first excited state, and o12 (or
o21)are defined as the interaction cross-section[l] for absorption (or stimulated emission).
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Fig. 3.1. (a) The atomic transition energy levels for Er[151, with labeling describing

N1, N2, C12and

021.

Spin-orbit coupling within the Er 4f-electron shell lifts a total

angular momentum degeneracy of the shell, resulting in 4f-shell excited state 4I13/2,
4111/2,4192, etc. Local crystal field symmetry causes further Stark level splitting of
spin-orbit states into meV-broadened manifolds. At room temperature, thermalizing
phonons increase N2 population energy higher into the

4113/2

manifold, resulting in

hot line spontaneous emission, blue-shifted with respect to the dominant

I13/2-I1s 2

transition. (b) Schematic illustration of the intuitiveinterpretationof an absorption
cross-section

area

Cl2.
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Fig. 3.1.a shows a schematic picture the atomic transitions levels within the Er
atom that result in infrared light emission around 1.55 Gin, as determined from
spectroscopic studies[15] of Er in ionic and dielectric hosts. The populations referred to
by N1 and N2 are labeled in the figure. Spectroscopic notation[67]

2 S+lLjis

listed

alongside the excited state energy levels in the figure. The interaction cross-section 012
represents the strength of interaction to couple a photon (of energy E=E 2-E 1) into an
atomic energy increase from ground state 4I15/2(we will refer to this atomic energy state

as level 1) to the first excited state

4113/2(we

will refer to this atomic energy state as level

2). The interaction cross-section 021 represents the strength of interaction to couple an
atomic energy decrease, from level 2 to level 1, into a photon of energy E=E 2-E1 (i.e. Er

de-excitation from the first excited state to the ground state) by means of stimulated
emission. Originally developed in the context of atomic particle scattering theory, a12 and
021,

in units of cm2 , are intuitively interpreted as an effective cross-sectional area (for

absorption or stimulated emission) presented by the Er atom to propagating photons of
light-while the photons are mathematically described as a flux of point particles per unit
area[1].

This intuitive description implies that the product N1 o1 2 represents the rate of
photon coupling to Er 4I15/2->4113/2excitation, i.e. the rate of photon absorption. Similarly
N2 a 21 represents the rate of photon generation from Er atoms, due to stimulated emission
by the flux of photons, resulting in a coherent build-up of photon flux. Fig. 3.1.b shows
an intuitive explanation for the interpretation of N1 o1 2 as an absorption rate: in
propagation distance Az, N~--NI(AzA) Er atoms present an effective area 012 for photon
absorption (A is the cross-section are of an Er-doped waveguide core). The probability of
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photon absorptionpabs within this waveguide core, for photons (defined by a given flux
density) traveling a distance Az, is the sum of N& absorption cross-sections c12, divided
by the waveguide core cross-section A. The probability of photon absorption Pabsper unit
length in the propagation direction is
P bs

Az

(N

r1

2)

Az

/A

_

1

12

N

Az A

(3.2)

which is defined as the absorption coefficient (quantified in units of cm'1 or decibels per
unit centimeter dB/cm). Similarly, the small signal gain coefficient is defined as
y=N 2 0

21 [68].

The atomic energy levels in Fig. 3.1.a do not represent single electron promotion
within Er atomic levels, but rather promotion of the entire 4f electron shell from a ground
state configuration to excited states[15]. The excited states are the result of a degeneracylifting effect on the total atomic angular momentum J (referring to spectroscopic notation
2 S+lL),

due to spin-orbit coupling. When doped within a host material with given crystal

symmetry or short range order due to the polar ligands (i.e. bonding molecular orbitals)
of nearest neighbor host atoms, the spin-orbit levels within the Er atom 4f-shell undergo a
further Stark effect splitting into multiple energy levels termed manifolds (see Fig. 3. l.a).
It is the presence of these manifolds that results in Er infrared emission having a
characteristic two-peak profile (see Fig. 3.6.b). Room temperature thermal populating of
the higher energy manifold levels (whose population distribution is governed by a
Boltzman factor) results in spontaneous emission of photons with a higher energy (i.e.
blue-shifted) with respect to the dominant emission (the dominant emission occurs from
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the bottom of the 4I13/2manifold). These blue-shifted Boltzman distribution controlled
emission lines are called hot lines, and we examine them in section 2.4.
A subtle consequence of ground state 4115/2and excited state 4I13/2being different

spin-orbit levels is that for an atomic energy transition from 4I15/2to

4113/2, the

initial and

final density of states is not the same as for a transition from 4I13/2 to 415/2. Fermi's

Golden rule[60] dictates that the oscillator transition strength between these levels is
therefore not the same, for absorption versus emission, i.e.

012•012.

However, it is a

reasonable assumption to assume o1201l2. The exact difference between 012 and 012 is
phenomenologically described for Er in SiO2 -based glass systems by the McCumber
relation[l]:
J21 (V) = 0 1 2 (v)e(6hv)IkT

(3.3)
where s is the average energy difference between the ground state 4I15/2and first excited
state 4I13/2manifolds (0.71 eV, corresponding to 1.55 tm), h is Planck's constant and v is

the frequency of light.
Since the interaction cross-section is proportional to Fermi's Golden rule for
spontaneous emission, a relation can be derived between c21 and the radiative lifetime cr
to 4115/2
(the radiative lifetime represents the rate of spontaneous de-excitation from 4I113/2
that results in photon emission)[68]:

C(v)=

g(v)

(3.4)
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where

is the wavelength of light and g(v) is called a lineshape function, ocl/Av.
This result

has important

implications for Er-based

optical gain. A

-10 ms[1] scale lifetime for Er, doped in the numerous glass systems used for fiber optic
EDFAs, implies a considerably small interaction cross-section, typically on the order
-6x10- 2 1 cm2 . In comparison, the interaction cross-section for a de-localized conduction
electron in III-V semiconductors is

_10-17

cm2 [69]. The highly confined and atomically

screened 4f electron shell of the Er atom is 104x weaker at interacting with light, than a
free-moving conduction electron. For a material doped with Er atoms to a concentration
of 1.2x1020cm 3, this results in a gain coefficient of
y = N2a21 _ 0.72cm-' = 3dB/cm.
(3.5)

This means that for an Er-based 3 dB gain microphotonic device, we have to design a
waveguide amplifier that is -1 cm=104 jn long. This is a prohibitively large device
length that cannot be integrated into the PLC design of Si Microphotonics (chapter 1). If
the Er doping concentration can be increased by a factor of 100, the device length will
correspondingly decrease to -100 !im, which is a reasonably compatible microphotonic
length scale[70]. With this motivation in mind, we explored erbium oxide (Er20 3) as an
ultra-high Er concentration materials system that represents the limiting reach of
increasing Er count per unit volume, in an oxygen-rich oxide environment.
However, the literature on EDFA devices had long since discovered a critical
gain-limiting effect in Er-doped glasses, known as cooperative upconversion. And it is an
effect that is concentration dependent.
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3.2.2 Cooperative upconversion and Its Influence on Er 203

atom1

atom2

atom3

4F9
-

atom4
- 0.56

_

- 0:65
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- 0.80 ,.

nr

- 0.98 .C
-

green
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i.53 .

non-radiativeP
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Fig. 3.2. The cooperative upconversion effect is a two-step non-radiative resonant
energy transfer (phenomenologically

represented by coefficients C24 , C3 7) between

nearest neighbor Er atoms, resulting in the non-radiative de-excitation of 3 Er
atoms from the first excited state for every 1 Er atom emitting green radiation at
X-560 nm.

Cooperative upconversion is a gain-limiting effect in Er optical transitions due to
a dipole-dipole non-radiative interaction[4] between nearest neighbor excited state Er
atoms. The energy difference between levels 2 (4I13/2)and 4 (419/2)(see Fig. 3.2) is an
approximate resonant match to the energy difference between levels 1 (4I15/2)and 2 (413/2).

The dipole-dipole interaction de-excites Er atoms 1 and 4 by transferring their atomic
energy to Er atoms 2 and 3, promoting them to state 4I9/2.The interaction process is
phenomenologically quantified by a cooperative upconversion coefficient C24 (with units
cm3 /s) and appears in the differential equation describing the rate of Er excitation as
dN2

dt

2)

= WpN -

N2 - (CN2(3.6)
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(3.6)

where

is the net lifetime of excited state Er (i.e. the sum of spontaneous emission

radiative rate and non-radiative de-excitation rates), Wp is the optical pump rate (defined
as Wppap,

where 4pis the pump wavelength photon flux which excites the Er atom and

ap is its absorption cross-section; for a Xp=980nm pump wavelength,

Yp=o13;

for a

Xp=488 nm pump (see Fig. 3.1.a) wavelength, op=Ol;chapter
2 explains equation (2.6) in
7
full detail). If the Er is pumped at a high enough optical power Pp (where 4,=Fp
Pp/(hvpA); Fp is the fraction of pump power within waveguide core and vp is pump
frequency), a second resonant dipole-dipole interaction (described by an cooperative
upconversion coefficient

C 3 7)

between levels 3 (4Il1/2)and 7 ( 4 Hll/2) (see Fig. 3.2) results

in the promotion of Er atom 3 to level 7, and the non-radiative de-excitation of Er atoms
1, 2 and 4. This Er atom in level 7 tends to de-excite by a faster radiative rate, giving off
a -green photon around 560 nm.
Cooperative upconversion thus renders excited Er optical centers useless for 1.55
gm infrared (IR) signal amplification. This dipole-dipole effect has been modeled as
some form of power-law interaction, and in EDFAs has been observed to become
significant, versus typical 10-100 mW optical pump rates[l], for Er nearest neighbor
distances that correspond to Er dopant concentrations in excess of 1020cm-3[4].
For this reason, Er20 3 has long been considered an ineffective materials candidate
for IR optical gain. Few reports existed on the optical properties of Er20 3 thin films, and
there were no published papers regarding its light emission, until the Kasuya et al.[71]
study of green luminescence and our group's (Chen et al.[66]) demonstration of room
temperature IR emission near 1.54 gm.
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3.2.3 This Work
We have continued[72] from Chen's initial work, completing luminescence
studies on Er 20 3 to understand the optical character of the Er atom in an Er20 3 thin film
crystalline state, and to experimentally determine what is the effect of cooperative
upconversion in comparison to Er-doped EDFAs materials. The goal of this evaluation is
to quantitatively determine the potential of Er20 3 for ultra-high concentration Er-based
IR gain. If all the Er in Er20 3 can truly be harnessed for IR gain, a gain coefficient as
high as 300 dB/cm may be realized-comparable to the gain per unit length performance
of commercial III-V Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers.

3.3

Experimental Details

:ryopump
:10-'torr

Fig. 3.3. Schematic of RF magnetron sputter machine, purchased from Kurt J.
Lesker Company. The sputter machine can simultaneously sputter from three
targets. RF sputter guns enable sputtering of metals (such as Er), semiconductors
(such as Si) or dielectric insulators (such as SiO 2 and Si3N4). Three gas lines deliver

Ar gas directly below each gun for Ar-sputtering; one gas ring disperses Ar/0
(10% 02) gas above the guns for oxygen reactive sputtering.
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_I

2

Thin films of Er20 3 were grown by reactive magnetron sputtering in a system
custom designed by the Kurt J. Lesker Company (see Fig. 3.3 for schematic). For
deposition, an Er metal target was reactively sputtered, using an Ar-0 2 plasma (90% Ar,
10%

02),

onto a Si substrate, after the Ar-sputtering of 90 nm of SiO 2. The substrate was

not heated nor temperature controlled during deposition; estimated thermocouple
measurements suggest substrate temperatures to range between 200-250°C by the end of
a 1-2 hour deposition.

The base chamber pressure was evacuated down to ultra-high vacuum (lx10-8
torr) prior to deposition, to minimize film contamination. As-sputtered Er2 0 3 films were
100 nm in thickness and partially crystallized. Film samples were annealed into complete
crystallization using either a conventional tube furnace under an oxygen gas overpressure,
or samples were annealed in a rapid thermal annealing (RTA) system under a nitrogen
gas ambient. Conventional tube furnace anneals were systematically varied between 2-20
hours and 600-1050 °C[66]. RTA anneals were systematically varied between 5 seconds-

Fig. 3.4. Cross-section TEM of annealed Er20 3 thin film shows large grained
complete crystallization.
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2 minutes and 700-1100 °C.

A JEOL-2010F was used to perform transmission electron microscopy (TEM) on
film cross-sections (see Fig. 3.4 for a cross-section TEM example of crystallinity).
Crystallinity characterization was done using a Rigaku X-ray diffraction set-up.
Photoluminescence and lifetime measurements were done using an Ar-ion pump laser
(pump wavelength 4=488 nm), SPEX spectrometer, Hamamatsu liquid-nitrogen cooled
photomultiplier tube detector, lock-in amplifier and oscilloscope, and an Oxford
Instruments liquid-He cooled cryostat.
Fig. 3.5.a is a plot of the Hamamatsu photomultiplier tube's spectral responsivity
(the amount of mA photocurrent generated per unit W photon power, as a function
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Fig. 3.5. (a) The spectral responsivity of the Hamamatsu photomultiplier tube, as
measured prior to installation in May, 2001. (b) Lifetime plots overlaying
mechanical chopper temporal skew and 980 nm luminescence from Er-doped
commercial glass. Lifetimes less than 100 ls cannot be temporally resolved.

of wavelength X). The responsivity drops at a power law rate for X>1600 nm. Our IR
emission studies yield spectral profiles within the X=1400-1600 nm range, which has
approximately constant responsivity. We have also done studies of visible emission in the
X=500-700 nm range,

and here we

observe the photomultiplier
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tube's

spectral

responsivity to have a profile about 600 nm, varying over a value of 5-9 mA/W. Care
should thus be taken in reporting any photoluminescence profile centered about X=600
nm. While we have not done any quantitative comparison between visible and IR PL
emission intensities, Fig. 3.5.a shows a difference in responsivity between these two
spectral ranges on the order of -20/5 = 4x. In addition, the SPEX spectrometer has a nonuniform transmission spectral profile over the visible-IR wavelength scale; since we have
no need to explicitly compare visible versus IR emissions, we have not characterized this
transmission profile variation.
Fig. 3.5.b shows a plot determining our lower limit experimental resolution for PL
lifetime measurements. The Ar-ion pump laser was mechanically chopped using a
Stanford Research systems chopper, whose rate was fed to the lock-in amplifier as a
reference signal. The finite-size beam diameter of the Ar-ion laser corresponds to a
characteristic time, within which the blade of a 50/50 duty-cycle chopper passes through
the beam diameter, and completely extinguishes transmission of the laser light to the
Hamamatsu detector. This time to extinguish light transmission can be temporally
resolved on an oscilloscope, as a linear change in laser light intensity at X=488 nm. By
confining the chopper within two convex lenses (spaced focal distances apart from one
another), we position the chopper's blade to lie within the focal place of both the lenses.
At this position the laser beam diameter is minimized as a function of the convex lens'
curvatures. Working with the equipment at our disposal, we were able to minimize this
chopper time delay to an experimentally observed value of about 100 us (Fig. 3.5.b). This
means that PL lifetimes less than 100 gis will lie below this temporal skew and cannot be
resolved by our system; an example of the 980 nm emission (4I11/2-4I15/2) from an Er-
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doped glass reference sample from Coming Inc. is overlaid for comparison. In our Er 20 3
work, the smallest measured lifetimes were on the order of 500 As, safely above this
chopper skew limitation.

3.4

Reference Sample Studies
As a reference comparison to our sputtered Er20 3 study, we used two reference

samples: an Er-doped commercial glass (material used for EDFAs) donated by Coming
Inc., and commercially sold Er20 3 powder (typically used in Scanning Electron
Microscopy work as an IR luminescence reference). The use of these reference samples
helped to increase our understanding of the optical properties of sputtered Er20 3. We
summarize our optical characterization of these references in the next two sub-sections.
2.4.1 Characterization of Er-Doped Coming Glass
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Fig. 3.6. (a) PL profile of Sample 7 at different temperatures, normalized to peak

intensity. (b) 1 A high resolution scan of Sample 7 PL at 4 K. High resolution scan
reveals 1537 nm peak to be dominant intensity and therefore dominant 4t13/2-4I15/2
transition.
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Sample 1

Sample 2

1.07x107

3.23x1017 1.07x10 183.23x108

cm -3

cm

3

Sample 3

- 3
cm

Sample 4

cm -3

Sample 5

Sample 6

Sample 7

1.07x109

3.23x109

1.07x102°

cm -3

cm 3

cm -3

Table 3.1. Summary of Er-doped glass samples donated by Corning Inc. to the
Kimerling Research Group, MIT University. Listed are the doped Er concentrations
Ndoped. Corning certifies Ndoped/Nativl for all samples.

Glass samples doped with Er, were donated by Coming Inc. (see Table 3.1) to our
research group for application as reference standards, against which to compare the 4
Kelvin (K) integrated photo-luminescence (PL) intensity of Er-doped sputtered films.
The luminescence data reported in this section is for a glass Sample 7 (doped with
1.07x1020Er atoms/cm3 ) where the optical yield, defined as the concentration of doped

Er

(Ndoped)

divided by the concentrationof light-emittingEr

(Nactive),

is certified by

Coming glass chemists to be Ndoped/ Nactive-l. We used Sample 7 as the reference against
which to compare Er20 3 thin film PL intensity.
Fig. 3.6.a plots the normalized PL intensity of Sample 7 from 4 K up to room
temperature. All plots are taken at 4 angstrom (A) spectrometer slit resolution, and this
resolution is observed to be below peak linewidths for all temperature except 4 K. A 4 K,
a 1 A resolution scan shows (see Fig. 3.6.b) the 4 K spectra to have a ~2 nm linewidth,

indicating an inhomogeneously broadened spectra, characteristic of a glass host matrix.
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Fig. 3.7. (a) Room temperature wide-range (visible to IR) PL profile of Sample 7. (b)
Magnification of room temperature PL profiles in visible and 980 nm ranges.

We attribute the dominant 1537 nm peak to be a transition from the bottom of the first
excited-state 4I13/2manifold to the bottom of the ground state 4115/2manifold; transition
peaks at 1542 nm and 1561 nm likely correspond to energy transitions from the bottom of

the first excited-state manifold to higher energy levels in the ground state manifold.
Increasing temperature shows a decrease in PL intensity, due to a rising non-radiative
decay rate (see lifetime measurements in Table 3.2) which we attribute to an increasing
thermal equilibrium concentration of phonons: Fig. 3.6.a shows the presence of hot lines
(at ,<1537 nm) with increasing temperature. The hot lines form due to thermal phonon
first excited-state manifold.
populating of the higher energy levels within the 4I13/2
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Fig. 3.8. (a) Gaussian function fits to room temperature PL profile of Corning
Sample 7. (b) Room temperature Boltzman factor versus activation energy Ea,
quantifying thermal population of hot line emission (=1493

nm) state. The

experimental data in red overlaps the ratio of fitted I(X=1537 nm)/I(X=1493 nm)
from the measurement in (a), at E(;.=1493 nm)-E(X=1493 nm)=23 meV.

Fig. 3.7.a is a wide range room temperature PL scan across the visible to IR
spectral range, showing light emission around 560 nm (4H11/2-> 4I 15/2), 980 nm
(4Ill2-4Il15/2) and 1530 nm (4I13/2-4I15/2).Despite the -4x detector correction for
comparing visible to IR emission, the 104 x greater IR emission intensity makes it clear
that de-excitation from

4H

11/2

and 4I11/2atomic levels is more likely to occur by non-

radiative (i.e. phonon-mediated) mechanisms. The closer energetic spacing of these
higher excited state levels (see Fig. 3.1.a) is consistent with this interpretation: fewer
phonons are needed to nonradiatively relax 4 Hll1 2 and 4I11/2atomic levels down to the
next excited state. Fig. 3.7.b is a magnification of the spectral profiles in the 560 nm and
980 nm regions.

Fig. 3.8.a shows three Gaussian fits to the room temperature IR emission profile.
If the peak at 1493 nm is truly a hot line of the principal 1537 nm PL peak, then the
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energy difference between 1493 nm and 1537 nm, corresponding to 23 meV, locates the

hot line transition level as being 23 meV above the lowest 4I13/2manifold energy level.
And the population probability of this hot line transition level will be governed by a
Boltzman factor of form

e -( 2 3 meV)kBT

. Fig. 3.8.b plots e - EaIkBT

= e-E /(26meV)versusEa,

and overlays the ratio of PL peak intensities I(,=1537nm)/I(X=1493nm) (where the peak
intensities are acquired from the Gaussian fits of Fig. 3.8.a) at Ea=23 meV. We observe
that the PL peak intensity ratio has agreement with the Boltzman plot, within the
experimental error bars of the Fig. 3.8.a fit; this supports the interpretation of the 1493
nm PL peak as a hot line of the 1537 nm peak, whose thermal population is governed by
the activation energy that locates this hot line energy level within the 4I13/2excited state
manifold (i.e. 23 meV above the lowest 4I13/2 manifold level).
Fig. 3.9.a is an experimental plot of PL time decay at 4 K, as measured on an

oscilloscope. The fitted single exponential time constant gives a record lifetime
measurement of 27.8 ms. Typical Er lifetimes in glass hosts are -10 ms; the Coming
glass is a proprietary glass composition of undisclosed additives, whose phonon density
of states enables such lengthy ms-scale lifetimes. The Fig. 3.9.b inset plots fitted 4 K
lifetimes versus pump power: the decrease in lifetime with higher pump power is a
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Fig. 3.9. (a) Single exponential fit of 4 K PL intensity decay (at X=1537 nm) at 30

mW pump excitation power. (b) Inset: plot of fitted 4 K lifetime versus pump power
(at X=1537 nm). Outset: plot of /lifetime versus pump power; slope determines
cooperative upconversion coefficient.
fingerprint of the cooperative upconversion power-parasitic process. Pumping at higher
pump powers results in more N2 population Er atoms, which in turn increases the
upconversion rate C24N2 > the spontaneous emission rate 1/, de-excite Er even faster.
Thus, pumping Er with higher energy, in the hopes of increasing PL intensity (due to
radiative spontaneous emission), only results in increasing the cooperative upconversion
rate C24N22.The Fig. 3.9.b outset plots the inverse of this measured 4 K lifetime, versus
pump power. From equation (2.6), we approximate a pump power relation for the
experimentally measured net lifetime:
1

=

1

('net

(3.7)
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+ CNWpr

where

tnet

is the experimentally fitted lifetime,

is the actual 4 K lifetime, N is the

concentration of optically active Er atoms, Wp is the optical pump rate, and C is the

cooperative upconversion coefficient. We can thus determine the actual lifetime

and

cooperative upconversion coefficient C from a straight light fit of 1/'Cnet
versus pump
power Pp. The accuracy and applicability of approximation (2.7) is quantitatively
determined in section 2.5 for both Er20 3 thin films and Coming Sample 7.
A straight line fit of Fig. 3.9.b determined the 4 K cooperative upconversion
coefficient to be lx10-17 cm3 /s and the actual 4 K radiative lifetime to be 27 + 2 ms.
Room temperature lifetime was fitted to be 19 + 1.5 ms.
The 4 K measurement of cooperative upconversion is a factor of ten better than
commercially reported values of cooperative upconversion in

_1020

Er/cm 3 EDFAs. We

believe this coefficient is not grossly temperature sensitive, since cooperative
upconversion is a resonant process of energy transfer. Table 3.2 summarizes our lifetime
measurements at room temperature (300 K) and 4 K.

Table 3.2. Lifetime measurement summary of Corning Sample 7.
2.4.2 Characterization of Er20 3 Commercial Powder

For reference purposes in comparison against the sputtered Er203 thin films, we
examined the PL spectra and lifetime of Er20 3 powder, a commercially available IR
luminescent polycrystal, made up of the Er20 3 thermodynamically stable Body Centered
Cubic (BCC) phase. Fig. 3.10.a shows a 4 K PL scan of Er20 3 powder, with peak
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emission at 1549.5 nm. This is a significantly different profile from the Coming reference
sample; comparison with sputtered Er-doped SiO2 (see chapter 4) shows a similar PL
peak at 1550 nm.

We conclude here that for an Er microenvironment of oxygen nearest neighbors,
Fig. 3.10.a indicates a -1550nm=0.8 eV energy transition to be the strongest oscillator
strength coupling a 4I13/2-4I>15/2
relaxation. Fig. 3.10.b is a lifetime measurement of the
1549.5 nm PL peak, showing a 4 K lifetime of 552 u[s.Given the high ms-scale lifetime
for Er in glass hosts, we hypothesize the low lifetime in Er20 3 powder to be due to a high
cooperative upconversion rate for Er particles spaced on the order of an atomic distance
(i.e. an Er density of- 1022 cm 3) from each other.
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Figure 3.11 shows the 4K PL profile of Er 20 3 powder in the visible spectrum. We
observe emission lines at 540 nm and 560 nm, and a lower intensity -685 nm peak,
characteristic of the 4HII/2-4I15/2(540nm, 560 nm) and 4 S3 2->4I15 /2 (-685 nm) transitions.
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Figure 3.11. 4 K PL profile of Er 2 03 powder in the visible spectrum.

Sputtered Er20 3 Thin Films: Results and Discussion
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Fig. 3.12. (a) Plot of spectrally integrated PL versus temperature for t=1 hour
anneals. (b) Plot of spectrally integrated PL versus time for T=10500 C anneals.
Samples were annealed in a Rapid Thermal Anneal furnace under forming gas
ambient.
Previous results[66] show high temperature Er20 3 thin film anneals of
1050-1100°C produce higher room temperature photoluminescence (PL) than low
temperature anneals of 650°C. RTA annealed (see Fig. 3.12.a) samples showed a
monotonic rise in room temperature PL, with our highest RTA anneal at T=1 1000 C. At
1050°C, anneals for different times showed a decrease in luminescence for samples
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annealed longer than t=60 s. This possibly suggests a diffusion-limited process that
possibly results in Er-Er clustering and subsequent optical deactivation. Such
observations have been made for annealing temperatures > 10000C for Er-implanted SiO2
and Si3N4 glasses[35]. Comparison of RTA samples versus furnace annealed samples
revealed RTA annealed samples to be 1.5-2x brighter. TEM results (see below) suggest
this to be due to the RTA process resulting in a rapid cooling of the annealed sample,
resulting in the quenching of metastable phases and subsequent increase in PL. We study
one such RTA (T=1050°C for t=30 s) anneal-enhanced light-emitting sample.
3.5.1 Low Temperature Study Reveals Three Optical Centers

is

0e
Q.

1500

1520

1540

1560

1580

1600

wavelength (nm)

Fig. 3.13. Photoluminescence of Er203 films at different temperatures. All spectral
profiles are normalized with respect to their peak intensities (in order to plot all the
profiles within one graph).
PL emission from the RTA annealed thin film was measured at low temperature
in order to remove phonon mediated non-radiative processes and resolve the nature of
radiative transitions taking place in this system. A complex spectral behavior was
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observed between 4.2 and 20 K (see Fig. 3.13). At 4.2 K, PL intensity is dominated by a
peak located at 1542 nm; as the temperature is raised above 7.0 K, this peak intensity
rapidly decays, and two new peaks at 1537 nm and 1533 nm resolve above the 1542 nm
peak background. 4.2 K lifetime measurements at the three wavelengths are summarized
in Table 3.3. The lower intensity of the 1537 and 1533 nm peaks, compared to the 1542
nm peak, may suggest these peaks represent hot lines[4,73] from the same Er atomic site.
In the case of the spectral scans in Fig. 3.13, the 1542 nm peak may correspond to

a transition from the bottom of the of the first excited state 113/2manifold to the bottom of
the ground state '15/2manifold; and the 1533, 1537 nm peaks may correspond to hot line
transitions from thermally populated higher manifold levels in the first excited 113/2 state,
to the bottom of the ground state I15/2manifold. However, if the 1533 and 1537 nm
transitions occurred from the same Er optical center (i.e. atomic site), their lifetimes
would be comparable to the 1542 nm transition. We observe (see Table 3.3) that the 1542
nm peak has a 7 ms lifetime, whereas the 1533 and 1537 nm peaks have sub-ms lifetimes.

X (nm)

4K Lifetime
(iMs)

Cooperative
upconversion

Apparent
Density

(cm 3 /s)

of Er (cm-3)
--

5x10 22

BCC

7.7x10- 8

1.6x10 2 2

FCC

-

-

HCP

1537

0.5

1.5x10-

1542

7.0

1533

0.8

7

Phase

Table 3.3. Assignment of 4 K lifetime, 4 K cooperative upconversion coefficient,
apparent density and crystal phases of Er203 thin films. Cooperative upconversion
coefficient and density could not be computed for the 1533 nm phase.
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We conclude that the 1533 and 1537 nm peaks are luminescence transitions from a
different Er optical center than the 1542 nm peak.
The observation of a 7 ms lifetime in Er203 is a surprising discovery, contrary to
popular expectations[1] of cooperative upconversion being a lifetime-killing process.
This is the first critical piece of evidence suggesting the possibility of acquiring gain from
Er20 3. The sub-ms lifetimes associated with the 1533 and 1537 nm peaks are more
consistent with a severely cooperative upconversion-reduced lifetime assumption (as
observed with the Er 20 3 powder). Pump powers used to acquire these lifetime
measurements at 4 K were on the order of 50-100 mW.
If the 1533 and 1537 nm peaks are not hot lines for the 1542 nm emission, the
question remains as to why they have lower PL intensity. At this point we make two
interpretations: (i) these two optical transitions have a lower volume fraction than the
number of Er optical centers emitting at 1542 nm; and/or (ii) the measured sub-ms
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Visible PL emission from Er20 3 at 4K, consistent with the results of Kasuya et
al.[71].
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lifetime is not purely radiative, confirming the presence of a competing non-radiative
temperature-independent de-excitation process, such as cooperative upconversion. We
resolve this question shortly.
Fig. 3.14.a compares the peak intensities of all three centers versus temperature
on an Arrhenius plot. Peak intensities were determined by Gaussian fits to the PL spectra
(at each temperature) of Fig. 3.13, Gaussian fits were done in order to remove peak
overlap and resolve individual peak intensities. Fig. 3.14.a summarizes the fitted peak
intensities; we observe a monotonic decrease in peak intensity of the 1542 nm and 1537
nm optical centers, but the intensity of the 1533 nm optical center increases, which might
suggest it to be a hot line of the 1537 nm optical center.
However, the 20 K spectral profile (Fig. 3.13) shows the 1537 nm luminescence
to be lower than the 1533 nm luminescence: this is not behavior characteristic of hot lines
(see section 2.4.1 for hot line spectral characteristics). The rapid relaxation of an Er atom
within the first excited 113/2
state manifold implies the population of higher energy levels
within this manifold, is controlled by an Arrhenius type Boltzman factor. The population
of hot line transitions is thus always lower than the principal transition (i.e. the transition
from the bottom of the first excited I13/2state manifold to the bottom of the ground
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state manifold). The dominance of the 1533 nm PL peak for temperatures greater than 20
K clearly implies this emission comes from an optical center that is distinctly different
from the 1537 nm center.

We thus conclude that our Er20 3 films have at the very least three distinct optical
centers. We suggest the observed increase in the 1533 nm PL peak intensity with
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temperature (Fig. 3.14.a) may be due to an unforeseen temperature dependent energy
migration mechanism[4] from the 1537 nm optical center.
3.5.2 Energy Migration and the Rapid Quench of the 7 ms Optical Center
The increase in the 1533 nm optical center's PL intensity with increasing
temperature may be a very important explanation for the sudden quenching of the 1542
nm long lifetime by T-20 K. T=20 K corresponds to a thermal energy of 1.53 meV; even
if phonons with this energy are available, they nonetheless provide inefficient multiphonon de-excitation of the 1542 nm optical center, which corresponds to an energy gap
of 804 meV between the first excited state 4I13/2and the ground state 4I15,2.We observe a
far lower rate of PL intensity decay with increasing T for Er in the Coming reference
Sample 7 (data from Fig. 3.6.a), it is therefore unlikely that within an insulator
environment (such as Er20 3), direct phonon de-excitation can account for this sudden
quenching of light from the 1542 nm optical center. What Fig. 3.14.a may imply,
however, is that the -1.53 meV phonons provide enough energy matching to help transfer
the 1542 nm optical center's energy, by non-radiative energy transfer, to the 1533 nm
optical center. The 1533 nm optical center corresponds to an energy gap of 808.9 meV
between 4I13/2and 4I15/2;this is an energy mismatch of 808.9 meV-804 meV=4.9 meV. It
is therefore more likely the -1.53 meV phonons can bridge this energy mismatch. Lastly,
the sub-ms lifetime of the 1533 nm PL peak then suggests this energy, once transferred
from the 1542 nm optical center to the 1533 nm optical center, is rapidly quenched by a

temperature-independent non-radiative process-and
would be cooperative upconversion.
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the most likely candidate for this

If we could therefore remove the 1533 nm optical center, we might preserve the

1542 nm optical center's 7 ms lifetime to a reasonable >ms value at room temperature.
3.5.3 Absorption Versus Luminescence
Fig. 3.14.b shows the visible range PL profile of sputtered Er20 3. Consistent with
the first Er20 3 luminescence results reported by Kasuya et al.[71], we observe emission
peaks at 560 nm and 655 nm. We also observe a lower intensity peak at 610 nm; we are

unsure what this transition represents.
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Fig. 3.15. Room temperature absorption versus luminescence for (a) an Er2 0 3 thin
film and (b) the Er-doped Corning reference (Sample 7).
Fig. 3.15 compares room temperature PL and absorption profiles for Er203
(Fig. 3.15.a), versus the Er-doped Coming reference Sample 7 (Fig. 3.15.b)). Unlike the

Er-doped glass system (used in fiber amplifiers), the Er2 03 thin film absorption profile
lineshape does not closely match its PL spectral lineshape. Absorption peaks are located
at 1530 and 1537 nm, whereas luminescence peaks are located at 1530, 1533 and 1537

nm(Fig. 3.15.a). This discrepancy can be explained by assuming presence of a majority
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phase corresponding to the 1537 nm optical center, and it is this phase whose majority by
volume dominates the room temperature absorption profile.
The room temperature luminescence profile, dependent on the concentration of
optical centers having a high radiative efficiency rate, will have a different lineshape if:
(a) the 1537 nm optical center majority phase has a poor radiative efficiency, and (b)

there exists a minority phase corresponding to the 1533 nm optical center, which has a
higher radiative efficiency.
3.5.4 Er 20

3

Powder: Confirming the BCC Phase
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Fig. 3.16. Overlap of room temperature PL profile for Er03
powder and sputtered
2
thin film. The overlap indicates the 1537 nm optical center in sputtered Er2 03
corresponds to the BCC crystal phase commonly seen in the powder sample.
The decrease in room temperature PL for Er203 powder (see Fig. 3.16) at
wavelengths just below 1537 nm, in comparison to the Er20 3 thin film, shows that the
1533 nm peak is not present in the room temperature PL for Er20 3 powder, while the
1537 nm and a new 1530 nm peak are present in the room temperature PL for both
powder and thin film. We conclude that the room temperature 1530 nm PL/absorption
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peak is a hot line from the 1537 nm optical center, and that the 1537 nm room
temperature optical center corresponds to the BCC phase making up Er20 3 powder
(giving a first confirmation towards hypothesis (a) & (b) from 2.5.3). The apparent higher
room temperature PL intensity of the 1533 nm peak in the thin film (see Fig. 3.15.a),
versus the 1537 nm PL peak, is due to spectral overlap with the 1530 nm peak.

Further, the close match in 4 K lifetime of the Er20 3 powder (0.5 ms), and the
sputtered film's 1537 nm optical center, gives a second confirmation that the 1537 nm

peak corresponds to the BCC phase commonly observed in Er20 3 powder.
With Fig. 3.15, Fig. 3.16 and lifetime measurements establishing the 1537 nm

optical center as belonging to a majority volume phase, we conclude that the explanation
for the lower PL intensity of the 1533, 1537 nm peaks, is best explained not by section
2.5.1's interpretation (i) (lower volume fraction of the 1533 and 1537 nm optical centers),
but rather interpretation (ii): a competing non-radiative temperature-independent deexcitation process is reducing the radiative efficiency of these optical centers at 4 K. And
this process is most likely the cooperative upconversion energy promotion process.
3.5.5 Optical Center Volume Fractions and Crystal Phases

Comparison of 4 K luminescence (Fig. 3.13) versus room temperature absorption
intensities (Fig. 3.15) of the Er20 3 thin film and the Coming Sample 7 reference-where
the reference is doped with an accurately known optically active concentration of
Er-allows

us to determine quantitatively the number of 1537 and 1542 nm optical

centers per unit volume (see apparent density in Table 3.3).
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Because the Er 20 3 thin film's 1542 nm optical center dominates PL spectra at 4 K,
comparison of this 4 K integrated PL spectrum versus the 4 K integrated PL spectrum of
the Coming reference, determines the concentration of emitting 1542 nm optical centers.

0

f.

wavelength (nm)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

I

Fig. 3.17. (a) 4 K Photoluminescence of Er2 03 thin film as-sputtered, after a low
temperature anneal and after a hybrid low + high temperature anneal. Inset:
comparison of PL intensity of 30 s RTA annealed sample versus hybrid low + high
temperature anneal sample. Corresponding X-ray diffraction scans: (b) assputtered Er2 0 3 thin film, (c) low temperature 650

C anneal, and (d) high

temperature 1050 °C anneal.

Because the 1537 nm optical center dominates room temperature absorption in the Er203
thin film, comparison of this integrated absorption spectrum versus the integrated
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absorption spectrum of the Coming reference, determines the concentration of absorbing
1537 nm optical centers. Table 3.3 lists these concentration calculations as apparent
densities for the 1537 and 1542 nm optical center phases: the lower computed density of
the 1542 nm optical centers is due to this phase being a minority volume within the thin
film; the actual 1542 nm optical center phase's atomic density should be on the order of
1022cm 3, as reported for all known phases of Er20 3 in the literature[74,75]. Therefore
the more accurate quantitative analysis is to examine the ratio of these apparent densities,
which is equivalent to the ratio of the volume fraction of the 1542 nm phase versus the
1537 nm phase.

From this ratio we conclude that roughly 3% of the Er optical centers in this
Er20 3 thin film correspond to the 1542 nm emission peak. X-ray diffraction (see Fig.
3.17) indicates the majority phase in these films to be the thermodynamically stable
body-centered cubic (BCC) phase found in the commercial Er20 3 powder sample.
Metastable FCC and HCP phases are observed to crystallize as a result of the high
temperature anneal; the FCC phase has been well documented in thin film literature[74].
We make a tentative assignment of the 3 crystal phases alongside the observed 4 K
lifetimes in Table 3.3.

3.5.6 The Effect of Annealing on Recrystallization
Comparison of 4 K PL spectra versus X-ray diffraction (see Fig. 3.17.a)
conclusively shows as-sputtered films have an inhomogeneously broad PL emission peak
centered at 1550 nm and a low BCC phase crystallinity(Fig. 3.17.b). This is consistent

with the observation of 1549.5 nm PL peak emission (at 4 K) from the Er2 0 3 powder (Fig.
3.10.a). The PL peak linewidth narrows after a low temperature 650°C anneal and forms
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more crystalline BCC phase (Fig. 3.17.c). A high temperature 1050°C anneal introduces
minority HCP and FCC crystal phases (Fig. 3.17.d) and gives rise to the high intensity PL
peak at 1542 nm.

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3.18. Transmission electron microscopy of (a) as-sputtered Er203 thin film, (b)
low temperature 650 °C anneal, and (c) rapid thermal anneal at 1050 °C.
We also observe that after high temperature annealing of the sputtered Er20 3 thin
films, PL emission from the 1550 nm peak diminishes (see Fig. 3.17.a) while the majority
volume crystal phase with the most intense X-ray diffraction peaks is the BCC phase. At
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the same time, our room temperature absorption measurements on these Er2 0 3 thin films
correlate the 1537 nm site with the majority phase. Room temperature PL of the Er203
powder (Fig. 3.16) shows us both the 1537 and 1550 nm emission peaks belong to the
majority BCC phase. The BCC phase has been observed under Zeeman effect
spectroscopy[75] to have two distinct Er+ 3 sites. High temperature 1050°C annealing
possibly results in structurally relaxing BCC phase Er from the as-sputtered 1550 nm
emitting Er+ 3 site to a thermodynamically more stable 1537 nm emitting Er+3 site.

TEM analysis shows as-sputtered Er20 3 thin films to be a mix of amorphous and
crystal grains(see Fig. 3.18.a). Low temperature (650°C) annealing results in a growth of
grain size(Fig. 3.18.b); X-ray diffraction confirmed these larger grains to be the BCC
phase (Fig. 3.17.c).

High temperature (1050°C) two hour (not shown) and 30 s RTA annealing (Fig.
3.18.c) produce a fully crystalline volume comprised of smaller sized crystal grains; grain
size appears to be the same for these two high temperature anneals, suggesting a high
nucleation rate inhibits the later stage grain growth characteristic of the low temperature
anneal. The observation of no grain coarsening with the two hour anneal sample (versus
the 30 s anneal sample) further suggests the diffusion coefficient for the Er203 molecule
is very low.
We observe (see Fig. 3.17.a, inset) higher luminescence from the RTA 30 s
anneal sample than a sample with a hybrid anneal (a low temperature 650 ° C pre-anneal
for 6 hours, followed by a high temperature

1050°C anneal for 2 hours) history. We

conclude that the larger grain size (i.e. larger bulk crystal yield), resulting from a low
temperature anneal, does not improve luminescence. Luminescence rather increases after
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a high temperature anneal, which correlates with the formation of metastable FCC and
HCP phases (see Fig. 3.17.d). The observation that an RTA anneal further improves
luminescence, suggests the rapid thermal anneal results in a more effective metastable
phase quench during post-anneal cooling down, thus yielding a larger volume fraction of
FCC and HCP phases. We tentatively suggest the FCC phase to be connected with the
7 ms 1542 nm optical center, given the FCC phase's higher oxygen coordination number
about Er; this is discussed in the next section.
3.5.7 Cooperative upconversion in Sputtered Er203
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Fig. 3.19. Deviation in calculation of excited state population N2 in the presence of
cooperative upconversion, using an exact solution versus an iterative solution, (a)
for Corning reference Sample 7, and (b) for sputtered Er203. (Using an assumed
cooperative upconversion coefficient of 1017cm3 /s for both case (a) and (b).)
In order to evaluate Er20 3 (RTA annealed sample) as a material candidate for an
ultra-high gain amplifier, we compute the cooperative upconversion coefficient for its
majority 1537 nm phase and minority 1542 nm phase, (see Table 3.3). In the limit of low
pump power, the cooperative upconversion rate of Er-Er de-excitation can be first-order
approximated by Eqn. (2.7). This expression for lifetime is approximated by the
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observation in Eqn. (2.6) that the cooperative upconversion rate may be defined as C24 N2 ;
it is this quantity that competes dynamically in Eqn. (2.6) against the spontaneous
emission rate 1/, for de-excitation of the excited state population N2 . Setting C=O in Eqn.
(2.6) and solving for the steady state solution of N2, we find:

N 2 =N

p +s

(3.8)

In the limit of low pump power fluxes (Wp<<
1/) we approximate N2 ;NWp- and substitute
this cooperative upconversion-free low-power flux expression for N2 into the dynamic
expression (2.7) for de-excitation from the excited state:

=-+CN
2 -+ CNWr.
Tet

(3.9)

This is an iterative approximation using the linear pumping regime expression for
N2. We evaluate its accuracy by comparing the exact steady state N2 solution of Eqn.
(2.6) (see chapter 2 for details about this expression)),

N'2 =

-N(W +)+) +

(W
+

3)2 + 4NC24

3)

2C24

(3.10)

with the solution N2 determined when we substitute expression (2.9) into the spontaneous
emission term 1/itin the denominator of Eqn. (2.8), i.e.

N2 = N

W + + CNWr
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(3.11)

We study the divergence in expression (3.10) versus (3.11) for Er optically active
concentrations of N=1x1020 cm'3 (for the Coming Sample 7 reference, see Fig. 3.19.a)
and N=1x1022 cm'3 (for the sputtered Er20 3 film, see Fig. 3.19.b). The two plots in Fig.
3.19 show that for an assumed cooperative upconversion coefficient value of

_1017

cm3/s,

in the case of the Coming reference, Eqn. (3.11) is very close to Eqn. (3.10) over pump
powers ranging from 0 to 2 W. For this assumed cooperative upconversion coefficient, in
the case of the sputtered Er20 3 sample, a divergence between Eqns (3.11) and (3.10)
occurs for pump powers exceeding -100 mW. Hence the applicability of expression
(3.11) should be limited to pump powers <100 mW. However, for this low range of pump
powers, insufficient data points were initially collected (see inset of Fig. 3.20). We note
that for the highest pump power of 2 W, the worst-case divergence in Fig. 3.19.b (i.e. at

(0

.Y

Pump Laser Power (W)

Fig. 3.20. 4 K cooperative upconversion coefficient calculation for Er 2 0 3 FCC phase
(1542 nm PL peak). Plot of 1/(lifetime) versus pump power. Fitted linear slope
derives an approximate value for the cooperative upconversion coefficient. Inset:
plot of lifetime at 4 K as a function of Ar-ion pump power.
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2 W pump power) is a factor of -6x. Therefore, we went ahead and applied expression
(3.11) to experimentally measured 4 K lifetime versus pump power data, bearing in mind
that our fitted cooperative upconversion coefficient may be as much as a factor of 6x
smaller than the actual value.
We fit expression (3.5) to the data of 1/net versus pump power, at 4 K (see Fig.
3.20). Since the atomic density of the FCC and BCC phases must be comparable, a value
of 5X1022 Er/cm3 (the apparent BCC phase density listed in Table 3.3) was used for
calculating the cooperative upconversion coefficient C for both phases; the results are
listed in Table 3.3.
Cooperative upconversion for the 1537 nm BCC phase is found to be comparable
to the SiO2 :Er system with [Er]=1020cm 3 . The potential -6x correction may account for
this result, given that difference in Er-Er distances will be on the order (1022/102°)/3
_4.6x.

In addition, at doping concentrations >1020 cm' 3, Er atoms tend to cluster

together in SiO2 glass hosts[1]. The resulting increase in Er atom-atom proximity gives
SiO2 :Er upconversion coefficient values larger than what would be observed with a
homogeneous distribution. Calculated values of clustering proximity[76] are within a
factor of ten compared to Er-Er nearest neighbor distance in Er20 3[77].
As a relative comparison, we can more accurately conclude that the FCC phase
has a lower cooperative upconversion coefficient than the BCC phase. We attribute this
lower cooperative upconversion value to correlate with a more effective screening of
nearest neighbor Er atoms in the FCC phase, due to a higher oxygen coordination number
about the Er atom. The coordination number of a BCC and FCC phase are 8 and 12,
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respectively; experimental studies of the large lattice parameter BCC phase have further
established the presence of two oxygen vacancies, lowering the oxygen coordination
number to 6[75,77]. The smaller lattice parameter and higher atomic packing factor of the
FCC phase[74] implies less accommodation of such non-stoichiometry, supporting our
hypothesis of a larger FCC oxygen coordination number. We conclude that the optimum
Er20 3 material for an amplifier application would be a 100 % volume fraction yield of the
7 ms lifetime metastable FCC phase.
3.5.8 Population Inversion Calculation
We performed a population inversion calculation with these computed
cooperative upconversion coefficients, using the steady-state derivation for population
inversion of a three level system with upconversion (see chapter 2). In a single mode
waveguide structure (dimensions 1.5x1.5 gm2 ) comprised of an Er20 3 core, we
determined that a X=980 nm pump power of 3.5 W will maintain a population inversion
of AN=1.25x1020 Er/cm3 in the BCC majority phase Er20 3; and a pump power of 450
mW will maintain this same population inversion in a waveguide core comprised purely
of the metastable FCC phase. A population inversion of AN=1.25x102

Er/cm3

corresponds to a gain coefficient of 3.0 dB/cm, which is approximately the upper gain
coefficient limit realizable in commercial EDFAs. If a total pump power of 900 mW can
be efficiently coupled into a pure FCC phase waveguide core, we can even achieve a gain
coefficient as high as 30 dB/cm. The pump power for the highest gain 3.0 dB/cm EDFAs
is 100 mW, which is almost a factor of ten lower than 900 mW. Thus, while the FCC
phase is an optimal candidate for ultra-high Er-based gain, promising a factor of ten
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higher small signal gain than state of the art EDFAs, it will have comparable gain
efficiency per unit length.
Pump Power

Small Signal Gain

Gain Efficiency in
1 cm device

BCC phase

3.5 W

3.0 dB/cm

8.6x10-4 dB/mW

FCC phase

450 mW

3.0 dB/cm

0.0067 dB/mW

FCC phase

900 mW

30 dB/cm

0.033 dB/mW

EDFA

100 mW

3.0 dB/cm

0.03 dB/mW

Table 3.4. Summary of small signal gain and gain efficiency calculations.

3.6

Chapter Conclusion
We examined a new material system with 1022 Er/cm3 in order to evaluate its

performance as an ultra-high gain Er-amplification based medium. We conclude that
cooperative upconversion remains a critical impediment against achieving more than 1%
population inversion, with the thermodynamically stable BCC crystal phase. Cooperative
upconversion calculations show this gain-limiting effect to perhaps be comparable to
commercial EDFAs doped >1020 cm 3. Alternatively, a 7 ms lifetime at 4K indicates
cooperative upconversion is not as serious a problem as originally imagined for the FCC
metastable phase. We attribute the quenching of this lifetime for temperatures above 20 K
to be attributed to phonon-mediated energy transfer mechanisms in the co-existing HCP
phase, as suggested by the Arrhenius profile of the 1533 nm optical center in Fig. 3.14.a.
We conclude that for a (X=980 nm) pump power of 900 mW, a single waveguide
core, comprised solely of the long lifetime FCC metastable phase, will yield a 30 dB/cm
gain coefficient. This gain coefficient is a factor of ten higher than the best commercial
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EDFAs, indicating the FCC phase may be the most suitable Er20 3 candidate for ultrahigh gain, while retaining the same gain efficiency as state of the art EDFAs.
With Er and Er20 3 being CMOS-compatible materials, the 7 ms lifetime of FCC
Er 20 3 promises to be a powerful candidate for ultra-high microphotonic gain (i.e. for a
pump power of 900 mW, 30 dB/cm gain: a 3.0 dB gain within a 1000 gm length scale).

However we were unable to optimize FCC phase volumetric yield beyond 3%, by any
obvious modulation of sputtering parameters. Considerable work must be further pursued
in order to determine if it is at all possible to isolate this non-equilibrium crystal phase.
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Chapter 4:

Adjustable Refractive Index Materials for Er-doped
Si Microphotonic Amplifiers

13-4124. The PL lab I was in charge of,
10/1999-05/2004.

"You have to invert the data from the oscilloscope. So the risetime is actually the decay time." -a forgotten warning
from Dr. Michal Lipson (Post-Doctoral Associate, EMAT), 3.5 years ago...
"We should put dry pumps on all the high vacuum systems." -Dr. Anat Eshed (Post-Doctoral Associate, EMAT)
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4.1

Chapter Abstract
Si3N4 and SiON materials have been investigated as host systems for Er doping,

however past work has limited itself to spectra and lifetime studies of Er in these
materials. Further, most of the studies samples involved Er ion implantation into CVDgrown hosts.
We extend this investigation into Er co-sputtered films, and in addition to lifetime
and spectral studies, we perform PL measurements to determine clustering properties in
the host material, measure of Er-Er cooperative upconversion, optical pump absorption
cross-section, and optical gain.
Our results show the nitride environment is better at inhibiting clustering and
upconversion, and provides a dramatically 105x higher pump absorption cross-section (in
the form of an unidentified host material sensitizer, which we hypothesize to be some
form of Si-based nanocrystals) than the oxide environment. Unfortunately, the nitride
environment also has an unexplainably high materials loss at the signal wavelength, as a
result of which net gain is not possible with our grown Si3 N4 :Er film.
Our SiON:Er co-sputtered film appears to partake of the best of both worlds,
having the low signal propagation losses characteristic of an oxide environment while at
the same time have the high absorption cross-section, low upconversion characteristic of
the nitride environment.
We report experimentally fitted gain versus pump power data, from which we
extrapolate small signal gain coefficient values for co-sputtered SiON:Er and Si3N4 :Er.
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We fit a 14 dB/cm gain against a background host material loss of 37 dB/cm in SiON:Er
and 23 dB/cm gain against a background host material loss of 122 dB/cm in Si3 N4 :Er.

Cumulative measurements suggest the 37 dB/cm host material loss in SiON:Er is
likely due to clustered Er from an excessively highly doped sample. We suggest repeating
these measurement with a lower concentration Er co-sputtered sample, once the VSL
gain apparatus used for measurements has been re-fitted with a higher pump power
source, in order to collect a high density of gain coefficient measurement in the gain
saturation region of a gain versus pump power plot.
We make some suggestions concerning further experiments to perform on the
Si3 N4 :Er samples in order to identify the large source of loss at signal wavelength. Lastly,
we conclude Er co-sputtered Si3 N4 has produced the shortest Er radiative lifetime
reported in this material to date; however, temperature dependent non-radiative
mechanisms reduce this lifetime by 1/0.2=5x at room temperature.

4.2

Introduction
Silicon oxide (SiO2 ) and silicon nitride (Si3 N4 ) are two ubiquitous material

systems used in Si processing, and when combined to process a waveguide core and
cladding, allow us to engineer high index difference waveguides over the range
An=O.1-0.765. We investigate the feasibility of Er light emission in these materials, using
the SiO2 :Er systems as our reference investigation against which to compare SiON:Er and
Si3 N4 :Er photoluminescence

data and optical gain measurements. We do this materials

study using the sputtering Physical Vapor Deposition process.
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To date, there is very little published work on Er light emission from Si3N4 or
SiON materials, by either CVD or PVD deposition processes. Polman, Eaglesham, Poate
at al.[11] made the first report of Er PL emission from ion-implanted CVD Si3 N4 at Bell
labs in 1991. They concluded higher anneal temperatures were required to optically
activate implanted Er in Si3N4 versus SiO2 , and that while Er ion-implanted SiO2
annealed above 900°C showed a degradation in the concentration of light-emitting Er, no
degradation was observed in Er ion-implanted Si3 N4 ; lastly, a room temperature Er
lifetime of 7 ms was observed. While Polman et al acknowledged the final application of
this study towards evaluating Si3 N4 :Er as a material candidate for optical amplification,
no follow-up work was pursued. Chaumont, Chelnokov, Plowman et al[78][79][80]
reproduced these results once again by Er ion-implantation in CVD-grown materials and
demonstrated loss modulation, but not net gain, in SiON:Er waveguides in 1995.
Since then Bell, Nunes and Zanatta[81] have explored the light emission of Er in
sputtered Si3N4 . They reported non-resonant pump excitation of Er in sputtered Si3N4 [8 1],
and postulated this to be due to an unknown energy transfer mechanism in the host
material[82]. However, no lifetime measurements for the Er infra-red (IR) emission were
reported in this sputtered film work. After this initial work only Zanatta has pursued
further research, but with a shifted interest in these materials towards studying green light
emission at Er concentrations (grown by co-sputtering with Si3N4) close to 10
atomic %[83][84][85].

There have been no experimentally reported results on Er co-sputtered SiON
materials.
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Prior to the report of Si nanocrystals as efficient light emitters in the 700-900nm
wavelength range[86] and their possible application as sensitizers (a sensitizer is an
intermediate absorption center which transfers optical pump power to the Er atoms with
greater efficiency; the historically most common sensitizer for Er in EDFAs has been the
Yb atom) for Er excitation, sputtered materials work in SiO2 :Er was minimally explored,
with one published report by Solomon et al[87] on 2 ms room temperature Er lifetime in

Er co-sputtered SiO2 films. Since the discovery of nanocrystals, sputtering has become
one of several deposition methods being actively explored to grow Si-rich
SiO2:Er[88][89][90][91 ][92].

But no further work has resumed on studying Er IR emission and optical gain
measurements in Si3N4 :Er, sputtered or otherwise.
In this work we return to Polman's original 1991 study, and continue from there,
investigating the reproducibility of his Er-implanted studies in SiO2 and Si3N4 , but this
time looking at Er co-sputtered thin films of SiO2 and Si3N4 . In addition, we also examine
the light emission properties of Er co-sputtered in SiON thin films, seeking to match and
extend the optical characterization work of Chaumont et al on Er in such materials.
We studied the applicability of sputtering for growing these samples because as
PVD process, sputtering requires no substrate heating, thus removing overhead
complexity in potential integration of a PLC with a microelectronic chip. But more
importantly, as a physical vapor deposition non-equilibrium process, sputtering may help
to minimize the Er steric clustering effect observed[93] in CVD-based glasses.
We investigate Er-doped waveguide core material host with a refractive index on
the order of An-0.1-0.75 higher than an SiO2 waveguide cladding, i.e. SiON:Er with
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index n2-1.6 (at =1533 nm) and Si3N4 :Er with index n2-2.2 (at ,=1533 nm). These
films are sputtered by both Ar/O2 reactive and conventional Ar magnetron sputtering.
The principal advantage of high deposition rate Ar/O2 reactive or conventional Ar
sputtered SiON and SiO2 /Si3 N4 films, respectively, is the absence of hydrogen (H)
incorporation in the thin films. Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition, a
widespread high deposition rate tool, produces H-incorporated SiON films, with an N-H
bond absorption band in the 1.55 !Wnwavelength range [94,95].
Secondly, we have shown reliable reproducibility of refractive index control in
reactively sputtered SiON films (see Fig. 1)[96], as a function of the Ar/O2 (10% 02) gas
flow rate.
Thirdly, the choice of sputtering allows for doping of Er by co-sputtering, thus
avoiding the costly process of ion implantation while optimizing the amount of overlap
between a homogeneous Er profile and the guided light mode.
Efficient operation of a waveguide optical amplifier relies on two critical
constraints: (i) low optical loss both in the waveguide core bulk and at the core-cladding
interface, in order to ensure net gain is greater than zero; and (ii) a long spontaneous
emission lifetime from the Er atom at room temperature, to allow population inversion
for low pump powers. Given the upconversion gain limitation of the Er atom[93] at
concentrations in excess of 1020Er/cm3 , we have until now approximated a potential
upper limit on Er based gain (using literature values for Er absorption and emission crosssections in SiO2[6]) of -3 dB/cm. Thus, we require losses due to criterion (i) must have a
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cumulative value significantly less than 3 dB/cm, in order to realize a waveguide
amplifier with net gain.

4.3

Experimental Procedure
RF magnetron sputtering was used to deposit 0.3-0.5 pm thick films of Er-doped

SiO 2 , SiON and Si3N4 . The SiO2 and Si3N4 films were sputtered using Ar gas with SiO 2

and Si3N4 targets, respectively. The SiON films were grown both by reactive sputtering
of a Si3N4 target using an Ar/O 2 (10%) gas, and by co-sputtering of the SiO 2 and Si3N 4

targets using Ar gas. In all cases, Er doping was done by co-sputtering a metal Er target
at low target powers in order to ensure doping concentrations on the order of 1% atomic
fraction. Sputtering was done in a Kurt-Lesker

UHV sputter system (see chapter 3

Experimental section for details), with a base pressure of 1-5x10'8 torr.
Film thickness was measured by profilometry and refractive index was measured
by both ellipsometry and prism coupler measurements. Optical loss in the films was
measured by a modified prism coupler measurement detecting scattered light decay as a
function of distance. Er dopant concentrations were determined by Rutherford BackScattering.
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Fig. 4.1 (a) Adjustable control of refractive index for reactively sputtered SiON
films, as a function of Ar/O2 (10%

02)

gas flow rate[99].
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Fig. 4.1.a demonstrates the robust reproducibility of sputtered film refractive
index[99] achieved in with our sputter system. Error bars are within the size of the data
points. Fig. 4.1.b is a characteristic raw data scan of the light intensity decay of a
propagating 1-D slab mode of light within the SiON and Si3N4 thin films. By measuring
the decay as a function of position within a modified prism coupler, we are able to decay
a propagation loss exponential decay coefficient to this data and thus estimate the
material loss per unit length in our films.
Room temperature, 4 Kelvin (K) photoluminescence (PL) intensity and lifetime
measurements were done in an Oxford Instruments liquid helium cooled cryostat, using a
mechanically chopped Ar ion 488 nm laser as the excitation source. PL intensity was
collected using a Spex spectrometer and liquid nitrogen cooled Hamamatsu photomultiplier tube. In order to quantitatively compare our acquired PL emission from
SiO2:Er, SiON:Er and Si3N 4 :Er-three samples with different indices of refraction-we
re-normalized collected PL emission data with respect to a refractive index based
extraction efficiency for the fraction of PL emission which can escape from these high
refractive index film into free space air,

r fitm= iRecfactonerotante Refection

- 1

nfilm+ t
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4.4

Results & Discussion

4.4.1 Photoluminescence:
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Fig. 4.2. Room temperature

.....

(d)

PL scans from visible to IR (500-1700 nm) of as-

sputtered (lower plot) and T=1000°C (for t=1 hour) annealed (upper plot) thin films
of (a) SiO2 :Er (b) SiON:Er, reactively sputtered, (c) SiON:Er, co-sputtered, and (d)
Si3N4 :Er. Data in the visible spectral range has been magnified by factors listed. All
data has been renormalized with respect to Er concentration, film thickness, and
luminescence extraction efficiency.
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We studied the optical properties of Er doped (by co-sputtering) in four different
thin films: (i) SiO2 :Er deposited by Ar sputtering, (ii) SiON:Er (with refractive index 1.6)
deposited by reactive Ar/02 sputtering, (iii) SiON:Er (with refractive index 1.64)
deposited by Ar co-sputtering, and (iv) Si3 N4 :Er deposited by Ar sputtering. Table 4.1
summarizes the deposition parameters for all four samples.
Sample

SiO2 :Er

SiON:Er
(reactive)

SiON:Er
(co-sputter)

Si3 N4 :Er

Ar gas flow (sccm)

7.1

--

7.1

7.1

Ar/O2 gas flow (sccm)

--

13.1

--

-

SiO2 target power (W)

400

--

400

--

Si3 N4 target power (W)

--

400

200

400

30

14

11

Er target power (W)
Refractive index (633nm)

1.457

1.62

1.61

2.05

Refractive index (1555nm)

--

1.65

1.64

2.2

[Er]RBS(cm 3)

0.92x10

5.83x1020

6.1x1020

4.95x10 20

Table 4.1. Deposition parameters for the four sputtered samples. Also listed are
measured refractive indices by thin film ellipsometry (=633 nm), refractive index
measurement (for samples with an index higher than thermal oxide) by a prism
coupler (=1555

nm), and measured Rutherford Back Scattering (RBS) Er

concentrations.
Fig. 4.2 shows room temperature photo-luminescence (PL) data, collected across
a visible (500 nm) to the infra-red (1700 nm), or IR, spectral range. All the data in Fig.
4.2 has been renormalized with respect to Er concentration (as-measured by RBS), film
thickness (as measured by profilometry) and luminescence extraction efficiency, allowing
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us to make direct comparison of measured PL intensity between the different samples.
All the samples are optically pumped at Pp=1.8 mW (Xp=488nm) pump power.
There is one caveat to note: it is not possible for us to renormalize the
experimentally collected data in Fig. 4.2, with respect to transmitted pump power. The
refractive index mismatch between the thin film samples and air result in different power
transmission coefficients T for the Pp=1.8 mW pump, from free space into the samples

(see Table 4.2 for summary of different normal incidence transmission coefficients). The
differing values of T imply less power transmits into the higher index SiON and Si3N4
films than the SiO2 film. Whether the excitation model for Er in these films is a (i) trivial
three-level system, (ii) such a system with cooperative upconversion, or (iii) additional

unknown energy quenching mechanisms (such as excited state absorption[4], for
example), results in more and more complex models relating emitted PL intensity to
pump power (see for example the expression for N2 =N2 (Pp) describing models (i) and (ii)
in Eqns. (2.3).

Therefore, we note that the film and concentration renormalized data in Fig. 4.2,
underestimates the emission of SiON and Si3 N4 films, relative to SiO2, for our Pp=1.8
mW excitation.
Despite this underestimation, we make an important observation: the PL intensity
from the annealed Si3N4 :Er film is the greatest of all the samples. We therefore conclude
the annealed Si3N4 :Er sample has a higher radiative emission rate (is a better lightemitter) than annealed SiO 2 :Er and SiON:Er.

While as-sputtered thin films showed an experimentally resolvable PL intensity
with good signal-to-noise ratio, annealing the samples resulted in significant PL
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Sample

SiO2 :Er SiON:Er
(reactive)

SiON:Er
(co-sputter)

Si3N4 :Er

Deposition time (minutes)

1.457

1.62

1.61

2.05

Film thickness (nm)

--

1.65

1.64

2.2

X=488nm Pp transmission

0.81

0.76

0.77

0.49

0.26

0.2

0.2

0.08

coefficient approximation
(using X=633nmindex values)
Tlext

(X=1533nm)

Table 4.2. Deposition time and deposited film thickness (measured by profilometry),
estimate of normal incidence pump power transmission coefficient (at .=488 nm)
into films (using

X=633 nm measured index values from Table 4.1), luminescence

extraction efficiency (X=1533 nm), and PL peak intensity enhancement or T=1000°C
annealed (t=lhour) versus as-sputtered sample.
enhancement, ranging from a -5x increase for SiO2:Er, to a 30x increase for Si3N4 :Er
(see Table 4.3 for lifetime increase with anneal). The measured lifetimes for as-sputtered
and annealed samples at room temperature are listed in Table 4.3. Comparing these

lifetimes and the PL enhancement listed in Table 4.3, we conclude that as-sputtered
SiO2 :Er is very close to being an optimized Er-light emitting system (a 10 ms lifetime is
on the order of the best reported Er lifetimes in EDFA-quality SiO2, from the literature),
while as-sputtered SiON:Er and Si3 N4 :Er require relatively more thermal activation to
optimize light emission.
For all the samples, except for SiON:Er (reactive) we observe an increase in
lifetime and PL emission intensity with annealing. We conclude the annealing reduces
host material non-radiative de-excitation mechanisms.
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We note there is some green PL emission observed from the SiON:Er (reactive)
reactive sample. It appears reactive sputtering preferentially increases Er-Er clustering,
and is not the optimal method for growing SiON:Er; rather, co-sputtered SiON:Er is the
better alternative, with a 4 K lifetime that compares with SiO2 :Er.

2.4
2.C
:* 1.6
c

0o

0.8
0.4

wavelength

(nm)

Fig. 4.3. Normalized plots of Er IR emission in the four samples. The plots are
staggered and overlaid with 2 nm resolution PL scans. The negligible change in

peak linewidth indicates inhomogeneous broadening.
Fig. 4.3 shows the IR emission profile from the annealed samples, normalized to
peak intensity. Fig. 4.3.a overlays the four profiles and shows the Er IR emission to be
effectively identical in all four hosts. The 4 K lifetime measurement of the annealed
samples show similar Er lifetimes for SiO2 and SiON, but a drastically smaller lifetime
for Si3N4 . Assuming 4 K lifetimes are an approximate measure of the radiative lifetime,
we conclude the nitrogen host environment does have an effect on Er emission. However,
the spectral profiles in Fig. 4.3.a, collected at a spectrometer resolution of 6 nm, are

identical. The PL profile is a measure of the emission cross-section (o21) profile of Er in
these host environments, and if radiative lifetimes are different for Er in Si3 N4 versus
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SiO2 , we would observe different natural linewidths for Er in these hosts. The identical
linewidths suggest the Er atom is in an amorphous (glass) environment in all four
samples, resulting in inhomogeneous broadening of the PL emission.
In order to confirm this, we remove spectrometer-limited resolution by reducing
spectrometer slit width. The data is presented in Fig. 4.3.b, where we vertically offset the
normalized 6 nm resolutions PL scans and overlay on them 2 nm resolution normalized

PL scans. Spectrometer resolution below 2 nm does not show further decrease in
normalized PL emission linewidth. We conclude all four samples remain in a glass state
even the 1000°C anneals.

Fig. 4.4 confirms this conclusion for the Si3 N4 :Er annealed sample, showing its
X-ray diffraction scan. We observe no Bragg peaks, the sample remains amorphous.

annealed
PECVD SiN,

.....

5

annealed
Sputtered SiN,

o

0'

5

10

15

20

25

30

2(deg.)

Fig. 4.4. X-ray diffraction scan of T=1000°C (t=lhour)

annealed Si 3 N4 :Er sample,

grown by PECVD and sputtering. The emergence of a short-range order around
20=150 may correspond with the formation nanocrystals of some other form of an
Er-sensitizer. (Data courtesy Jifeng Liu.)
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T4K (ms)

as-sputt

anneal

TroomT(ms)

Tr=CroomT/C4K

as-sputt anneal

as-sputt anneal

CVD SiO 2:Er

--

27

--

19

--

0.7

SiO 2 :Er

3.79

16.6

3.3

14

0.87

0.84

SiON:Er

5.08

5.24

0.8

0.48

0.15

0.09

6.46

10.62

0.55

3.8

0.08

0.36

1.02

2.4

0.54

0.487

0.53

0.2

reactive
SiON:Er

co-sputtered
Si3 N4 :Er

Table 4.3. List of lifetimes (at 4K and room temperature) for SiO2:Er, SiON:Er
(reactive), SiON:Er (co-sputter) and Si3N4:Er samples, as-sputtered and after a
T=1000°C anneal (for t=1 hour).

We conclude the optical activation required to anneal the samples still preserves a
full-width-half-maximum

linewidth of

30 nm, and is therefore a good material for

WDM gain.
The peak maxima location appears to be approximately the same for all four

samples, it might be slightly red-shifted for the Si3 N4 :Er sample, with respect to the
SiO 2 :Er sample.
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4.4.2 Photoluminescence: Thermal Activation
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Fig. 4.5. Photoluminescence (PL), normalized to peak intensity, from sputtered
SiO2 :Er, SiON:Er and Si3 N4 :Er. Peak position is at 1533 nm. (b) Plot of PL peak
intensity versus annealing temperature for SiO2:Er and Si3N4 :Er samples. The lines
are B-spline curves meant to guide the eye.
We observed that thermal activation by annealing was required to increase Er
emission from the as-sputtered films. We studied this thermal activation by annealing (for
t=0.5 hour) the four samples, from T=600°C to T=1200°C, at temperatures spaced 100°C

apart. Fig. 4.5.a plots the measured PL peak intensity, at X=1533 nm, versus temperature.
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Fig. 4.5.b plots the measured lifetime at X=1533 nm, versus temperature. Increasing
anneal temperature results in a monotonic increase of lifetime, however the PL intensity
for SiO2 :Er and Si3N4 :Er rise to a maximum value, located at a temperature Taeai, listed
in Table 4.4, and then decrease rapidly with increasing T. Such behavior has been

similarly catalogued for Er ion-implanted samples of SiO2, Si3N4 , P2 05[1 1], and Er cosputtered films of SiO2 [87] and A12 03[8]. The conclusions of these studies are that the Er
atoms cluster together at high anneal temperatures and optically de-activate.
The increase in lifetime despite PL intensity reduction at higher anneal
temperatures is the fingerprint for this atomic process: the high temperature is not
damaging the host material and its effect on Er lifetime, but rather reducing the
concentration of optically active Er by de-activating the Er+ 3 light-emitting state[15] in
clustering Er atoms. We have reproduced longer lifetime results than the reported Er cosputtered SiO2 :Er from [87] and observed an even shorter radiative lifetime behavior in
Er co-sputtered Si3N4 :Er than reported for Er ion-implanted Si3 N4 :Er[11].
The higher Te

for Si3N4 :Er versus SiO2 :Er is consistent with the higher

melting temperature Tm of Si3N4 versus SiO2 (Table 4.4). We expected to interpolate a
similar anneal profile in Fig. 4.5.a for the two SiON:Er samples, but instead we observe
drastically different behavior: PL intensity rises with annealing temperature only above a
particular threshold value (which we label Tthesin Table 4.4), and for T>TthrSthe PL
intensity rise monotonically up to the highest furnace anneal capability we have,
T=1200°C. Tthe for both reactive and co-sputtered SiON:Er samples is approximately the
same, and Tthe appears to be between the Tameavalues for SiO 2 :Er and Si 3N 4 :Er.
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Sample

SiO2 :Er

Tanneal

875 0C

Tfs

--

Tmelt

16000C

Table 4.4. Listing Tm,

SiON:Er
(reactive)
-

9600C
-

SiON:Er
(co-sputter)

Si3 N4 :Er

--

960°C

945°C

--

--

1900°C

Tthres,Tmeltfor the four study samples.

The lifetimes of reactive SiON:Er and co-sputtered SiON:Er don't have such a
threshold profile (Fig. 4.5.b), thus the threshold profile for PL intensity in Fig. 4.5.b is
attributed to the concentration of light-emitting Er, and not the host material's phonon
density or other intrinsic materials properties. We observe that reactively sputtered Er has
a lower room temperature lifetime and lower room temperature PL intensity, than cosputtered Er. Therefore the reactively sputtered material has a larger number of nonradiative quenching mechanisms intrinsically in the host material. This conclusion may
correlate with the observation of higher host material optical loss as shown in section
3.4.5.

But both SiON:Er samples have the threshold profile behavior, distinctly different
from the maxima profile behavior of SiO2 :Er and Si3N4 :Er. This suggests that both
reactive and co-sputtered SiON:Er create similar nearest neighbor environments around
the Er atom, and the structural re-organization (i.e. relaxation) required to activate Er
into the Er+3 light emitting state, will have a similar T-dependent characteristic.
Why this temperature-dependent activation characteristic has a threshold type
profile and not a maxima type profile, can not be fully understood from PL data alone.
There are two possible interpretations. (i) A sputtered mixture of SiO2 and Si3 N4 results
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in a structural environment that is less electropositive than SiO2 or Si3N4 alone, thus Er is
not optimally in its Er+3 charge state in as-sputtered films (the results of [28] confirm

optimal Er emission occurs in the Er+3 charge state). The value of Ttres lying between
Tlneal(SiO 2)

and

Tanneal(Si3N4) suggests

that when a temperature weighted between the

melting points of SiO2 and Si3N4 is reached, the as-sputtered SiON experiences a
structural relaxation of its SiO2 and Si3N4 units, which continues to improve with
increasing anneal temperature. Our anneal furnace is limited to an upper temperature
limit of 1200°C. At higher temperature the SiON mixture should eventually relax to an
optimum electropositive environment around Er, resulting in a maximum PL intensity.
(ii) The threshold behavior correlates with the precipitation of a sensitizer for
temperatures > Tes. As we will see below, interaction cross-section and PL studies have
confirmed the presence of sensitizers in both SiON and Si3N4 . We do not know if the
sensitization is occurring from the same physical structure in both, hence the threshold

behavior of annealed SiON:Er versus the saturation behavior of annealed Si3N4 :Er may
indicate distinctly different sensitization mechanisms.
Fig. 4.5.c and Fig. 4.5.d plot room temperature PL intensity and lifetime,
respectively, for times ranging from 30 minutes to 2 hours, at an anneal temperature of
1000°C. We observe no notable increase in either PL intensity or lifetime, within error
bars, for these times. We conclude the optical de-activation of Er is a temperaturedependent process that cannot increase with time at a fixed temperature anneal. Secondly,
we conclude that is there is a diffusion-controlled process involved in optically activating
the Er atom to the Er+3 charge state, it occurs for time scales less than 30 minutes, at
T=1000 0 C.
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4.4.3 Photoluminescence:

Temperature=4 K Data

A
C

0
C
-I
C.

wavelength (nm)

Fig. 4.6. 4K PL spectral of samples, overlaid with 2 nm resolution scans. The
negligible change in linewidth confirms inhomogeneous broadening.

For completeness, we examine 4 Kelvin luminescence of the T=1000°C annealed
samples, in order to remove thermal broadening. Fig. 4.6.a and Fig. 4.6.b are plots similar
to Fig. 4.3, where the broad spectral scan in Fig. 4.6.b is at 6 nm resolution and the
shorter range spectral scan is at 2 nm resolution. This confirms that the reported linewidth
in from Fig. 4.3 is indeed due to inhomogeneous broadening (and not thermal
broadening). Fig. 4.6.b shows that once thermal broadening is removed, the emission
lineshapes are indeed almost identical for Er in all the four different glass environments.
The measured 4 K lifetimes for the four samples, as-sputtered and annealed, are
reported in Table 4.3. We observe a short 2.6 ms lifetime for Er in Si3N4 at 4 K. Given
the brightest PL emission from this sample, we conclude this short lifetime to represent a
fast radiative emission rate.
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Sputtered SiO2:Er is our control sample for investigating the

influence of a

sputtered host material on the Er lifetime, by comparing PL lifetime with a chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) grown host. Our CVD grown SiO2 :Er reference is an SiO2
majority constituent glass, optimized for EDFA application by Coming. We observe that
sputtered SiO2 :Er has remarkably similar performance to CVD SiO2:Er. The CVD sample
contains proprietary chemical additives to minimize Er-Er clustering at a nominally
claimed concentration of 1.1x1020Er/cm3 . For a similar concentration of Er, sputtered
SiO2 :Er, without any de-clustering additives, produces comparable lifetimes at X=1533
nm. 10-13 ms lifetimes are the typical range achieved in the literature for Er ion
implanted samples. The quantum internal efficiency, defined as the ratio of room
temperature to 4 K lifetimes (we are assuming a lifetime measured at 4 K is
representative of the Er atom's radiative lifetime), is similar for sputtered SiO2:Er and the
CVD sample. We conclude the sputtering process has the inherent capability to produce
the optical quality requisite for an Er atom-transition based optical amplifier.
We observe both SiON:Er samples have long lifetimes at 4 K, which quench by
over a factor of two at room temperature. We conclude the host matrix for reactive and
co-sputtered SiON has a considerable amount of temperature dependant non-radiative deexcitation sites. Our conclusion of 2.6 ms radiative lifetime in sputtered Si3N4 :Er
contradicts the results of Polman[11], however we feel confident to attribute this 4 K
measure to radiative lifetime, on account of the highest room temperature PL emission
brightness of this sample, and unpublished lifetime measurements we have done on
MBE-grown GaN:Er (grown by the Steckl group[97] at University of Cincinnati), where
we similarly observed the effect of a nitrogen environment to result in 4 ms radiative
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lifetimes and high PL brightness samples. We suggest the co-sputter process for Erdoping results in a more optimal structural location of the Er atom in Si3N4 , than by ion
implantation. The more optimized ligand field in sputtered films results in a stronger
oscillator transition strength for the Er de-excitation and hence a shorter radiative lifetime.
4.4.4 Photoluminescence: Process Map
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Fig. 4.7. Process Map for T=1000°C (t=l hour) annealed sputter samples. (a)
Measure of Er clustering process in different hosts. (b) Measure of Er cooperative
upconversion process in different hosts. The lines are spline curves meant to guide
the eye.

We conclude our PL studies with a Process Map summarizing PL emission
intensity and room temperature lifetime measurements for a series of samples we grew
during calibration runs, comprised of different concentrations of Er, as measured by RBS
(horizontal axis). All of these samples were annealed at T=10000 C for t=l hour. From
Fig. 4.7.b we see that for this anneal temperature, room temperature lifetimes begin to
show a decrease with doping concentrations greater than 1020 cm 3 . We interpret this
observation as proof of the Er cooperative upconversion effect: increasing Er
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concentration results in a faster non-radiative de-excitation mechanism. However, the
drop in PL emission intensity in Fig. 4.7.a for these same samples happens roughly over a
10x larger range, and onsets at different Er concentrations than the process in Fig. 4.7.a.
We interpret Fig. 4.7.a as a measure of the Er-Er clustering process, which results in
optical de-activation and the precipitous drop in PL intensity, observed in Fig. 4.3.a.
We interpret that clustering onsets at a higher Er concentration in nitride
environments than in oxide environments. Similarly, upconversion onsets at a higher Er
concentration in nitride environments than in oxide environments; this conclusion is
consistently supported by upconversion measurements, reported below. We thus
conclude the nitride environment is better suited to hosting high doping concentrations of
Er > 1020 cm-3

4.4.5 Materials Loss Measurements
As stated in the Introduction, materials and waveguide transmission losses need to
be less than the Er-based optical gain in order to achieve net gain in a WOA. We evaluate
sputtered materials loss in this section, and sputtered film roughness in the next.
Materials loss was measured using a prism coupler set-up that was re-fitted with a
traveling fiber to measure the decay in scattered loss from a propagating slab mode of
light.

loss

amaterial

RMS roughness

SiO2

SiON (reactive)

SiON (co-sputter)

Si3 N4

--

2 dB/cm

0.8 dB/cm

2 20 dB/cm

--

1.922 nm (as-sputt)

0.256 nm (as-sputt)

0.218 nm (as-sputt)

0.276 nm (anneal)

Table 4.5. Loss measurements of propagating slab modes in Er-free films
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--

--

The loss measurements for all four samples are summarized Table 4.5. We
observe the lowest materials loss in co-sputtered SiON.
The Si3N4 film is observed to have prohibitively high loss values of 15-20 dB/cm.
The low bulk materials loss of co-sputtered SiON:Er thus makes it a feasible sputtering
candidate for a waveguide amplifier.
The higher propagation loss of SiON:Er (reactive) may correlate with its lower
measured lifetimes and surface roughness, in the next section.
4.4.6 AFM Results
Atomic force microscopy results show a root-mean-square surface roughness
values summarized in Table 4.5. We observe that reactively sputtered SiON:Er is very
rough, and we hypothesize this roughness may correlate the sputter-deposition
morphology of this film. The Ar-sputtered Si3 N4 :Er and SiON:Er (co-sputter) films have
sub-nm (experimental AFM detection limit) roughness. After a T=1000°C (t=1 hour), the
co-sputtered SiON retains its roughness value.
A possible explanation for the higher roughness morphology of reactive
deposition may be due to the formation of clustered SiON constituents during the
chemical reaction of 02 with Si3 N4 at the Si3 N4 target; or, higher energy imparted to the
SiON species may initiate Volmer-Weber islanding[98] during deposition on the SiO2
substrate and thus a rough film morphology. In contrast, Ar-sputtered deposition is a
more non-equilibrium process, resulting in better wetting of the SiON mixture to the SiO2
substrate.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(d)

(f)

Fig. 4.8. AFM. (a) Si3N4:Er, as-sputtered (b) SiON:Er reactive, as-sputtered (c) and
(e) SiON:Er co-sputter, as-sputtered (d) and (f) SiON:Er co-sputter, annealed.
We conclude the Ar-sputtered samples can be used to process waveguide cores
with smooth core/cladding interfaces and thus potentially low waveguide scattering loss.
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4.4.7 Optical Pump Absorption Cross-Section Measurement
In order to model material gain from an Er-doped system, we need to acquire
experimental measurements of room temperature lifetime r, doped Er concentration N,
(1) the pump absorption cross-section up (referred to as a 13 in chapter 2), which tells
us for a given pump power Pp, what is the optical excitation rate Wp of the Er
atoms;

(2) the upconversion coefficient C24 , which tells us (alongside lifetime ) for a given
pump power P,, how much of the excited state population N2 is available for
optical gain; and

the stimulated emission cross-section for the signal gain,

21 .

The lifetimes

X we

have

already measured above. We now devised a series of experiments to determine up and
C24, where our choice of pump wavelength would be an Ar ion laser, 4=488 nm. We did
not have the experimental facilities to determine

21, however the well documented

literature values for a21 in SiO2-based hosts[32] and the exhaustive study of Er atomic
transitions[28] allow us to make a theoretical prediction of

a21

in SiON:Er and Si3 N4 :Er

with reasonable confidence.
We proceed with the experimental analysis to determine ap at
acquired from Er IR emission lifetime measurements.
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Fig. 4.9. Optical pump cross-section op measurements determined from plotting PL
risetime versus pump photon flux, for (a) the Corning reference sample, (b) SiO2 :Er,
(c) SiON:Er, (d) Si3 N4 :Er. (Data acquired courtesy of Jae Hyung Yi and Dr. Luca
Dal Negro, MIT.)

Fig. 4.9.a-d plots experimental measurements of PL risetime and decay time, as
collected by an oscilloscope. At low pump power (low pump photon flux) the solution of
the Er excited-state (N2 ) differential equation,

dN=
dt

- W13N1- W12N1 + W21N2 + 1 N2

dN2 = W12N1- W21N2dt

N3 = N - N1- N2

N2 + W13N1- (C 4N 2)

O
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(see chapter 2 for definitions of the variables) can be solved with the omission of
upconversion (C24;0), in which case the transient solution, subject to an initial condition
of turning the optical pump Pp on at t=0O(i.e. W13 •0) and the steady-state solution

N2(t - oo)= N+

W13+ W

(see

for

(2.3)

Eqn

in

results

details)

+

W12

+ W21
+ W1W
a

1

(N 2 (t -

oo))(1 -

exp(-t /

solution

of

the

form

1

=

nr,)where

pcrp +-.

{4pis the

pump photon flux

rise

(photons/cm2 /s) and op is the pump absorption cross-section. Solving the excited-state
differential equation for the initial condition of Pp=O(turning the optical pump off), and
steady state condition N2(t-+oo)=O,results in decay solution (N 2 (t = 0) exp(-t / rdey),
where

1

=

1
-.

Thus, we have the relation

decay

1

1
'rise

V'decay

(4.1)

Fitting the rise time

trise

and decay time

Tdecay

from the experimental data, we plot Fig. 4.9

for the four samples, and acquire the absorption cross-section op (at pump wavelength
~X=488nm) from the plotted slopes. The cross-section results are listed in Table 4.6.
The cross-section for absorption of 488nm light by the Er atom in an SiO2 host
has been reported to be 3x10-21cm2[5]. We observe that the Coming donated SiO2 :Er
sample has a significantly higher cross-section, due to sensitizing proprietary additives
(the most common reported sensitizer is Yb co-doping in SiO2 :Er-based EDFAs[l])
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which act as intermediate absorption centers for the ,p, absorbing pump photons at a
significantly higher cross-section and transferring the excited energy to the Er atom by
non-radiative mechanisms[4]. The -10-

7

cm2 value for this sample's cross-section is

consistent with reported values for commercially used sensitizers[93]. More importantly,
the vertical-axis intercept to this data fit yields a decay lifetime of 22 ms, in close
consistency with our measured room temperature lifetime, as reported above.
Absorption cross-section measurements on the SiO 2 :Er sputtered sample, however,

showed significant noise; it was hard to accurately resolve risetime modification with
pump power, outside an error bar. In fitting a straight line to the acquired data (Fig. 4.9.b),

we measured a vertical axis intercept for decay time of 0.4 ms, a significant error in
comparison to the experimentally measured decay time of 14 ms. We attribute this error
due to the combination of (i) significant mechanical chopper wobble at the low 4 Hz
chopper rate required for resolving -10 ms lifetimes, with (ii) very weak changes in
risetime (due to the very low value of o21 in SiO2 :Er), thus resulting in a risetime
decrease versus pump power which can not be resolved above the chopper wobble noise.
We thus conclude cross-section measurements from this data are not accurate, and list the
aforementioned literature reported value[5] in Table 4.6.
The sputtered SiO2 :Er sample was only a PL reference study for determining the
optical quality of Er-doped sputtered material; the sample we were interested in for
evaluating gain measurements by the VSL technique are the SiON:Er (co-sputtered) and
Si3 N4 :Er samples. For these two samples, straight line fits of the risetime data resulted in
vertical-axis intercepts giving decay times with high accuracy match to the
experimentally measures values reported in the previous section. This match certifies the
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accuracy of the cross-section fit, and we see from the results reported in Table 4.6 that the
pump absorption cross-section at Xp=488 nm is orders of magnitude larger than the
literature reported of ap=3 x 1021 for SiO 2 :Er.

[Er] (cm '3 )

'CroomT

488nm

(2

(ms)

(cm 2)

1.01x10 20

19

5.85x10'1

SiO 2 :Er

0.92x10 20

14

3x10 2 1 [5]

SiON:Er

5.83x10 20

0.48

6.1x10 20

3.8

4.95x10 2 0

0.487

CVD

1

C 24

Gain

(cm 3 /s)

(dB/cm)

6x10- 21 [5]

--

--

2.24x10-1 5

4.66x10- 21

4x10- 1 8

13.98

9.2x 10-16

10.78x10-21

1.5x10- 1 8 23.2

7

-

SiO 2

reactive
SiON:Er
cO-

sputtered
Si 3N4 :Er

Table 4.6. Refractive index, 4 K and room temperature lifetime data, and
Rutherford Back-Scattering(RBS) Er concentration measurements, for SiO2 :Er,
SiON:Er and Si3 N4 :Er. 'CVD SiO2' refers to a CVD grown SiO2 :Er sample donated
by Corning, Inc. The Er concentration for the CVD sample is a nominally prepared
composition as determined by Corning manufacturers.
This result is a new discovery whose physical origin may be in common with the
recent actively developing field of oxide materials research: SiO2 doped with Si
nanocrystals.
The large

_10-15

cm2 magnitude for pump absorption at Xp=488nm is comparable

with published absorption cross-section results for Si nanocrystals, precipitated from Sirich SiO2 films[86]. Measured Si3N4 refractive index values of ~2.2 at X=1550 nm grown
by sputtering have been correlated with a stoichiometric excess of Si[99]. To search for
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evidence of nanocrystal-like sensitizers in our sputtered SiON and Si3N4 films, we
followed the research route studying nanocrystals in Si-rich SiO2: search for
photoluminescence

from annealed (at T=1100 0 C for t=l hour) SiON and Si3N4 films,

where these films have no Er doping.
Our results are summarized in Fig. 4.10, where we observed PL emission in the
950-1000 nm range, which is similar to the range of light emission observed from Si
nanocrystals in SiO2. Our not being able to resolve these emission peaks in the Er-doped
samples of SiON and Si3 N4 (Fig. 4.2) suggests that Er quenches this light emitting
mechanism, i.e. the energy emitted from this structure within the host material will
preferentially transfer to the Er atom rather than result in a photon. Whether this lightemitting structure is truly a Si nanocrystal, or some other form of inhomogeneity in the
SiON and Si3 N4 films, is currently a matter of active investigation in our research group.

3
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wavelength
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Fig. 4.10. Possible formation of nanocrystals in annealed SiON and Si3 N4 .

What we can say conclusively, is that given the Er radiative lifetime at %=1533
nm changes by a factor of 14/2.4-5.8 for Er in an SiO2 versus Si3 N4 environment, 021 and
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012

should change by a similar factor (see below for discussion on relation between

21

and x). We argue that op, representing absorption by the 4f-shell electron from the ground
state 4115/2to 4H11 2, should modify by a similar factor as well. Our observation of a 1016

/10-2 1_105 order of magnitude change in op for Er, from SiO2 to Si3N 4, clearly shows

the presence of some sort of intermediate sensitizer. And PL results on Er-free samples
show the presence of a light-emitting structure that ceases to emit when in the presence of
Er. Current research in our group is examining these phenomena further to prove or
disprove the nanocrystal hypothesis.
We end this section by detailing how we theoretically estimated the stimulated
emission cross-section, 0 2 1 . The relation between the rate of stimulated emission (sa21)
and the rate of (radiative) spontaneous emission (1/tr) for an oscillator transition between
two energy levels has been derived as[15]:
2

=21

g(v)

(4.2)

where n is the refractive index of the host medium, X, is the free space signal wavelength
corresponding the oscillator energy transition, and g(v) is called the lineshape function,
g(v)ocl/Av (Av is the frequency bandwidth of the transition, i.e. it corresponds to the
(homogeneous broadened) PL natural linewidth).
We will assume the Er PL emission natural linewidth Av is approximately the
same in the SiO2:Er, SiON:Er and Si3N4 :Er samples (recall their PL spectra have identical
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overlap). For similar linewidths, we can we theoretically estimate o21 for SiON:Er by
modifying the literature reported SiO2 :Er value of o2l(=6x10' 21cm2 ),:

a21(SiON : Er) =

21(SiO 2 : Er) x rr (Si0)

x(n(SiO

2

)

and similarly for estimating o21 for Si3N 4 :Er.

4.4.8 Cooperative Upconversion Measurement
We evaluate the cooperative upconversion coefficient C24 , for the SiON:Er cosputtered and Si3 N4 :Er samples. In order to verify that the cooperative upconversion
process is the principal de-excitation mechanism, other than spontaneous emission and
stimulated emission, we observed emission PL intensity as a function of pump power at
wavelengths

X=1533 nm and X=985 nm (Fig. 4.11.a, c). PL emission at

=1533 nm

corresponds to a quantitative measure of the concentration of excited state (N2 ) Er atoms,
while PL emission at X=985 nm represents a second excited state population (N3 ) of Er
atoms, coming from both to the pump wavelength (488 nm) exciting Er from the ground
state, and coming from the first (see chapter 2 for details) cooperative upconversion
process C24 , corresponding to a de-excitation of N2 state atoms not by spontaneous
emission, but by resonant energy transfer to excite a neighbor N2 state atom to the N4
state; from there the N4 population rapidly relaxes to N3 .
Re-plotting the PL emission intensities from level 2-1

de-excitation (=1533

nm) versus PL emission intensities from level 3->1 de-excitation (=985

nm), where

pump power is a common parameter to these two variables, results in a correlation plot[7]
whose slope quantifies the power law process governing transitions from population N2
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to N3 . A slope of 2 in such correlation plots is the characteristic fingerprint of the
cooperative upconversion process.
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Fig. 4.11. PL peak intensity at X=1533 nm versus X=985 nm for (a) SiON:Er and (c)
Si3 N4 :Er. Correlation plots identifying the upconversion process for (b) SiON:Er
and (d) Si3 N4 :Er. (Data collected courtesy Jae Hyung Li.)
We observe a slope of 2.0 for the SiON:Er (co-sputter) correlation plot (Fig.
4.11.b) and a slope of 1.6 for the Si3 N4 :Er correlation plot (Fig. 4.11.d). From this we
conclude that the Er energy model (as presented with cooperative upconversion in
chapter 2) is appropriately described for SiON:Er, but not entirely for Si3N4 :Er. There are
potential additional energy transfers mechanisms involved in Si3 N4 :Er. New research
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activities to identify the nature of these additional mechanisms are currently under
consideration by our research group.
Nonetheless, we perform an upconversion fit to PL emission decay data (Fig.
4.12) for both SiON:Er and Si3N4 :Er. If the additional energy transfer mechanisms
involve pump excited state absorption, a fit to the PL decay in time (where Pp=O) of
excited Si3N4 :Er should still provide cooperative upconversion information.
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Fig. 4.12. Upconversion coefficient C2 4 simulation fits to PL emission decay data for
(Pp:90 mW-0O mW at t=O) (a) SiON:Er and (c) Si 3 N4 :Er. As comparison, the

approximation technique for measuring C24 in chapter 3 is also plotted for (b)
SiON:Er and (d) Si3 N4 :Er.
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We also compare in Fig. 4.12.b,d the approximate measurement technique we
employed for estimating C24 from chapter 3. In that technique, we renormalized the
upconversion effect into a fitted single exponential decay, with an associated error bar.
The error is a critical element to this approximation technique: it acknowledges that
exponential fit is being forced onto raw PL emission decay data (which is composed
spontaneous emission based exponential decay and a fast upconversion decay
component). However, if the error bar is smaller than the range of exponential fit
lifetimes made at different pump powers, then Eqn. (3.11) may yield a reasonable
approximation to C24 (this method of renormalizing upconversion decay into a forced
exponential fit with error bar was demonstrated in [1]).
From Fig. 3.20 inset, we see that for the Er203 case, the ultra-high concentration
of Er reduced lifetime with pump power over a range of values larger than the error bar
associated with each forced lifetime fit. Thus, equation (3.11) could be used as an
approximation. But in Fig. 4.12.b,d, we see that the -100x lower Er concentration results
in a lifetime reduction with pump power which lies within the error bar associated with
each forced lifetime fit. As a result, we can not trust the cooperative upconversion
coefficient derived from this technique (linear fits to Fig. 4.12.b,d result in C24 -10-22
cm3 /s values),

and must rely on a direct simulation

of upconversion

decay of

experimentally acquired PL emission decay data (Fig. 4.12.a,c).
In Fig. 4.12.a,c we plot experimentally acquired data, a pure exponential decay
(based on the experimentally measured room temperatures lifetimes in reported in the
previous section) and a decay that includes cooperative upconversion. We observe a
systematic artifact in measured PL emission decay at short times: a wobble in our
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mechanical chopper (which decreases with increasing chopper frequency) results in a
beat modulation of our optical pump, creating a ripple pattern in oscilloscope
measurements. For thick samples, such as our Coming SiO2:Er (thickness=1.92 mm), this
ripple pattern is less noticeable against the high PL emission signal. But for our thin films
(thickness~500 nm), the ripple can not be avoided. Time averaging on the oscilloscope
helps eliminate this ripple effect, but at the cost of creating an artifact in the PL emission
profile: for short times, PL emission decay appears to drop linearly, and then finally
merge into a greater-than-exponential decay. We selected C24 values that fitted our data at
these longer times, where we observe greater-than-exponential decay. Our fitted results
are listed in Table 4.6. Literature reported[93] values for C24 in SiO2 :Er (for -1020 cm' 3
concentrations) are higher than our fitted values for SiON:Er and Si3N4 :Er. Making note
of the observation that the short-time linear artifact in PL decay implies our fits are at the
least an upper limit estimate for C24 values, we conclude that upconversion in SiON:Er
and Si3 N4 :Er samples is lower than SiO2:Er. The nitrogen environment appears to help
reduce the influence of cooperative upconversion between neighbor Er atoms.
We now combine the results of Table 4.6 to analyze experimental gain
measurement data on SiON:Er, acquired by the Variable Stripe Length method.
4.4.9 VSL Gain Measurements
The Variable Stripe Length (VSL) method[100]2 was used to measure gain per
unit length from the SiON:Er (co-sputter) and Si3 N4 :Er samples. The samples were

2 VSL measurements were performed at the Charles Stark Draper Laboratory within an IR-D Collaboration
project. We thank Dr. L. Dal Negro from MIT and the staff at Draper for their valuable experimental
assistance. We acknowledge Dr. J. Haavisto, J. LeBlanc and M. Stolfi.
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grown on a 10 pumthick wet thermal oxide on Si substrate. The thermal oxide layer
isolated a propagating slab mode within the thin films, index-guided from above due to
refractive index difference between the film versus lower index air, and from below due
to refractive index between the film versus lower index thermal oxide.
thin film

lower refractive Index

lmthermal
in\
oxide

substrate

blade

~':

i

X=488nm optical pun

I

],(I)

tfmlamil kr'6Bl
cylindrical lens

.c

Propagation direction z

Fig. 4.13. Schematic diagram of VSL set-up, depicted in a sideways (as opposed to

overhead optical pump) profile. (Image courtesy Dr. Luca Dal Negro, MIT.)
The VSL method is a one-dimension confinement method by which the 488 nm
optical pump illuminates from overhead, through a cylindrical lens into a stripe pattern on
the thin film (see schematic diagram in Fig. 4.13). The dimensions of this stripe pattern
are 200

m width and 1.5 mm length in the direction arbitrarily defined as the

propagation direction, z. The pump power, which transmits into this stripe pattern, excites
the Er atoms into population inversion. Resulting spontaneous emission propagates (as 1D slab modes) in all directions within the two-dimension film plane. But for spontaneous
emission propagating in the z-direction, under the stripe-pumped region of the film,
stimulated emission occurs. Hence light intensity propagating along the z-direction IASE
can be collected by a collimating lens into a photo-detector. And the amount of ASE
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occurring within this collected light will have exponential dependence on the stripe
pattern's length dimension.
Along the propagation direction, a blade is advanced by micrometer stage to
reduce the 1.5 mm length dimension of illumination. If an exponential dependence is
observed in collected output intensity IASE,of the form[100]

IASE(z) = A +

(e

- 1)

(4.3)

(A and Io are constants) we can fit the IASE(z)data and determine a gain coefficient y per
unit length at X=1533 nm.
Fig. 4.14.c,d and Fig. 4.15.c,d show two such gain coefficient y fits at different

pump powers Pp. The different fits are summarized in a plot of fitted gain versus pump
power on linear power axis (Fig. 4.14.a and Fig. 4.15.a) and on a logarithmic power axis
(Fig. 4.14.a and Fig. 4.15.a). We have overlaid in these y versus Pp plots a theoretical gain
curve, computed for uniform optical pumping by an overhead 488 nm laser, using the
experimentally measured lifetime, pump absorption cross-section, fitted upconversion
coefficient and theoretical estimate for stimulated emission cross-section at X=1533 nm
(the data summarized in Table 4.6). The free parameters we used in overlaying the
calculated gain curves were the optically active Er concentration and the background
materials loss in the films, which should correspond to materials loss for the Er-free films
listed in Table 4.5.
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Our first comment is that a very limited range of experimental data is available
from these plots. The VSL set-up used for these experiments used an Ar ion laser with a
maximum pump power of 130 mW. With this much optical power, our VSL collaborators
have demonstrated experimental measure of gain saturation in a y versus Pp plot, when
exciting Si-rich SiO2 :Er samples. We conclude from the available data that the much
shorter room temperature lifetimes of the SiON:Er (co-sputter) and Si3N4 :Er samples are
unable to show decisively a gain saturation. More pump power is required, and our VSL
collaborators are making future plans to set-up a VSL facility at MIT which uses an Ar
ion laser with up to 2 Watts pump power.
Our second comment is that a very limited amount of data is currently available,
but from this data we conclude that the experimentally measured increase in gain, about
the inflection point on the semi-log plots, rises more steeply with pump power than
predicted by any simulation we tried, using the Table 4.6 parameters and even by

modulating them. The steeper rise in experimental data indicates there are additional
excitation/de-excitation dynamics for the Er atom than simply spontaneous emission and
cooperative upconversion. This is consistent with our <2 correlation slope for the
Si3N 4 :Er sample in Fig. 4. 11.

Our third comment is that for the SiON:Er, a slab mode loss measurement
technique called Shift Excitation Spot(SES)[100] establishes that the total materials loss
in the SiON:Er film, including Er absorption, is 8.5 cm-1 (Fig. 4.14.e). Thus, with this
confirmed value for the gain curve at Pp->O,the best fit we can achieve to the SiON:Er
experimental data requires our reducing the Er concentration to half its value as measured
by RBS.
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Our fourth comment is that for the Si3 N4 :Er gain curve calculation (Fig. 4.15.a,b)
the Er concentration as measured by RBS (and listed in Table 4.6).
We now compare the background materials loss value used to offset these
calculated gain curves, versus the experimentally measured materials loss vales by slab
mode loss measurements in a modified prism coupler device (the data reported in Table
4.5). The modified prism coupler was unable to quantify propagation loss accurately for
the Si3 N4 sample, showing loss values that varied by 20-30 dB/cm. The background
materials loss in Fig. 4.15.b, read as the gain measure at which the calculated curve goes
through an inflection point in the semi log plot, to be on the order -28 cm'=-122 dB/cm.
These enormous slab mode propagation losses may be due to the higher scattering loss
for propagating modes with no lateral confinement, in a thin film with scattering loss
centers. In any case, there is a -4x discrepancy between background materials loss

estimates from these two measurement techniques.
The discrepancy between experimentally measured slab mode propagation loss
and calculated y versus Pp profile, is far more severe for the SiON:Er sample. According
to prism coupler based propagation loss measurements, the background materials loss for
a propagating slab mode should be 0.8 dB/cmt0.184 cm-1 (see Table 4.5); but the
theoretical gain curve calculation in Fig. 4.14.a,b which seems to best represent a trend
amongst the data points while at the same time matching an SES measurement
requirement of 8.5 cm-' for Pp-0, results in a background materials loss around ~-5.5
cm'l. This significantly larger background materials loss can be accounted for if we
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Fig. 4.14. Variable Stripe Length method for measuring Amplified Spontaneous
Emission[100] from SiON:Er (co-sputtered). Results show a decrease in modal loss
as a function of pump power. (Data acquired courtesy Dr. L. Dal Negro.)
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assume only ~50% of the Er concentration is optically active, and the remaining are in a
deactivated, perhaps clustered state, in which they can not contribute gain at X=1533 nm,
but can still contribute absorption. This reduction in the magnitude for fitting the
concentration of optically active Er also results is a gain curve that appears closer to the
limited spread of gain versus pump experimental data points available for this sample.
More importantly, we have already learned from our materials processing study that not
all the Er in SiON:Er (co-sputter) is optically active (see Fig. 4.2.a). The reported gain
measurements

in this section have been done on a T=1000°C (t=1 hour) annealed

samples of Si3N4:Er and SiON:Er, and for the SiON:Er case in particular, we see from

Fig. 4.2.a that not all the Er is optically activated yet, and that annealing temperatures
higher than the 1200°C upper limit of our furnace are required.
We conclude further annealing studies are required in order to ensure that all the
Er atoms are optically activated by high temperature >12000 C annealing in the SiON:Er
sample. A higher temperature furnace than what is at our disposal must be found for this
work. Once the Er concentration has been optimally activated, we should observe a net
positive gain in a VSL measurement of this sample, with a background materials loss
value matching the host materials loss measurement reported in Table 4.5.
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Fig. 4.15. Variable Stripe Length method for measuring Amplified Spontaneous
Emission[100] from Si3N 4 :Er. Results show a decrease in modal loss as a function of

pump power. (Data acquired courtesy Dr. L. Dal Negro.)
The enormous background materials loss observed by the VSL technique in our
Si3N4 :Er sample, while being closer in consistency with the results of Table 4.5, is a far
more serious materials science indication of the limitation in using this material for net
optical gain. AFM studies have established these films to have sub-nm root-mean-square
roughness (Table 4.5), in which case this large background loss can not be attributed to a
high An slab mode scattering loss between the thin film and air above (An=2.2-1=1.2), or
the thin film and thermal oxide below (An=2.2-1.445=0.755). Therefore, this large
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background loss for the slab mode is either due to absorptive or scattering effects in the
host sputtered Si3N4 material itself. The observed sensitizers in this material, which we
hypothesized to be Si nanocrystals or some as-yet unidentified structural inhomogeneity

in the host material, may also be the contributor to absorption or scattering loss at X=1533
nm. Considerable more research has to be done on Er-free sputtered Si 3N 4 films in order

to identify this large background loss, first reported by our group in[99]. Once the
mechanisms of 3=1533 nm loss in sputtered Si3N4 have been understood and reduced-if

possible-only then shall it be feasible to resume the optical gain study of Si3N4 :Er.
Putting aside the background materials loss present in these two samples, we now
inspect the gain modulation suggested by the theoretical fit gain curves in Fig. 4.14 and
Fig. 4.15. The advantage of plotting these gain curves on semi log (Pp) plots is help

visually identify absorption (Pp-->0)and gain saturation (see definition of these Regimes
in chapter 2). The modulation in gain between these two regimes, for the uniform optical
pump profile of the VSL method, corresponds to 2y.=2o21AN, where ys is the definition
of small-signal gain and AN is a number close to the optically active Er concentration N.
Our measure of y. from the calculated gain curves for SiON:Er and Si3 N4 :Er are listed in
Table 4.6. The small signal gain results are considerably

larger than our a priori

assumption of ~3-5.5 dB/cm for N=1-2x 1020cm 3 Er-doping concentrations. The reason
is due to (i) the lower cooperative upconversion effect due to the addition of a nitride
environment in SiON:Er and Si3 N4 :Er resulting in population inversion even for Er
concentrations of 4.5-6x1020cm 3, and (ii) the resulting decrease in radiative lifetime, or
equivalently the enhancement in stimulated emission cross-section o21, due to the nitride
environment in Si3 N4 :Er.
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From the results of this gain study we conclude our best materials candidate for
net gain at

=1533 nm is the co-sputtered SiON:Er film. Sputtered Si3 N4 :Er may

potentially deliver small signal gain values as high as 25 dB/cm, but this is of no value if
background materials loss can not be reduced to values <<25 dB/cm.
One final important question to pose is whether the modulation in negative gain
which we have experimentally reported in Fig. 4.14 and Fig. 4.15 is due to gain
modulation from Er, or due to loss modulation from the host material. The good match in
threshold pump power, about which the experimental data points and the calculated gain
curve begin to climb, indicates the energy transition center involved in this negative gain
modulation has lifetimes and dynamics closely matching our Er lifetime and
upconversion measurements. We therefore conclude this modulation in negative
experimentally measured gain is indeed to population inverting Er atoms. For the sake of
completeness, we make a future recommendation to repeat these VSL gain measurements,
once the new higher pump power facility is set-up, on both Er-doped and Er-free
sputtered samples of SiON and Si3N4 , in order to confirm the absence of negative gain
modulation with Pp,,in the Er-free samples.

4.5

Conclusions
Our study of Er as an optical dopant for gain near 1.55 Atmlight concludes that the

nitride material environment helps to increase Er gain, by
(i) increasing Er clustering onset: higher concentrations of Er can be doped into
SiON and Si3 N4 than SiO2 before reaching optical deactivation;
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(ii) lower cooperative upconversion: Er-Er cooperative upconversion appears to
have a smaller interaction strength in the nitride environment;
(iii) shorter radiative lifetime/enhanced stimulated emission cross-section: the
nitride environment increases the cross-section for stimulated emission

C2 1

(and hence

gain per unit length), as evidenced by a shorter radiative lifetime; and
(iv) a dramatic increase in pump absorption cross-section, by means of an
unknown host material based sensitizer. Current PL results are tentatively suggesting the
sensitizer to be some form of Si nanocrystal, this continues to be an open activity of
research.

The sputter process was evaluated as a deposition technique for suitable low
materials loss by comparing Er 4 K and room temperature lifetimes in co-sputtered SiO2
versus commercial EDFA glass. The room temperature quench factors were comparable.
We conclude the sputter process can create low defect material.
Further experiments are required to identify the high loss mechanism in Si3N4
host material. We recommend a pump probe experiment in Er-free samples to determine
if the pump wavelength Xv sensitizer is also a source for signal X, absorption.

SiON:Er (co-sputter) is our most promising current material candidate for the
WOA. We recommend another sample be grown, with lower Er concentration (to avoid
clustering), in order to confirm that the VSL and modified prism coupler based
background materials loss coefficients match, and be approximately 0.8 dB/cm. The VSL
system has to be re-fitted with a higher pump Ar ion laser in order to complete these
measurements with accuracy.
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The materials dynamics of Si3N4 :Er must be further studies in order to explain the
physical dynamics represented by the 1.6 correlation plot slope value. In light of
acquiring a more complete understanding of the dynamical model, cooperative
upconversion must be once again fitted from the data to determine what magnitude
correction may occur.

If the background host materials loss in Si3N4 :Er can be identified and minimized,
Si3N4 :Er will produce a > 10 dB/cm high material gain system for WDM-compatible low
noise WOAs.
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Chapter 5:

the Effect of Longitudinal Confinement in Ring
Resonator Waveguide Amplifiers

Green light emission (due to upconversion) from
an Er-doped silica microsphere, fabricated with
experimentally measured quality factor of -101 ,
makes possible the lasing of Er under high
An=1.445-1.0=0.445

confinement.

(Reference:

reproduced from Vahala Research Group website,
CalTech, http://www.its.caltech.edu/-vahalagr/.

"If you are designing photomasks for i-line stepper in ICL, please consider the following. The i-stepper has lateral
misalignment as much as 0.2um-0.3um which, as I believe, is coming from the insufficient system optimization. But
good news is that there is no vertical misalignment at all as far as I know. So if you are planning to make multi-layer
device, I would recommend to put your waveguide like - not like "-the email that saved the vertical coupling design of
lithography mask MASKAmplifier H-tree-from to Shoji Akiyama (graduate student, EMAT), 03/05/2004.
"That's like putting gas in someone else's car. Why would you do that?" -Dan Sparacin(graduate student, EMAT), on
life at the MIT.
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5.1

Chapter Abstract
Chapter 2's study of index difference An influence on Waveguide Optical

Amplifier (WOA) size and gain performance developed into an understanding of the
effect of engineering WOA boundary conditions in order to extend the regime of gain
saturation within the amplifier medium. We extend this idea of device engineering further
in this chapter by investigating the effect of resonant confinement along the longitudinal
direction of mode propagation, of a WOA.
We study this effect in an Er-doped ring Resonator Waveguide Optical Amplifier
(R-WOA) by modifying the photon number differential equation for a two-level system
with the addition of a Modified Purcell Factor term to model coupling of the signal and
optical noise into the resonant cavity. As a reference study, comparison is made with
theoretical studies and experimental published results in resonantly confined
Semiconductor Optical Amplifiers; we find good agreement for our model.
We apply our differential equation model to the R-WOA design and simulate its
performance. We conclude that for a fixed An and given waveguide transmission loss, an
optimal ring resonator, described by external quality factor Qe, can be chosen to (i)
increase gain efficiency, and (iii) decrease areal footprint. Using the SiON as our best Erhost candidate from chapter 4 and the SiON case study (includes upconversion) simulated
at the end of chapter 2, we make quantitative comparison of amplifier enhancement by
Longitudinal Resonant Confinement (Qe > 0), versus transverse confinement
(Qe=O, An =0.155). For a Qe=104 structure, we observe a maximum 3-dB gain efficiency
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of 37 dB/mW, within a 100x100

m2 footprint. This is a 120x increase in gain efficiency

and 18x decrease in footprint, as compared to the non-resonant SiON coil structure WOA.

Resonant confinement of Q.~104 reduces amplifier bandwidth to -20 GHz,
however the large ring resonator dimension (chosen in order to limit radiative turning
loss to 0.1 dB/cm) results in a multi-modes structure, thus the R-WOA retains
considerable WDM applicability, however transmission rates per channel are limited by
the 20 GHz bandwidth to approximately 2.5 Gbit/s. We conclude both coil structure
WOAs and R-WOAs have application-specific value for in-line and pre-amplifier roles in
a PLC.

Similar to the results of chapter 2, the impressive device performance of a ring
amplifier is completely dependent on the realization of ultra-low waveguide transmission
losses of 0.3 dB/cm and negligible host material losses, a loss benchmark currently met
by only SiON planar processed waveguides. We have developed a lithography mask to
test SiON:Er ring lasers and R-WOAs.
Additional studies into modeling an Er-doped ring laser and a photo-detector
integrated ring de-multiplexer are presented. We conclude the similar scattering loss
requirements for the ring laser. The ring de-multiplexer, however, is robustly feasible
against 2-4 dB/cm scattering losses, typical of current planar processed Si3N4 waveguides.
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5.2

Introduction

5.2.1 The Ring Resonator

I

I+

+

m,irr1or
- mirror

resonantcavity
T

= mirror
0

eoLJnt
I

Fig. 5.1. (a) Schematic diagram showing the fundamental elements of a (traveling

wave) ring resonator WDM de-multiplexer. (b) Comparison with a Fabry-Perot
standing wave resonator.
The most well known resonant photonic device is the laser, a structure relying on
the principles of (i) a weak coupling between photons emitted within a light emitting
cavity, and (ii) wavelength selectivity of the lasing photon, based on choice of the cavity
length.
The interference principle of (ii) has today defined a new class of wavelengthselective photonic devices[101][102][103], some of them commercially sold and used in
telecommunications for isolating ("dropping") single carrier frequencies vi (or
wavelength Xi)from Wavelength Division Multiplexed (WDM) fiber optic signals.
Ring resonators[104] are a state-of-the-art example of such WDM de-multiplexers,
using traveling wave resonator geometry to selectively drop one WDM channel from an
input waveguide bus (named bus for its role to transmit multiple carrier wavelengths) to a
waveguide drop port (see Fig. 5. l.a). Coupled-Mode-in-Time analysis of resonators their
potential in the form of waveguide rings were introduced and studied by
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Dr.

H.A. Haus at MIT in the 1990s, the result of one of his historical memos. Since then ring
resonators have been experimentally demonstrated and their performance optimized
today to the point of commercial application[105]3 .
The long-standing form of resonant structures in III-V laser devices have been
standing wave resonators[106], comprised of a light-emitting cavity confined along the
signal propagation direction by high reflectivity mirrors (see Fig. 5.1.b). There are no
fundamental WDM advantages to the traveling wave versus standing wave geometry. In
the traveling wave geometry, coupling between bus and ring resonator is by evanescent
coupling of waveguide propagating modes. In the standing wave geometry, coupling
between waveguide and resonant cavity is normal incident transmission through a
reflector (typically a Bragg reflector stack made up of periodic pairs of varying
propagation constant , i.e. varying effective index ne---see chapter 2 for definitions).
From the perspective of process engineering, the evanescent coupling mechanism
of ring resonators, microdisks[107] and spherical resonators[108] make such structures
naturally amenable for designing ultra-weak coupling[ 109] between bus and ring:
increase the gap distance (Fig. 5.1) between bus and ring. This coupling between incident
waveguide (the bus) and resonator (the ring) is called the external coupling of the ring
resonator, quantified by an external quality factor Qe, defined as

Qe

_- o
2

AR

3 As Dr. B.E. Little said at an MIT RLE ring resonators review colloquium in spring 2004, "I'm reporting
back to you on the progress of (Dr. Haus' memo)."
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[110] where o is the natural harmonic frequency-i.e. the frequency (or wavelength AO)
that is selectively trapped within the cavity, AXis the spectral linewidth of this selective
confinement around A3,and Xis the characteristic time a Anphoton remains trapped
within the resonator.
Ring resonators have been designed for either in-plane (i.e. parallel to a
deposition Si substrate) coupling or out-of-plane coupling[1 11]; they have been
processed in both optically passive dielectric materials and in optically active III-V
emitting materials[l 12]. While typical ring resonator coupling geometry is in-plane, with
lithography defining the gap distance between bus and ring, the design choice for our
work was out-of-plane coupling (see Fig. 5.2), in order to grow by sputtering a ring
resonator doped with Er, which couples to an Er-free waveguide bus.

Fig. 5.2. Schematic of out-of-plane

coupling between waveguide

bus and ring

resonator.
5.2.2 Er-Doped Ring Resonators
While ring resonators have been modeled and processed for increasingly complex
filter applications[1 13]

and

as

electrically-pumped
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lasers[ 114 ]

or

optical

switches[ 115], there has been no work published on studying the light emission
properties of an optically pumped Er-doped resonant structure, until this year[1 16].
The Vahala research group at CalTech University experimentally demonstrated
ultra-high micro-toroid resonant cavities with measured Q107-108[109]. They achieved
this by taking advantage of the lower thermal conductivity of SiO2 (versus Si) and the
surface tension properties of SiO2 in order to process SiO2 toroids with unprecedented
surface smoothness. This resulted in ultra-low transmission losses (see definition of Qlo,,
in section 5.3) within this ultra-low material absorbing structure, enabling Qe-10

7

and

higher values. They recently followed this work with the processing and optically
pumping of SiO2 :Er micro-toroids[l 16], resulting in the first demonstration of a
microphotonic Er-based laser light source.
During this time, our group has been studying the advantage of using a ring
resonator for an Er-based (1) laser light source, and (2) an optical amplifier which takes
advantage of the traveling wave resonator geometry to re-circulate both pump and signal
power within a micro-ring.
The two advantages for using a micro-ring structure for optical amplification are:
(i) Footprint: by re-circulating the carrier signal within a ring, an effective optical

path length can be created which is larger than the actual ring diameter. A ring amplifier
will thus have a much smaller areal footprint than a WOA coil structure (chapter 2).
(ii) Gain Efficiency: the re-circulation, or equivalently, resonant confinement of
both pump and signal power within the ring should produce a higher device gain
efficiency in comparison to a WOA coil structure with length matched to the effective
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path length: a ring amplifier should deliver more dB gain at ASfor the same pump power
Pp than was calculated chapter 2.
The work in this chapter presents our study of the effect of resonant confinement,
quantified by the Qe parameter, on the gain efficiency of (ring) Resonant Waveguide
Optical Amplifiers (R-WOAs). Using the SiON example that concluded our Optical
Shrink (quantified by the An parameter) chapter 2 study, we examine the possibility of
further enhancement in device gain efficiency for an R-WOA versus a WOA (at fixed
An), as a function of Qe.

In the last few years, resonant confinement of an optical amplifier has been
studied in III-V Semiconductor Optical Amplifier (SOA) devices, reporting enhancement
in gain of 1 W by signals by 100-300x[117]. These results have been experimentally
demonstrated[118] and further studies are continuing[119]. These resonantly confined
SOAs, dubbed Vertical-Cavity SOAs (VS-SOAs), are essentially Vertical Cavity Surface
Emitting Lasers (VCSELs) operated below lasing threshold. For such SOAs, the direction
of signal gain occurs along the direction of film deposition, and not in-plane.
Conventional SOAs, with gain propagation within the plane of the deposited film, can be
processed to have gain medium lengths of 100-300 m, making possible commercial
devices with 10-30 dB gain (for Oe).Deposited films are MBE or CVD growth rate
limited to thickness of 1-2 gm. Hence, the length of the gain medium is 100x smaller in
VCSOAs, as compared to SOAs. The goal pursued and achieved in the reported VCSOA
papers was to use resonant confinement in order to overcome this gain medium length
limitation, yielding optical gain from a VCSOA that is comparable to the SOA. 17 dB
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fiber-to-fiber gain using a VCSOA was reported in [117], which the authors extrapolate
to a VCSOA internal gain (i.e. before coupling loss from VCSOA to fiber) of -24 dB.
The theoretical modeling of an Er-doped ring laser performance, is a natural
precursor to the resonant amplifier study. We have implemented both laser and amplifier
designs into a two-level lithography mask set, designed for device dimensions allowing
us to work with our most promising Er-doped hosts from chapter 4, SiON (and
potentially Si3N4 , provided background materials loss can be significantly reduced). The
goal of working with a two-level mask was to employ vertical coupling between
waveguide bus and ring resonator, affording us two advantages:
(i) the ability to adjust bus to ring gap distance independent of mask design. Using
the same lithography mask, we can process and experimentally study the power
performance of difference Qe ring lasers, amplifiers and switches; and
(ii) a PVD (or CVD)-compatible process for Er-doping. Our work in chapter 4 is
based on Er co-sputtering during SiON (or Si3 N4) deposition. In order to selectively dope
the ring resonator while maintaining undoped waveguide bus and drop ports, two layers
of dielectric films, separated by an SiO2 layer corresponding to the gap distance, will be
deposited. The first layer comprises SiON (or Si3 N4) doped with Er to concentration
2x 1020 cm'3 (lithographically patterned into rings); the second layer comprises undoped
SiON (or Si3N4 ).

In the course of this theoretical study we also came up with the idea for a very
promising size and performance efficient photo-detector-integrated WDM de-multiplexer
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for Si Microphotonics. We conclude our Results and Discussion section with these
theoretical findings.

5.3

Theoretical Background

5.3.1 Relating Power within the Ring Resonator to the Waveguide Bus (the
Modified Purcell Factor)

St

f

O/

u

S

I

ring resonator

waveguide bus

Fig. 5.3. Schematic illustration of transfer of incident power sil2 from waveguide bus
to ring resonator power A12, through field coupling coefficient K. IstI2 is the
transmitted power continuing in the waveguide bus after coupling.
Fig. 5.3 schematically shows the coupling of an incident waveguide bus' signal power
Isi[2,

(we define si to be the electric field amplitude of the propagating mode of light) to

the ring resonator power Al2 by a unit less coupling constant

K. K

is the fraction of the

waveguide bus' modal field that couples to the ring resonator in a single pass, or vice
versa:
Is,,12 = K 2 A(t)12
(5.1)

Resonance for a ring resonator is satisfied by the condition
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27a

= mo / neff

= mf

(5.2)

where r is the ring radius (see Fig. 5.3), m=1,2,..., X, and
(ko=2c/Xo)and effective wavelengths (=27r/ff,

Xeff

are the free-space

where 3 is the propagation constant of

the mode of light within a An confined waveguide core) and neffis the effective index of
the propagating light mode (=neffk).

The resonant condition determines once a

waveguiding mode's incident energy enters from the bus into the ring and circuits around,
whether its electric field adds constructively with more incoming energy from the bus.
This incident energy continues to circuit the ring a characteristic number of times n,
which we call the Circuit Number:
Leff

gT
r

vg 2Q

Qvg

2Ar

2Rr

2nr co

rW

(5.3)

Leffis the effective path length traveled by the waveguide mode within the ring resonator,
which is the product of the mode's group velocity vg and resonator lifetime X (the
characteristic time light remains trapped within the resonator). z is related to the resonant
structure's total quality factor Q (Q-co/2)[110]. If the incident mode energy circuits the
ring a characteristic n number of times, before leaking back out, this means that in steady
state, the relation between the incident electric field amplitude within the bus, si, and the
field amplitude within the ring, A, is:
A = n(Ks,).

(5.4)
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Substituting in the expression for n and taking the amplitude squared of equation (5.4)
allows us to express in terms of power (where Prngc{srl 2):

Ping
-(

PKVg

(5.5)

We express the unit less coupling constant K in terms of the resonator lifetime[104]:
2

K

2

=

nzr
2 2r
- =
Vg

I.

2r

_

vg

Qe

.

vg

(5.6)

Where te is the characteristic lifetime for light to couple out of the ring resonator and
back into the bus, and Qe is defined as the external quality factor (where Q=c0)e/2).
The relation between the total quality factor Q and the external quality factor Qe
comes from relating the rates of all loss mechanisms for light trapped within a resonator.
They are,

[Total

Rate of Escape]
from Resonator

[Rate of Externall
Coupling Loss]

F Rate of
1
[Scattering LossJ

which we express mathematically,
1

--

I

=

1
e

(5.7)

multiplying through by 2/co,we have
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[Rate of Radiativel

Turning Loss J
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Q

1

1
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Q,

Qr

+ +

Qe

.

(5.8)

Substituting equation (5.6) into equation (5.5), we conclude

p
Pnng

_ Q
pb,,.
kQQ2vg Pbus
2

e

r ire

(5.9)

The Q/Qe ratio physically accounts for the asymmetry of energy flow through available
coupling mechanisms to the ring resonator: energy can couple in from the waveguide bus
only through the external coupling mechanism, whereas energy within the ring resonator
can couple out by external coupling, transmission loss and radiative turning loss. The Q/r

ratio measures the aforementioned Circuit Number; it Q/r is proportional to the photon
lifetime Xwithin the resonator, divided by the transit time required to circuit the ring once
(transit=27r/vg). This factor measures the energy density within the cavity, and it is
similar to the Purcell Factor[ 120], it does not represent the Purcell Effect.
As reference [120] makes clear, the Purcell Factor (arising from the Purcell
Effect) is defined as a constant measuring the enhancement of spontaneous emission from
a light-emitter, in the presence of a perturbation from an optical cavity or dielectric
medium. The Purcell Factor is proportional to Q/V, and is thus similar to the factor
Q2/Qer we derived in (5.9). We refer to the proportionality constant relating Pingto Pbus
hereon as a Modified Purcell Factor, bearing in mind that this factor is not measuring
spontaneous emission enhancement, but rather the interferometric build-up of optical
energy within the ring resonator.
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We now examine the influence of the Modified Purcell Factor on the coupling
strength between the waveguide bus and ring resonator (at either X' or p).
5.3.2 Regimes of Coupling: Under-, Over- and Critical
Travelling- wave

Standinp wave
resonator

11%,

N

rence)

Fig. 5.4. Equivalence between a traveling-wave ring resonator and standing wave
resonator cavity. Transmitted power downstream from the ring (open arrow-head
in (a)) is equivalent to the reflected power from a resonator cavity (open arrow-head
in (b)).

The traveling wave geometry (see Fig. 5.4.a) of a ring resonator implies that the
power transmitted past the ring resonator (the open arrow in Fig. 5.4.a, also referred to as
the power downstream from the ring resonator), represents the multi-interferometric
effect (represented by the Modified Purcell Factor) of modes of light coupling out from
the resonator and back into the waveguide. In a standing wave resonator, as schematically
shows in Fig. 5.4.b, this same interferometric effect is quantified by Coupled Mode

F-o)

Theory by a steady-state reflection coefficient F,
1l

rr

(5.10)
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where co=2rv=-2nc/kis the angular frequency of propagating light (in the waveguide bus,
external to the resonator) and

o is the natural harmonic frequency (i.e. frequency of

resonant confinement) for the resonator; in the case of the ring, the wavelength

,

corresponding to co, must satisfy equation (5.2). For the ring resonator, the travelingwave geometry interprets equation (5.10) not as a reflection coefficient, but rather as the
transmission coefficient of optical power in the waveguide bus, downstream from the
ring. (See the location of r in Fig. 5.4.a versus Fig. 5.4.b.).

1/'o is referred to as the damping rate of the resonator, and is the sum of all loss
rates within the resonator, in this case
1

1

T

e T

1

1

1

1

1

s

Tr

TEr

Te

To

(5.11)

where

tEr

is the characteristic time for photon absorption inside a cavity doped with N Er

atoms per cm3; tEr is related to the Er absorption coefficient aEr (aErNlal3 for A.) by
multiplying (5.11) through by /vg:

a = a +a +a +aEr
(5.12)

at represents the coupling rate from resonant cavity out to the waveguide bus, reexpressed as coupling loss per unit length. In Fabry Perot cavity lasers, ae is typically
referred to as the "mirror loss"[3].
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Equation (5.10) represents the confinement physics of the Modified Purcell Factor,
while making mathematically obvious that optimal resonant coupling between bus and
ring must satisfy two Impedance Matching Conditions:
(1) Resonance: the incident signal wavelength must resonantly match its external
frequency co to the natural harmonic frequency of the resonator Oo(i.e. per
equation (5.2), the effective signal wavelength lneffmust integrally fit into
the ring circumference 2tr)
(2) Coupling Strength: The external coupling strength or rate l/xe must match the
damping strength or dissipation rate 1/t, of the resonator (i.e. the evanescent
coupling distance between bus and ring must be optimally chosen).
Electrical circuit[121] theory refers to conditions (1) and (2) (and consequently
having F=0) as the impedance matching of a resonator to a transmission line (Figure 5.5
shows the Reflection Diagram plotted from (5.10)).

Figure 5.5. Reflection diagram reproduced from [110], plotting Im(r) versus Re(F).
At resonance, we examine the three coupling strength conditions of (a)
undercoupling, (b) critical coupling, and (c) overcoupling from a transient t=0 onset to
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t-+oo steady state, and establish conclusions for the performance of Er-doped ring
resonators.
In approaching steady state, the traveling wave field amplitude builds up within
the ring from initial value Aincoupleto a steady state value AsteadyWe define the steady
2, where
state power leaking from the ring back out into the waveguide bus as ISJleak

Sleak

steady

-

(5.13)

A signal that enters the ring through evanescent coupling (from the waveguide
bus) experiences a -i/2 phase shift due to transmission from a lower refractive index
cladding nl into the higher refractive index of the ring's waveguide core n2 (this is the
phase transmission principle of wave optics for light entering a higher refractive index
medium, see Fig. 5.3.b). Upon circuiting the ring and leaking back out into the bus, after
the characteristic time

te,

a second phase shift -~/2 is imparted to the field, this time due

to transmission from the cladding nl into the waveguide bus higher refractive index n2.
Thus, Sleakis -

/2 + 7/2 =

7

out of phase with si.

In steady state, if Isleakl=lsil,complete destructive interference occurs in the
waveguide bus and no incident power transmits past the ring resonator, i.e. st-sleak+ si=O.
We derive an expression for the transmitted power lstl2,using our Modified
Purcell Factor expression:

Q 2 Qvg 1

Astead=

[Q

,(5.14r

iw/2

sie2

=

[(1+ 1_/

-/),

(5.14)
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The field that leaks back out to the waveguide in steady state s,
steaAyer/ 2 =

Sleak =

+

1/ r o

.I 1/o
2ig
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/

= -2 1 +

is then

si

(5.15)

We observe in the special case of

- = 9,±sak=-si. We define the field in the ring for

rit:
this case as AsteadyC

AsteadyCit =

QV

e

2

Lzn'cor J

(5.16)

We now examine the three cases of coupling strength.
1

1

-e

ro

(a) undercoupling: -<

When the external coupling rate l/Te is less than the dissipation rate 1/, the ring
resonator acts as a weakly coupled absorptive device to the waveguide bus. The large
amount of damping with the resonator results in a steady state (electric) field which can
not build up to a large value

(Asteady < AsteadyCri), and

therefore an sufficient amount of

interference occurs between the leaked power and the incident power in the bus, i.e.

I

ISleak <

ISiI

(5.17)

The incident power Isi]2 continues downstream past the ring, with a diminished value
IStj2=SlIeak+

si12 < ISi12 .
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lA1 2

IStII2jSlIeak+S112

f,
2

Isj 1

Figure 5.6. Undercoupling.
The undercoupled case results in an Er-doped ring resonator leaching a fraction
((lsil2 -stI2)/ Isil2) of the incident power from the waveguide bus. The higher the Q of the
ring, the smaller this fraction of power leached. We conclude that in the absence of the
resonator,
St
Si

(5.18)
and with the resonator, in this weakly undercoupling regime,

0 <t

S

< 1.

Si

(5.19)

(b) critical coupling: -

1

Ze

-

1
Z

Isdl2=O
(no transmission)

Isi

2

%I2

f

Figure 5.7. Critical coupling.
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__

When the external coupling rate 1/te is equal to the dissipation rate l/X, the ring acts as a
t , and we observe from equation
perfect power drop to the waveguide bus. Asteady=AsteadyC

(5.15),

|SLat = IS

(5.20)

(specifically slak=-si) and st=O.The net flow of power downstream from the ring is zero.
We conclude in this critical coupling regime,

St = 0.
Si

(5.21)

(c) overcoupling: -

1

>

Tl

1
VTo

Ist2=1Slt+S2

4I2

(x-phase shift)

sI121

Fig. 5.8. Overcoupling.

When the external coupling rate 1/,t is larger than the dissipation rate 1/to, the
ring acts as a weakly absorbing phase delaying device, to the waveguide bus. As power
builds within the ring by coherently adding up while making n circuits around the ring,
the low dissipation rate 1/to implies steady state power build-up in the device will now
exceed

Asteady cri

t

(i.e. Asteady>AsteadyCit). This results in
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IS.ek I >

Si I

(5.22)

and the signal travels in the bus downstream from the micro-ring, with a t-shift. Thus,
the micro-ring here acts as a weakly absorptive 7c-phaseshift element. Note that in the
limit of 1/te-,oo or 1/o->O, sleak--2si, and where the resonator is now a purely 7c-phase
shift element to the waveguide bus. 1/e,--oo is equivalent to saying we no longer have a
resonant (ring) cavity that couples light away from the waveguide bus; 1/to 0 O is
possible with the presence of population inverted Er providing gain that counteracts the
resonator loss mechanisms. If it was possible to have 1/'r<O, we further observe that up
until 1/o < I-1/'r, equation (5.15) tells us gain (i.e. Istl > Isil) is possible. At 1/To< -l/te,

(5.15) blows up, representing the onset of lasing.
We thus conclude in this overcoupling regime,

-1<

<O
Si

(5.23)

and in reducing damping through population inversion of the Er in the ring, we can
achieve

- o < St < -1
Si

(5.24)

i.e. gain with a -phase shift can be delivered to the waveguide bus, up until the lasing
threshold of the ring begin to contribute a laser emission to st.
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The results of conditions (a)-(c) on signal propagation downstream from the
micro-ring (Istl2) have been summarized in the plot below.

m
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Damping Rate 1ko(Hz)

Q.

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.9. (a) Plot of st versus

l/o,

for a fixed 1/x,. Using SiON case study

parameters. (b) Ping versus Q, shows optimal power transfer at critical coupling
Qe=Qo.

Figure 5.9.a shows the transmitted field st downstream from the ring resonator, as
a function of damping rate. For damping rates less than 1/,, the system is overcoupled
and st propagates with a 7r-phase shift with respect to incident field si (the negative values
for st in the plot). For damping rates greater than l/Te, less power couples into the
resonant cavity, and st-+l.

Figure 5.9.b

returns to the Modified Purcell Factor

expression (5.9) and plots power within the ring resonator, as a function of Q, for a
cavity free of Er (dubbed "cold cavity") and a cavity doped with 2x1020Er/cm3 (dubbed
"hot cavity"). Device parameters for this simulation are listed in Table 5.1. We see that
power within the resonant cavity is maximized at critical coupling, and that the presence
of Er, a loss mechanism within the ring resonator which can be bleached by high power
(i.e. the Er is a saturable absorber for Xv),(i) changes the profile of the Pp versus Qe plot,
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and (ii) shift critical coupling to a lower Qe value. This observation must be kept in mind
when designing power efficient ring resonator amplifiers; we'll return to it in section
5.4.2.

5.4

Applications
To study the feasibility of resonant structures for creating even higher gain

efficiency WOAs than high An waveguides, we (i) quantified the performance and size
advantage of ring resonators as a function of external device quality factor Qe, and (ii)
developed two alternative device applications based on absorptive/light emitting rings: a
WDM broadband laser light source and an integrated WDM de-multiplexer for Ge or
SiGe photo-detectors.

From a theoretical framework, it is simpler to discuss the laser light source design
and its processing requirements before generalizing to the performance and size study for
ring resonator WOAs (R-WOAs). We present our study in the following order of device
analysis: (i) laser light source, (ii) R-WOA (ring Resonator Waveguide Optical
Amplifier) and (iii) integrated de-multiplexer.
All device simulation and analysis have been done using the SiON case study
presented at the end of chapter 2, in order to make direct comparison of optical
amplification. Table 5.1 re-lists the device parameters.
5.4.1 Rings for a WDM Laser Light Source

The ms-scale radiative lifetime of the Er atom makes it a very difficult light
emitter with which to build a lasing cavity. A laser cavity is a resonant structure trapping
a light emitter's photons and releasing them to the outside world, at an escape rate lower
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N

2x10 2 0 cm-3

Qe(s), Qe(hp)

105, 1.43x108

as, ap (scatt+rad)

0.2+0.1 (s), 0.1+0. (p) dB/cm

ahos (S)

0.8 dB/cm

TEr

(total lifetime)

10 ms

C24

4x10-18 cm3/s

An, Area

0.155, 2.0x0.5 ,um2

Table 5.1. Summary of device parameters used for ring laser and amplifier.
than the rate of photon generation within the cavity. This lower escape versus generation
rate guarantees in steady state, an accumulation of photons within the resonant cavity.
(The role of resonance here is to determine the spectral distribution, i.e. which X0 , of
photons will be selectively accumulated within the cavity.) The steady state accumulation,
or density, of photons is clamped by the feedback effect of stimulated emission, which
acts to reduce the total rate of light generation and match it to the escape rate.
As seen from the theory section of this chapter, the escape rates through which
photons couple out of a ring resonator are external coupling to the waveguide bus, and
two loss mechanisms-scattering

loss and radiative turning loss. It is the low photon

generation rate (whose maximum value is Vga2 1N) of the ms-scale (long lifetime
implies small cross-section a 2 1) light-emitting Er atom that makes it impossible (even at
N=2x10 20 cm 3) to overcome the rates of loss mechanisms occurring from -5 dB/cm
transmission loss.
Current reactive ion etched processes by our group[9] have produced strip SiON
waveguides with measured transmission losses as low as 0.2-1 dB/cm. This is the state of
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the art, as current strip waveguide propagation losses in An=0.1-0.7 waveguides range
from 1-10 dB/cm in the literature[122]. Er-based lasers have thus far been developed in
low An optical fibers[32] and only recently in ultra-smooth silica microspheres[116]. Our

study set out to develop an Er-doped laser similar to [116], but in a planar SiON ring
resonator, and not a (effectively) free-standing SiO 2 microsphere. Our study seeks to

answer two questions:
(i) Minimum Loss Threshold: what is the minimum reduction in scattering +
radiative loss required for Er-doped Si3N4 <->SiONring resonators, in order to achieve
lasing; and

(ii) Power Performance: for a selected scattering + radiative loss per unit cm, what
magnitude output signal power at Xscan we expect for a given input pump power at X.
(i) Minimum Loss Threshold
The feedback effect of clamping a lasing cavity's light generation rate to equal the
total escape rate is defined as the gain clamping condition[60], identifying a threshold
value for small signal gain at the onset of lasing:
Yth = N 2C 21 - N a12Jth

c 2 l(ANth)

= acold

(5.25)

We define
where ANthis the threshold level of population inversion N2(Pp,th)-N(Pp,th).
= Ce +
acoldis the total sum of mechanisms by which photons escape the cavity (i.e. aCcold
at + ar). The 'cold' subscript refers to these being escape mechanisms for photons out of
a cold cavity, i.e. a cavity with no Er. With Er present, an additional loss mechanism of
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Er absorption is present, which the AN term in (5.25) explicitly accounts for by giving us
the net photon generation by the Er atom.
Expressing acoldin terms of a cold cavity quality factor Qcold allows us to re-write
(5.25),

2caANh vg

(5.26)

Using the expression (2.3) for excited state population N2 from chapter 2 (with and
without upconversion) and the relation AN= 2N2 -N, we solve for a required threshold
pump power Pp,th(or more generally, a required pump photon flux threshold )p,th)in order

to reach the threshold population inversion level ANth. Expression (2.3) requires
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Figure 5.10. (a) Lasing threshold calculation for the SiON case study, in units of
threshold pump power Pp,th. (b) Magnification of upconversion case from (a), in
units of threshold pump power flux 4p,th.Right axis in both plots show the fraction
threshold population inversion ANth/Ncorresponding to Pp,th,4 pth-
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calculation of stimulated emission and absorption rates W12 , W21 , due to the presence of
, photons within the cavity. Until the onset of lasing, the population density of Xs
photons is negligible, in comparison to the density of pump X, photons; it is convention
in order to approximately solve
for lasing threshold calculations to assume W2 1-W 2 l0
1
for Pp,th-

The results of our calculation are shown in Figure 5.10.a as a plot of

Qcold

and

ANth/Nversus pump power Pp,th(SiON case study), with and without upconversion. In
order to approximate QcoldQe, we suggest materials and processing constraints should
limit scattering + radiative turning loss (cC+ar)in these devices to be - 10x lower than the
cavity

external

coupling

loss

ae

(thus

resulting

in Qlo.ss1lOQ and

therefore

Qcold=(Qel+Qloss')'Qe).

We observe that with even 10 mW of pump power within the resonator, the
upconversion-free case is close to complete population inversion; with upconversion,
there is only 80% inversion at 10 mW pump power. We examine the requirements for
lasing more carefully using the upconversion case in Figure 5.10.b: horizontal lines
representing cold cavity loss

O~old values,

in terms of

Qcold,

are overlaid. For a given Qcold,

pump power must exceed the value marked by the threshold curve in order to initiate
lasing.

Prior research[123] in our group suggests that the -10% insertion loss involved in
coupling a III-V pump laser's optical mode into a high An waveguide implies we should
plan for a pump power budget of Pp=1-10 mW into a waveguide core. For this range of
pump powers, we observe that Qcold-7x104is a lower limit value for lasing in ring
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resonators. This corresponds to a cold cavity loss on the order of

Oacold~2

dB/cm.

Recalling our suggestion that transmission + radiative loss rate be <10% of the external
coupling rate, implies that ac + ar =_0. lxacod=0. 2 dB/cm and Qe-QcoldX(0l/9)8x 04.
A required waveguide transmission loss of as + oc=0.2 dB/cm is similar to our
loss requirements of chapter 2. Our best reported materials loss (ahot)

figures from

chapter 4 were 0.8 dB/cm for SiON:Er (refractive index n=1.65), contributing a third loss
mechanism to waveguide transmission loss. aho,t may be further reduced by current
research activities in our group, specifically plans to grow Er co-doped CVD films of
Si3 N4 or SiON at MIT within the next two years. We design our ring laser study with a
total transmission loss value of ot + Ar= (0.2 + 0.1) dB/cm =0.3 dB/cm. For a total cold
cavity loss of aCcold=1.75dB/cm, this implies aoe=1.45 dB/cm, corresponding to an
external coupling of Qe= 105.

Since our pump is optical as well, selecting Qe=105 at X, implies a weaker
external coupling rate at AX:the smaller pump wavelength has a weaker evanescent
coupling between bus and ring, than the longer signal wavelength. Fig. 5.11 plots a onedimension calculation of quality factors Qe at X, and X, as a function of the gap distance
separating waveguide bus and ring resonator (SiON case study). We see that a Qe=105at
k

is achieved with a gap spacing of 1.3 gm. For this gap spacing, Qe=1.43x10

8

at ,.

This value of Qe(Xp)implies the optical pump is undercoupled to the ring
resonator, thus influencing the external power efficiency of our ring resonator laser, as
we'll see in section (ii). While the effect is not prohibitive in its magnitude, it has
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relevance for the R-WOA study in section 5.4.2, from the perspective of optimizing
device gain efficiency.

Silicon OxiNitride Waveguide,2.0x0.5Pm2,n=1.6
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Fig. 5.11. Coupling strength of waveguide bus to resonator. Plot of Qe and coupling

efficiency T1versus gap . Extrapolate

required for given Qe. The derivation of

these plots is shown in Appendix 2. (Calculation performed by Daniel Sparacin,

MIT.)
(ii) Power Performance
To quantitatively simulate the photon build-up within a resonant structure, we
require coupling the rate equation for Er excitation, equation (2.3), with the rate equation
for photon number generation within a resonant cavity[60],

dt

Va21

L

(N2 - N)(n + 1) -

vga n
L(5.27)

(5.27)

where I is the length of the cavity and L is the effective length of the resonantly trapped
mode of light (when confining light within non-metallic materials, an evanescent tail of
light leaks out of the confining cavity, thus L>). The first term represents stimulated
emission and spontaneous emission within the cavity, occurring at a gain rate of
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vg¥yvg(N221-N1l12)-

Vgc21l(AN).

Writing a rate equation for photon number allows us

re-express spontaneous emission as the equivalent of stimulated emission occurring from
1 photon within the cavity optical mode. This equivalence will help to solve analytically
for n with ease. The second term in (5.27) represents the rate of escape of cavity photons
through the cold cavity loss mechanism (external coupling and transmission + radiative
loss). The gain clamping condition allows us to re-write acod=yth7f21ANth. Steady state
solution of (5.27) yields
(r21LN

21N

gth- 21AN

72°1Nth
- 21N

(5.28)

Recalling from chapter 2, the expression for AN=2N2-N, without upconversion
(W 12 'W21), is

N(W
( 13 - )

=

W13 + 2W21 +

(5.29)

which we expand using W2 1=4s021 and the identity photon flux =nsvgV (V is the cavity
volume 27rxArea); defining a variable nst as

/sat

2

(5.30)
we re-express (5.29) as
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13
Vg21

r

N(WI3 -

AN =

(W13 +

+)

) 1 + ns)

(5.31)

Defining the new variables x

-

AN and y= AN° (where ANo
AN

AWt

N(W3

-

(WI3 +

h

1) is the
)

small signal population difference) we write equations (5.28) and (5.31) in the simpler
form

ns=

-x &

x=

X

1+ n
sat

(5.32)

which can be substituted into one another to yield the quadratic equation
li2

+nat(l - y)n - naty =

(5.33)

whose solution gives us the generated signal power as P = hv

A

Vg
-

Sv

FS

The upconversion expression from (2.3) is re-expressed as

X= -

+ n

+

Y2[1 + ns
l'lsat

nsa t

(5.34)
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+ Y2[

ns
nsat2

-

Y3

where Yl

, Y2
2

AP[h 2C 2 4

=

Y3

ANth 2 C2

N and

=

nsat2

ANth

4)3

the

13.Solving

=

o2]Vg

first expression in (5.32) for x and equating it to (5.34), we proceed to numerically solve
for n,.
nnuwI_
nu_._w
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Fig. 5.12. (a) Signal power versus pump power inside the resonator, with and
without upconversion. (b) Magnification of (a), showing abrupt change in quantum
efficiency above and below lasing threshold. (c) Signal power versus pump power
outside the resonator, with and without upconversion, shows a lower slope and a
higher lasing threshold for the upconversion case. (d) Coupling of optical pump
from the waveguide bus into the ring laser clamps to a constant value above lasing

threshold.
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Fig. 5.12.a versus Fig. 5.12.c show the effect of having an ultra-high Qe on the
lasing performance of the ring resonator, with respect to the waveguide bus. Fig. 5.12.a
plots the lasing power (at X.) generated inside the ring resonator, versus the pump power
inside the resonator. Lasing threshold (with and without upconversion) and internal
differential slope efficiency

hint

are listed in Table 5.2. Fig. 5.12.c plots the lasing power

which leaks out to the waveguide bus, as a function of the incident pump power within
the bus. Here we observe a -140x decrease in external differential slope efficiency r lext,

relative to lint. Despite this poor performance, we observe such a laser design is
reasonable for Microphotonics: for an 8 mW pump power, an Er-doped ring laser with
upconversion, gives an output lasing power of close to 20 CLW.Fig. 5.12.b is a
magnification of Fig. 5.12.a to visually confirm the presence of a lasing threshold
(signified by abrupt change in slope).

Fig. 5.12.d plots the pump transmittance Fp (F is defined by the Coupled Mode
Theory in time, see section 5.3.2) for the upconversion-free simulation, in the waveguide
bus. We observe the transmittance improves as its level of undercoupling dynamically
decreases with Er excitation up to lasing threshold, at which point the Er population
inversion is gain-clamped, and hence the damping rate 1/%I(and Fp) become independent
of Pp. Fig. 5.12.d shows us that the high Q0 requirements at X,, in order to ensure signal
lasing, make it impossible to critically couple the pump 3Xto the ring resonator. However,
as Fig. 5.12.c shows us, the pump power requirements are not prohibitive: Pp=5-8 mW in

the waveguide bus is feasible, given a 10% insertion loss from a 100-mW III-V pump
power source. Given that the pump will not be critically coupled to the ring laser, we note
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this implies both a lasing signal non-zero pump power will emerge from the waveguide
bus, downstream from the ring laser.

Pth

Pth, upconversion

TI

Tlupconversion

Internal

226 W

1.42 mW

0.486

2.78x 10-3

external

637 W

3.3 mW

0.486

2.78x10-3

Table 5.2. Summary of lasing threshold and quantum efficiencies (with and without
upconversion), both inside and outside the ring laser.
We note that the derivation of equation (5.29) relied on our assumption of the Er
atom as an effective two-level system, i.e. we assume N 3 m0, or equivalently,

the

transition rate R32 from level 3 to level 2 (see chapter 2 for definitions) to be ~oo. This
results in the W31 transition due to pump photons to be zero, and therefore laser light
emission (at 3X)can't saturate with pump power. In reality R32-105 s-1[4]for Er in glass
hosts. For optical pump rates W 13> R32 , we should observe saturation in real devices, and
this corresponds to a pump power (inside the ring laser) upper limit of -400 mW at
Xq=980 nm, for the SiON case study.

Our most significant processing challenge are (i) improving the processing of
waveguides to create ultra-low scattering loss for waveguide cores closer in composition
to Si3N4, and (ii) further reduction of host material absorption (by perhaps eventually
shifting from PVD to CVD deposition techniques) than our current SiON:Er material.
Table 5.3 lists our ring laser design summary for three index difference waveguides.
These three designs have been implemented into a lithography mask for patterning Erdoped ring lasers with vertical coupling to undoped waveguide buses. SiON:Er rings are
being developed this summer as a preliminary experimental attempt to observe lasing,
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Si-rich Si3 N 4

Si 3N 4

SiON

2.2

2.0

1.6

0.75

0.54

0.14

Dimensions: lxw (m 2)

0.8x0.3

0.8x0.5

2.0x0.5

X=1.55 }am:

1.675, 2.195 (TE)

1.654, 2.051 (TE)

1.481, 1.547 (TE)

t=0.98 4m:

1.896, 2.303 (TE)

1.813, 2.092 (TE)

1.516, 1.594 (TE)

neff,n

1.793, 2.336 (TM)

1.789, 2.11

1.509, 1.589 (TM)

cscatt(1.55 m)

0.15 dB/cm

0.15 dB/cm

0.15 dB/cm

(0.98 rim)

0.1

0.1

0.1

Ring radius (in)

10

15

50

aCad(1.55 xpm)

0.15 dB/cm

0.15 dB/cm

0.15 dB/cm

0.1

0.1

0.1

nore
An=

or- ncladding

neff, ng

(0.98 pm)

(TM)

Free spectral range
(TE modes)

(4 FP peaks within (5 FP peaks
FWHM)
FWHM)

(1.55 pLm)

* 7.92 nm

(0.98 pmq)

Waveguide
gap

* 2.88 mnm

bus-resonator

Qe (1.55 Fnm)
(0.98 pm)
QEr

(0.98

· 6.04 nm

4pm)

Er gound state absorption of

2.32 nmn

within

(9 FP peaks within
FWHM)
· 3.20
1.20

0.41 gm

0.41 gm

1.3 lm

1.0x10 5

1x10 5

IxlO 5

2x10 8

2x 108

1.43x 108

1.07x 10

(t=-s)

(t=0s)

(t=0Os)
5

1.07x 10

5

1.07x 10 5

(t=steady state)

(t=steady state)

(t=steady state)

8.65x 105

8.65x 105

8.65x 10 5

Table 5.3. Summary of ring laser device dimension and specifications. Designs
implanted in lithography mask MASK Amplifier H-tree (see chapter 2 introduction
image).
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with ahot=0. 8 dB/cm and as+a0+.3 dB/cm. All three designs in Table 5.3 make use of
an SiO2 cladding.

Figure 5.13 shows the multiple Fabry-Perot modes that exist within the SiON:Er
case study's r=50 Amring radius design. The SiON:Er ring radius cannot be smaller than
50 gm, due to our 0r=O.1dB/cm constraint. We conclude that when overlapped with the
Er emission profile in SiON, there are several lasing lines. The ring laser is radiative
turning loss limited to be a multiple-wavelength emitting broadband laser. The number of
lasing peaks in turn decreases the differential slope efficiency of our simulated design;
hence more power efficient lasers will be possible in Si3 N4 :Er (provided transmission loss
and host material losses can be reduced), whose smaller ring radius implies a larger free
spectral range and thus fewer lasing peaks.

7

Figure 5.13. Ring resonator Fabry-Perot mode locations for SiON case study,
overlapped with Er PL emission profile from SiON:Er.
5.4.2 Optical Amplifier
The resonant cavity of a ring resonator implies that trapped light circulates within
an enclosed length multiple times: the effective path length of the photon is the
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characteristic distance a photon travels while inside a resonator, Leffvgx (where Q=oX/2).
For a ring resonator of diameter 27cr,Leffis independent of r and Leff>> r, in order for the
interference effect of the resonator to apply. The ring resonator may therefore be an
amplifying device which produces an effective path length for optical gain on the order of
Lef=l cm, within a ring of diameter 50 pm (i.e. the SiON ring design from 5.4.1). Fig.

5.14 shows the areal footprint of a ring resonator whose radius is lower-limited to ensure
a radial turning loss of <0.1 dB/cm (at An=0.155 this matches up to the r=50 Aimradius of
our SiON case study). With increasing An, this lower limit on ring diameter decreases,
and the footprint shrinks. Comparison is made with the 1 cm coil structure from chapter 2.

We observe the ring resonator footprint is orders of magnitude of smaller. If an Lefl 1 cm
can be practically designed, this will be an ultra-compact gain element for the PLC.

cm

E
Ng

i
8

i
Index Difference An

Fig. 5.14. Property Map 1. Areal footprint of a ring resonator, whose radius is
radiative loss-limited (ad=O.l

dB/cm), as a function of An. An effective path length

Lff=l cm (or 100 gm) corresponds to a total quality factor Q=36 500 (or 360).
The potential penalty for working with a resonant confinement design is
intersymbol interference: the characteristic photon lifetime X inside the resonator places
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an upper limit for the speed of pulse-encoded transmission on the X, carrier wavelength.
For example (see Table 5.4), a total quality factor of Q-10 5 corresponds to a photon
lifetime x, which lengthens (in time) and causes interference (at photo-detection) between
temporally encoded pulses spaced -less than 164 ps apart. As a safety margin, we suggest
the temporal gap between pulses to be at least 10T (Table 5.4)-corresponding

(for a

50/50 duty cycle of pulse-encoding) to an information data rate of 0.3 Gbit/s. This
intersymbol interference is equivalently described as a limitation in transmission
bandwidth through a resonator: Q=105 implies a frequency bandwidth of Av=2 GHz
(Qvv/Av), setting a constraint on the upper limit of transmission encoding to be (the
bandwidth theorem AtAvT7),which for a 50/50 duty cycle corresponds to 0.3 Gbit/s.

Table 5.4. Data transmission limit due to resonant confinement.
To evaluate the effect of resonant confinement on WOA device gain, we
simulated the effect of varying external coupling Qe, on the SiON case study used for our
laser design. All other parameters were kept the same as in Table 5.1 (the input coupling
powers of the signal and noise (at X3=1.55!tm) were 10 pW and 1 1 W, respectively).

We modeled the input coupling of signal and optical noise into the ring resonator
by expanding (5.27) into two equations, one for modeling signal photons n,

dn,

d

I

v21 -

I

I

N)(n) - L v 9o c ld n s + L V

(5.35)
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1)
nsbus

and one for modelling noise photons nn,

dn. =
dt

I

I

I

L

L

L

a,

(5.36)

where n,,bu and nn,bu,,are the photon numbers (within the ring resonator volume V)
corresponding to the 10

W incident signal and 1

W optical noise power in the

waveguide bus. Since spontaneous emission only contributes to increasing the noise
photon count, the first term in
(5.35) has an (n.) factor (stimulated emission for signal photons), while the first term in
(5.36) only an (nn+1) factor (stimulated + spontaneous emission for noise photons). We
solve these coupled equations with (5.29) in the same fashion as in the ring laser section,
(similarly for W12 ) and
with modifications W21=(bs+.n)o21=(ns+nn)o21vgN/

ns =

a

l-x

_

nn =

x+b

l-x

(5.37)

where a

=

aenb.

or21Nth

and b =
bus
o
r21
Nth

The last term in Eqns (5.35) and (5.36) represent the coupling of signal and noise
photons from the waveguide bus into the ring resonator, at a rate avg. The interference
effect leading to coherent build-up of power within the resonator, is represented by the
l/(aXcoldr)factor in this term (recall aCXldis the loss per unit length in the cavity due to
coupling to the waveguide, scattering loss, and radiative turning loss). 1/(aocldcr) is
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proportional to ratio /ttrsit, and represents the coherent build-up of resonantly confined
light within the ring volume, forming the Q/r portion of the Modified Purcell factor from
section 5.3.1. If we eliminate the Er population from these equations by setting N1=N2 =0,
the steady state expression for (5.35) simplifies to

s

Q Q2vg
--

_

s,bus

(5.38)

i.e. we recover the Modified Purcell factor relation between ring resonator photon
number (or power) and waveguide bus photon number (power), first expressed in section
5.3.1.

We test the physical validity Eqn (5.35) by altering its parameters to approximate
optical amplification in a III-V Vertical-Cavity SOA (VCSOA), as modeled and
experimentally demonstrated in [119]. A VCSOA is a semiconductor optical amplifier
whose direction of propagation is parallel to the direction of film deposition, hence the
optical cavity length is the thickness of a deposited thin film (2.2

m for the example

studied in [119]). In order to enhance gain from such a small SOA cavity length (typical

cavity lengths for in-plane SOAs are -300-500

m for 20-40 dB gain in

telecommunications), the cavity is clad above and below by GaAs/AlAs mirrors. Hence,
the VCSOA is the standing-wave resonator equivalent of the R-WOA: both devices use
resonant confinement to increase an optical amplifier's effective path length, while
maintaining the device below lasing threshold.
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Publication [119] lists the Fabry-Perot equation (at its peak gain value) for
transmission coefficient Gr through an active filter in a reflection-mode geometry (i.e. the
amplified signal is measured from the same direction as the incident signal),

Gr =
(1

-

(5.39)
where Rt and Rb are top mirror and bottom mirror reflectivities, respectively, and g is

single-pass gain (g=eYd,y=gain per unit length, d=cavity length=2.2 gm). Fig. 5.15.a
plots this equation (as a function Rt, with fixed Rb=0.999) for 5% single-pass gain
(g=l.05) and 1 % single-pass gain (g-1.01). We see from these plots that lasing onset
occurs at Rt0.905 (for 5% single-pass gain) and Rt0.98 (for 1% single-pass gain).

._

E
e

a__

Ia.

Pp(mW)

Top Mirror ReflectivityRt

(b)

(a)
Fig. 5.15. (a) Analytic calculation

of enhancement

in small signal transmission

versus reflectivity, in a VCSOA. (b) Simulation of power inside the resonant cavity,
using (5.35), of the VCSOA reported in [119].
The gain medium in the VCSOA from [119] is comprised of seven quantum wells

that are optically pumped. Our goal is to test the resonant confinement physics of (5.35);
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as such we modify parameters

pp-13,

21

and N in order to approximate the single

pass gain of a quantum well-based VCSOA structure, as a three-level gain system with
instantaneous relaxation from the pump-excited conduction band state, to the bottom of
the conduction band.

21

represents stimulated emission coupling from the bottom of the

conduction band to the top of the valence band, N represents the number of excess
electron-hole pairs generated by optical excitation

pump, and

is the spontaneous

emission lifetime. Referencing InGaAsP SOA data from [124], we assign nominal values
to these parameters in Table 5.5.

Table 5.5. Nominally assigned values to device parameters for (5.35) in order to

approximate gain performance of a III-V VCSOA.
For these parameter values, we find (i) a 5% single-pass gain corresponds to an
optical pump power of Pp=1.74 mW, and (ii) a 1% single-pass gain corresponds to
Pp=1.259 mW.

Fig. 5.15.b plots the photon number versus pump power for our VCSOA
simulation (sing equation (5.35) with the Table 5.5 parameter values), at Rt=0.905 and at

Rt=0.98. We observe that the lasing threshold for these two resonant structures are
Pp=1.75 mW and Pp=1.25 mW, respectively. These two threshold Pp values correspond to
the required Pp power to maintain 5% and 1% single-pass gain, respectively. Fig. 5.15.b
therefore tells us (i) at 5% single-pass gain, Rt>0.905 will result in lasing within the
VCSOA resonant cavity, and (ii) at 1% single-pass gain, Rt>0.98 will result in lasing

within the VCSOA resonant cavity. This is the same information predicted by the Fabry-
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Perot active filter equation plots in Fig. 5.15.a. We conclude equation (5.35) accurately
models the Fabry-Perot active filter equation and hence a resonantly confined optical
amplifier.

We now apply (5.35) and (5.36) to the Er-doped R-WOA. Keeping in mind that
the amplified signal and amplified noise that leak from the ring back into the waveguide
have a t-phase shift with respect to incident signal and noise power, we do a complex
summation of incident and amplified field amplitudes in order to acquire transmitted
power (Istl2 from the Background section) downstream from the ring amplifier. Our first
step is to approximate waveguide bus transmission past the ring resonator by using the
Fabry Perot transmission equation (at its peak value) for an active filter[1 19]:

G. = ( - Rt)(1-

Rb)gs

Rbg) 2

(1(5.40)

The resulting transmission profile for 1% and 5% single-pass gain is plotted in Fig. 5.16.a,
showing us lasing thresholds in the Qe10

4

range. For 2x1020Er/cm3 , a pump power of

Pp=10 mW within the ring resonator approximately corresponds to 5% single-pass gain,
for one circuit around a 50 pim radius ring resonator(our SiON case study from Table 5.3).

We thus conclude Qe-10 4 forms an approximate upper limit for our R-WOA
design, above which the amplifier will lase. In principal there is no problem with having
a lasing R-WOA, provided the signal X, matches the lasing wavelength exactly. In order
to retain the R-WOA as a practical device with a spectral range of amplification (and
hence WDM applicability), we require its operation be below lasing threshold.
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Fig. 5.16. (a) Analytic calculation of enhancement in small signal gain for
transmission past the R-WOA. (b) Plot of Fig. 5.17.d for case when incident signal is
shut off; we recover the ring laser L-I curve from section 5.4.1.
We proceed with our more accurate modeling, using Eqns (5.35) and (5.36)
(coupled with Eqn (5.29)). Fig. 5.16.b tests the form of our simulation by turning off
input signal and noise powers, with Qe=105. We consistently recover the ring laser
performance of 5.4.1. Our results simulating the R-WOA are now shown: Fig. 5.17.a and
Fig. 5.17.c plot the device gain and amplified signal and noise power in the waveguide
bus (as a function of Pp in the waveguide bus), downstream from the R-WOA, for
Qe=7x103 and Qe=lx104 ,respectively; Fig. 5.17.b and Fig. 5.17.d plot the signal and
noise power inside the R-WOA (as a function of Pp inside the R-WOA), for these same
two Qevalues.
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Fig. 5.17. (a) Device gain, signal and noise power in waveguide bus for Q=7x10 3 . (b)
Signal and noise power inside R-WOA for Q,=7x10 3 . (c) Device gain, signal and
noise power in waveguide bus for Qe=lx10 4. (d) Signal and noise power inside

R-WOA for Qe=lx104 .
We observe, consistent with our simpler analytic plot from Fig. 5.16.a, that
indeed the power profile inside the resonator shows a sub-threshold characteristic
(Fig. 5.17.b) for Qe<104 and a lasing characteristic (Fig. 5.17.d) for Qe>104 . In both cases,

3 dB amplification is easily achieved downstream from the R-WOA (Fig. 5.17.a, Fig.
5.17.c), but we note a considerably higher pump power in the waveguide bus (horizontal
axis in Fig. 5.17.a, Fig. 5.17.c) is required, in order to reach Pp-10 mW within the
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R-WOA. This important observation contrasts the power performance of a R-WOA, in
comparison to the VCSOA.
The VCSOA is a standing-wave resonator who's Bragg Reflector-based
reflectivity stop-band is centered about ;h. The pump wavelength k,=980nm[119] is
outside this stop-band, and as such is minimally subject to the confinement effect of the
Bragg Reflectors. Hence within a VCSOA, the confinement effect of the Bragg Reflector
mirrors is to increase the optical path length of the signal photons, X,. In contrast, the
coupling mechanism between waveguide bus and R-WOA is not Bragg Reflector
transmission, but rather evanescent coupling. And evanescent coupling results in a strong
confinement effect for both

and Xp; in fact because X<4,

this longitudinal

confinement effect will be stronger for the pump wavelength 4 than for the signal
wavelength 7 (

leaks out of the waveguide bus or R-WOA more than 4X).

The R-WOA thus increases the optical path length for pump photons Xpas well as
signal photons LX.When increasing the gap between waveguide bus and R-WOA, Fig.
5.11 shows us that Qe increases for Xpmuch faster than for LX,as a result of which the
pump wavelength rapidly transitions deeper into critical coupling (Eqn ( relates the
horizontal axis Pp values in Fig. 5.17.a versus Fig. 5.17.b, Fig. 5.17.c versus Fig. 5.17.d).
And as a result, prohibitively high pump powers are required to maintain Pp10 mW
within the R-WOA. Fig. 5.18.a plots the 3-dB device gain efficiency-defined

as the

ratio of 3 dB gain in the waveguide bus (downstream from the R-WOA) to the required
pump power in the waveguide bus-versus

Qe (at X=X). As Q,(3,) increases, 3-dB gain
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efficiency passes through a maxima and rapidly decays. These results are shown for the
SiON:Er case study, with upconversion.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.l
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Fig. 5.18. Ring Amplifier Property Map 2 & 3: for ring amplifiers giving a 3 dB
output gain,

(a) Gain Efficiency (3 dB/Pp) versus Qe and (b) Transmission

Enhancement for Ps=l, 10 W, versus Qe.
The enhancement of Gain Transmission is plotted in Fig. 5.18.b, for a Ps=l

tgW

and Ps=10 gW incident signal. Gain Transmission enhancement for P8 =1 giW is a closer

approximation to the measure of small signal gain enhancement, represented by the Fabry
Perot active filter equation (5.40), we observe good agreement between Fig. 5.18.b and
Fig. 5.16.a. In terms of device gain (i.e. enhancement in dB), the enhancement of the
P, =gW signal corresponds to -120x, consistent with the reported VCSOA results of
[119].

Returning to Fig. 5.18.a, comparison with 3-dB gain efficiency for the SiON case
study from chapter 2 (Fig. 2.10), which shows a gain efficiency of 0.35 dB/mW, shows a

3-dB gain efficiency enhancement of up to (37 dB/mW)/(0.35 dB/mW)=106x. Thus, the
R-WOA can provide significantly ultra-low powered optical amplifiers for the PLC,
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provided care is taken to account for optimal pump power coupling. In addition, the areal
footprint of this 50 gm-radius ring is 1Ox 100 tm2, -18x smaller than the coil structured
WOA of chapter 2.
We thus observe significant improvements in gain efficiency and footprint for the
R-WOA versus the WOA. Resonant confinement comes at the cost of reducing gain
transmission bandwidth to approximately Av=20 GHz, where typical WDM pulseencoded signals have a carrier spectral linewidth of -40 GHz, corresponding to a
transmission rate of 5 Gbit/s. Hence the transmission rate through a R-WOA has upper
limit of approximately 2.5 Gbit/s-which is acceptable for microphotonic data rates, but
not necessarily fiber optic communication.
While a 20 GHz bandwidth means the ring amplifier can only ever amplify one
WDM channel, the large turning loss limited radius results in the overlap of multiple
Fabry Perot modes (Fig. 5.14) across the -30 nm inhomogeneously broadened high gain
Er spectrum. The R-WOA remains a feasible device for WDM communications, if not
dense-WDM communications.
We conclude with a modified Figure of Merit (FOMv), defined as:

FOM,

=

Yd
x Av.
JPxF

(5.41)

Distilling these performance numbers into the Figure of Merit (FOM) defined in
chapter 2,

we

FOMoil=1.97x 10-6

conclude

for

dB2/mW/gm2

the

SiON case
without
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the

study as

a

bandwidth

coil

structure,

factor

and

FOMv,coi=0.0076
FOMng=3.7x
10

3

dB2 .GHz/mW/gm2
dB2 /mW/gm 2

with
without

it.
the

For

the

bandwidth

ring

amplifier,

factor

and

FOM,ng=0.074 dB2 .GHz/mW/gm2 with it.
We conclude that while the R-WOA is overall a superior amplifier, both the coil
structure WOA and the R-WOA contribute complementary amplification roles to the
PLC. The coil structure WOA is more useful as an in-line amplifier at a global optical
interconnect level, amplifying WDM channels on arbitrary carrier frequencies. At this
global level there is also a greater footprint allowance, consistent with coil WOA
requirements. At a lower optical interconnect level or just before the photo-detector, the
ring amplifier will be a more suitable device (i.e. a pre-amplifier),

conforming to a

smaller footprint allowance and providing selective amplification to a given WDM demultiplexed carrier frequency.
5.4.3 WDM Ring Detector
Our study of impedance-matching a ring resonator to a waveguide bus (reviewed
in 5.3) inspired a novel idea for creating a monolithically-integrated WDM demultiplexer which efficiently couples, which a minimal areal footprint, a WDM channel
signal into a Ge or SiGe photodetector (on a PLC).

As discussed in chapter 1, the materials constraint of Si Microphotonics is to
construct all passive device elements using dielectric materials whose amorphous
structure promises smooth waveguiding interfaces (thus minimal scattering loss) when
integrated with an SiO2 cladding. Amongst the active device elements, the photo-detector,
by it's very nature of being an optical to electrical transducer, is most efficiently designed
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out of semiconductor material as a pn-junction device. The optimal semiconductor
materials choice for integration with Si Microphotonics is Germanium (Ge) and SiliconGermanium (SiGe); the Kimerling research group has demonstrated the integration of Ge
detectors on a Si-substrate[125] with a good responsivity of 0.48 A/W at X=1.55 gAm,for
modulations rates of <2.5 GHz[126].
The next materials challenge for the photo-detector is to develop a processing
scheme which monolithically integrates such a semiconductor device into a dielectricsmajority PLC, with minimal areal footprint. A current project[25] is exploring this
integration in a two level process comprised of (1) the growth and annealing optimization
of the Ge (SiGe) photodetector, patterned in the form of square-shaped mesas on a Si
substrate, followed by (2) the deposition and planarization of an SiO2 layer which leaves
exposed the Ge (SiGe) mesas. Subsequent deposition of an Si3N4 (or SiON) single-mode
waveguide on top of the Ge mesas, designed such that the propagation constant of the
SiON waveguide matches the wavevector of the X3signal within Ge, ensures an optimal
transfer of the propagating mode to the detector. This evanescently coupled transfer is
characterized by a waveguide absorption coefficient of 2900<-+150dB/cm (equivalent to
an absorption length of 15<->300gm) in Si3N4 and SiON waveguides. In comparison, the
direct absorption of .- 1.55 gm into Ge is approximately 8695 dB/cm[127].
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Fig. 5.19. (a) Current Si Microphotonic designs for efficient coupling of dielectric
materials-based optical interconnects to a semiconductor-based

photo-detector. (b)

The WDM Ring Detector design.
The characteristic length of these evanescently decaying Si3N4 (or SiON)
waveguides is typically on the order of 300 ptm,which takes up a considerable amount of
planar area (see Fig. 5.19.a). There are two options to consider for minimizing their
footprint, or equivalently, the size of the Ge (SiGe) photodetector mesa: winding the
waveguide into a coil structure, or replacing the waveguide with a ring resonator that sits
on top of the photodetector mesa (Fig. 5.19.b).

A ring resonator coupling to the photodetector has two advantages:
(i) improved photo-detector responsivity: ultra-small areal footprint, allowing for
ultra-small Ge mesas, whose small size has been demonstrated to help anneal out all

threading dislocations[128] into purely misfit dislocations. This removal of threading
dislocations from the photo-detector mesa surface is believed to improve the measured
device responsivity (Amps of current detected per Watt of signal photons). Secondly, the
resonant nature of the ring coherently builds up signal power by a factor of -Qx, thus
increasing the total number of photo-generated carriers and device responsivity.
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(ii) WDM compatibility: integration of a resonant device that can de-multiplex, i.e.
selectively chose one channel Ai,from a WDM signal.
Table 5.6 summarizes the device parameters for our proposed device. In order to
transfer 100% of the WDM channel from waveguide bus into ring resonator, we must
critically couple, i.e. match the external coupling rate to the (photo-detector) loss rate
within the ring. We considered the option of making the ring resonator directly out of Ge
(SiGe) material, but this results in 3 disadvantages: (i) the high refractive index (Ge-+Si:

4.0->3.5) requires the lithographic patterning of single mode waveguide dimensions
below conventional I-line lithographic capabilities (such as those present at MIT's MTL
laboratories); (ii) the highly increased surface to volume ratio of such a patterned Ge pnjunction drastically increases the amount of surface recombination of photo-generated
electron-hole pairs, thereby decreasing the device responsivity; and most importantly,
(iii) the

8700 dB/cm absorption length of -1.55

m wavelength signals in Ge

corresponds to a loss rate of Qlo.,-0. Critical coupling (Qe=Qlos)to such a device results
in a total quality factor of Q-5, corresponding to a resonator bandwidth of AX=310 nm,
or Av=4x105 GHz. Typical Gbit/s transmitted WDM signal have a 40 GHz bandwidth

and could be spaced 200-500 GHz apart. The broad spectral response of such a low Q
device therefore makes it impossible to WDM de-multiplex.
We designed a resonant device with a Av=50 GHz bandwidth, corresponding to
an external coupling of Qe=4000, or aer=34 dB/cm. With a -2-4 dB/cm permitted loss (i.e.

-10% of the total ring resonator damping loss), this results in 90% of the resonantly
trapped signal coupling by evanescently absorption into the Ge (SiGe) photo-detector, at
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an absorption rate of 30-32 dB/cm. We suggest placing an appropriate thickness
undercladding SiO2 spacer layer between ring and photo-detector, in order to tailor
evanescent loss this value for either Si3 N4 or SiON based waveguides (we have not
presented this calculation).
Table 5.6 introduces two WDM de-multiplexing performance figure of merits
(FOMs) to evaluate whether and Si3N4 or SiON waveguide core present a better WDM
ring detector design. The first FOM is defined as WDM Sensitivity,

7WDM -A

where AWDM and Aig

are the wavelength spacing between WDM channels and

resonator bandwidth, respectively. The second FOM is defined as WDM Selectivity,

6~WDM FSRng

where FSR is the ring resonator's Free Spectral Range.

'IWDM

quantifies the degree of

cross talk between WDM channels imparted to the photo-detector from the demultiplexing ring (we want TlWDM>1).
dropped

to

the

ring

WDM

resonator

quantifies the number of WDM channels

(we

want

8

wDM>l).

The

product

TrwDMxWDM=FSRring/AXing-Cavity
Finesse. Keeping these two parameters in mind, for a
3 .8 7 nm (500 GHz channel
AXWDM=
spacing), Table 5.6 indicates the Si3 N4 design has a

better 8WDM
de-multiplexing performance than the SiON design.
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Index difference An

Si3N4 :

SiON:

2.2-1.445=0.755

1.6-1.445=0.155

Abs. Coeff. (dB/cm)

66.1

58.5

Qe

2000

2000

1.55

1.55

neff(TE)

1.675

1.481

Ring radius (gam)

3

50

Areal Footprint (ptmxgm)

6x6

100x 100

FSR (nm)

26.4

3.2

AVWDM(GHz),AXWDM(nm)

500, 3.87

500, 3.87

IrWDM

2.5

2.5

8

6.8

0.8

Linewidth

AX-X,/Qe (nm)

WDM

Table 5.6. Summary of detector design.

5.5

Conclusion
We investigated Er-doped ring resonators to quantify the effect of sub-threshold

resonant confinement on device gain efficiency, within an ultra-compact areal footprint.
For the An=1.55 SiON case study, our results show that 3-dB gain efficiency can be
enhanced up to ~120x and areal footprint can be reduced by

18x. We conclude after

Optical Shrink (effect of An on a fixed length WOA), Longitudinal Resonant
Confinement (i.e. Qe > 0) is a second effective method to increase WOA performance.
Also, while Optical Shrink is a materials-dependent application, Longitudinal Resonant
Confinement can be engineered within one host materials system for Er, by means of
controlling the waveguide bus to ring resonator coupling strength.
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Unlike the VCSOA, the resonant confinement properties of a R-WOA do not
increase monotonically with Qe, showing a trade-off between the competing processes of
signal gain enhancement versus pump under-coupling. And while the onset of lasing
with higher Qe reduces WDM applicability of the R-WOA, this pump coupling limitation
affects gain efficiency enhancement significantly.
We conclude that while the R-WOA has a higher Figure-of-Merit than the coil
structure WOA (of chapter 2), but amplifier designs have application-specific value
within a PLC.

We also present two device analysis for ring resonator applications as an Erdoped laser and a Ge (or SiGe) photo-detector

coupled

de-multiplexer.

Current

lithographically achieved scattering losses of -0.2 dB/cm for SiON waveguides are
sufficient to meet both ring laser and R-WOA requirements. Further work must be done
in minimizing scattering loss in Si3 N4 waveguides in order to achieve ring lasers with 4

Fabry Perot lasing modes or less within the Er high gain 30 nm bandwidth.
Ring lasers and R-WOAs are currently being processed in sputtered SiON
waveguides. We have created a lithography mask containing numerous ring laser and RWOA device designs, to be implemented in this processing run. Devices will be tested
sometime in the fall by fellow research group members.
The WDM ring amplifier de-multiplexer is compact device most feasible at
dropping a single channel (to a Ge detector) when made of a An=1.55 Si3N4 waveguide
core (SiO2 cladding). Current 2-5 dB/cm scattering loss limited Si3N4 waveguides are

more than sufficient to meet design specifications.
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Chapter 6:

the Effect of Transverse Resonant Confinement in
Photonic Band Gap Waveguide Amplifiers

Scanning Electron Micrograph of
an S/Si 3N4
Photonic Crystal two-dimensionally cladding an
SiO2 waveguide core, fabricated on an oxidized Si
wafer by Yasha Yi and Shoji Akiyama (Kimerling
group), in the Microsystems Technology
Laboratories, MIT.

"What if you could slow down the photon? That might be useful." -Prof. Kazumi Wada (Visiting Scientist, EMAT), in
the beginning...
"Yeah, if you look in chapter eleven of Pochi Yeh's book, there you can find a derivation for asymmetric waveguide.
We can use that to solve PBG defect state." -Yasha Yi (graduate student, EMAT), months before a lot of Matlab code
de-bugging.
"What you doing, man? I don't understand." -Victor Nguyen (graduate student, EMAT), a frequent comment.
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6.1

Chapter Abstract
The study of ring resonator WOAs (R-WOAs) in chapter 5 concluded with our

realizing that resonant confinement along the longitudinal direction of a WOA provides
an advantage in increasing optical pump efficiency and signal gain, while simultaneously

providing a disadvantage in coupling signal gain from this cavity to the PLC. This
coupling disadvantage also results in a limitation for WDM-compatibility.
In seeking to further optimize the modal gain of a WOA, our last research study
attempted to make use of the advantages of pump resonance while simultaneously decoupling the effect of resonance on the )X signal transmission. We do this by using a

novel paradigm for waveguide propagation, Photonic Crystal (or Photonic Band Gap)
confinement of light to a defect state. The defect state is an anomalous refractive index
and/or anomalous sized region of material (the defect core) within which X~ and ,
remain confined and propagate, independent of the principle of total internal reflection.
We conclude that such a 3 dB gain Photonic-Crystal WOA (PC-WOA), is a
moderate WDM rate-compatible device (500 GHz channel spacing) with dispersion
limitations which make the device practical for only Lg-lcm Si Microphotonics, at data

rates < 10 Gbit/s per channel.
We study by computer simulation the influence of a resonance-enabled uniform
pump power distribution across Lg and conclude this power coupling scheme yields a 3
dB gain efficiency, 1.84x lower than the SiON HIC-WOA case study (end of chapter 2).
The <3 dB/cm propagation loss requirements at A. imply severe resonant undercoupling
of Xpto the defect core, drastically reducing pump power coupling efficiency.
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The increased confinement effect of a PBG based on the high An Si/SiO2 system
implies this PC-WOA can be fit within a PLC areal footprint that of 185x185 gm 2, 5.2x
smaller than the SiON case study footprint.
We suggest a modified hybrid PC-WOA design that attempts to optically confine

%pby

resonance while confining Xs only by total internal reflection. This hybrid

confinement design eliminates the dispersion limitation on ,stransmission rate, however
still yield a gain efficiency 1.13x less than the SiON case study.

To experimentally test the angular principles involving resonant coupling of X,
into the PC-WOA with a uniform power profile across Lg, we have grown by sputter
deposition a PC-WOA with an SiO2 :Er defect core (the best reported luminescing sputtermaterial from chapter 4). Optical measurements to test the angular coupling principle are
waiting to be done.

6.2

Introduction
In chapter 2 we studied the effect on optical gain due to increasing an optical

mode's confinement in the transverse direction (i.e. perpendicular to the direction of
propagation z), where the physical principle of confinement was due to total internal
reflection. In chapter 5 we studied the effect on optical gain due to the creation of
confinement in the longitudinal direction (i.e. parallel to the direction of propagation z),
where the physical principle of confinement was due to resonance. Both approaches
provided relative value as measured by the metrics of gain efficiency, footprint and
WDM applicability; this value was quantified in a Figure of Merit.
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In our final work on optimizing the modal gain performance of optically pumped
WOAs, we sought to hybridize these two confinement principles in an attempt to
selectively take advantage of the best of both these approaches, for WOA device
optimization. By designing a WOA based on the physical principles of Photonic
Crystals[14] and Photonic Band Gap(PBG) confinement, we studied the effect of (a
PBG-based) resonant confinement in the transverse direction (and not, like the work of
chapter 5, resonant confinement in the longitudinal direction). In taking this approach we
seek to break with the pump co-propagation scheme that has guided our understanding of
WOAs thus far. By coupling a pump from overhead, into a PBG-confined defect layer
(see Fig. 6.1), we hope to resonantly confine the pump wavelength with a uniform power
distribution across the WOA device length Lg.

uniform ; profile

BrggRflectOr

(a)
Fig. 6.1. (a)Transverse-resonant

(b)
optical pump scheme will give uniform power

profile along z-direction of propagation. (b) A Projection Band Diagram of the case
study for this chapter. Pertinent PBG features are labeled.
The questions we will examine are (i) what are the effects of a uniform power
profile on gain efficiency, and (ii) what are the effects of PBG-based waveguiding
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(instead of total internal reflection-based waveguiding) on device footprint and WDM
applicability. Our first experimental step to test the principles of resonant transverse
confinement was to grow and model a one-dimensional PBG-based waveguide. The
device was entirely grown by sputtering on a Si substrate that has 10 ,gmof wet thermal
oxide (SiO2). (See chapter 4 for specific sputter details for such SiO2:Er materials.)
The tremendous materials advantage for Microphotonics, due to PBG-based
optical confinement, is the ability to propagate light with micron-scale device densities,
inside an SiO2 waveguide core. Our study of sputtered SiON:Er materials in chapter 4
showed the longest 10 ms Er lifetimes (at concentration -2x1020 cm-3 ) in sputtered
SiO2:Er, with negligible lifetime quenching between 4 K and room temperature: sputtered
SiO 2 shows the least amount of non-radiative de-excitation mechanisms, versus sputtered

SiON:Er or Si3N4:Er. We developed our PBG-confinement based WOA design with an
SiO2:Er core, and grew the device by sputtering. SEM results are presented on the
sputtered structure.

6.3

Theoretical Background
As mentioned in the Introduction, our first experimental testing of resonant

transverse confinement using a Photonic Band Gap (PBG), is a one-dimensional (-D)
structure. The physics of 1-D PBG-based light confinement within a "defect layer" is
most simply understood as a dielectric stack or Bragg reflector[129]-comprised

of

periodic pairs of two different refractive index materials n and n2 with corresponding
thickness t and t 2 -which contains one anomalous thickness film layer tgtl•t 2, which
we call the "defect layer" (see Fig. 6.7).
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Fig. 6.2. (a) Reflectivity spectra for a Bragg reflector at three different angles of
incidence (from ambient free space). (b) The spectra of (a) viewed as linear

trajectories on a Photonic Crystal projection band diagram.
De-constructive interference in Bragg reflectors, designed with the condition
tl=X3/4nl and t2=X/4n 2, results in zero transmission at X. Light propagation in a media ni

is physically descriptive of an electromagnetic field with periodicity 3%/ni;the quarter
wavelength design of tl and t2, coupled with a rc-phaseshift imparted from reflection at
every nl<n2 interface, implies no traveling-wave solution exists within the Bragg reflector
at X0. Alongside thin film interference effects[16], this optical stopband-i.e.

a broad

spectral range of zero transmission, centered about h-oof Bragg Reflectors has been a
well-studied phenomenon[16].
The insight provided by the idea of Photonic Crystals has been to recognize that
the influence of a periodic refractive index on a traveling light wave is equivalent to the
influence of a periodic charge potential on a traveling electron wave. Specifically, the

Helmholtz (light) wave equation is mathematically similar to the Schrodinger electron
wave equation. As a result, the spectral reflectivity of a Bragg Reflector (see Fig. 6.2.a)
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can be more broadly understood as the representation of a trajectory on a band diagram
that summarizes the dispersion relation for all modes of light propagating through the
Bragg Reflector (Fig. 6.2.b). We'll return to this shortly.
The derivation of Fig. 6.2.b from the Helmholtz equation has been very elegantly
described in [129], we shall not repeat the derivation here. The solution in [129] to the
Helmholtz equation

dE(x) + kX2E(x) = 0

(6.1)

is found to be of the form
- L) + be-ik'lX(-L)b-'ik(X'-L)eklx
E,(x) = [aoeikllx(x

(6.2)

where kg = (ko)2

k2

=

B

= eiklt

-

is the Bloch wavenumber, k

=

(kn) 2 -p2

2 ; and

(kon2 -)2

[ LB

_-P2

[A]

where A = e

k2

+ kx
)sink2xt2 ]
+
kk

k

cos k 2xt2 -

+

sin

k 2 xt 2

and

2

2

The propagation constant f3 in this solution, has identical meaning as the

-solution of

total internal reflection waveguiding solutions, i.e. 13represents the projection of the
propagating modes' wavevector k, along the propagation direction z-axis. For a one
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dimensional confined structure, such as the schematic of Fig. 6.1, the mode of light is
free to propagate in either the z-direction, y-direction, or a linear combination of the two.
We chose as convention the z-direction for propagation, and equation (6.2) determines
what values of 13correspond to evanescent states-13 is complex-or propagating states-

1 is purely real. Propagating states are colored blue in Fig. 6.1.b, evanescent states are not
colored, corresponding to the presence of an optical band gap of prohibited photon states.
The constraint k = k 2 + ky+

always holds true, and implies two things (i) for

/,

a given frequency co or free space wavelength X, of light (corresponding to a given
k=-n2X/A), 13has a maximum possible value of 3=k;and (ii) a plot of co versus 3-limited
to values within the confinement line o = ()i --contains for a given propagating realvalued 13,all the possible combination of kx and ky values. Any given blue region in Fig.
6. l.b represents a projection of propagating states with all possible values of kx and ky
that vectorially sum with 13to the given k; Fig. 6.1.b is thus referred to as a Projection
Band Diagram.
An important consequence of (i) stems from the question, what is the meaning of
n in the expression k=n2/X 0 ? The Bragg Reflector is composed of two materials with
refractive indices n and n2; thus, the maximum possible value for n is n2, and the
minimum possible value is nl. For photons traveling in a bulk dielectric medium of
refractive index ni, the linear dispersion relation is

ac

2

k

2n, /2
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/ 4o

c

n,

where c is the free space speed of light. Fig. 6.1.b gives plots of o versus f3in units of
27cc/Land 2iL, respectively (where L - t + t2 ). The linear dispersion plot of coversus f3
for the bulk dielectric medium will be

= (I)P (i=1,2) on this graph. We refer to these

lines as confinement lines, and we see their intuitive value when overlaid on Fig. 6.1.b: as
co-oo, the largest value of 3 (blue colored regions) asymptotically approaches either the
confinement line with slope 1/ni or the confinement line with slope

/n 2. o-oo

corresponds to decreasing X to an infinitesimal size; the dielectric material within which
the majority of a given propagating mode's field intensity lies, asymptotically appears as
the bulk dielectric to the decreasing k wavelength.
Thus, propagating states which asymptotically approach the 1/nl confinement line
as co-*oo,are modes of light with field intensity maxima within the t layers of the Bragg
Reflector, i.e. most of the mode's optical power lies within the lower refractive index
layers of the Bragg Reflector; we call these modes low dielectric bands (referred to in
[14] as 'air bands').
Similarly, propagating states which asymptotically approach the 1/n2 confinement
line as o->m, are modes of light with field intensity maxima within the t 2 layers of the
Bragg Reflector, i.e. most of the mode's optical power lies within the higher refractive
index layers of the Bragg Reflector; we call these modes high dielectric bands (referred to
in [14] as 'dielectric bands').

We can now explain the physical interpretation of straight lines on the Projection
Band Diagram (Fig. 6.2.b). Setting ky=Oby appropriate choice of propagation direction z,
we see that 3 can be related to k,
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i

= k cos 0,

= nk

COs m

(6.3)

where Omis the angle the k-vector makes with the z-axis of propagation (and ko-2x/A).
We now see that Snell's Law, determining the angles a wavevector of light k makes with
respect to the normal incident within dielectric media n1 and n2, is equivalent to requiring
the propagation constant be the same in both media:
n, sin 0, = n 2 sin 02
konl sin O, = kn

2

sin

kn, cos O, = kn

2

cos m2

02

A =
We now understand the Reflectivity plots of Fig. 6.2.a, showing reflectivity (or the
converse of transmission, which is proportional to the optical density of states within the
Brag Reflector) as a function of Xoat a constant angle 0 in ambient air, to be represented
on the Fig. 6.2.b plot as

=nairkcos0m=(2/)so)sin0 (n =l.O), plotted for different

frequency values co=27/%.This produces a straight line with slope co/1=1/sin0. Thus,
normal incidence corresponds to a vertical trajectory (slope +oo)in Fig. 6.2.b, and 0-*7/2
corresponds to the slope of this trajectory decreasing from +ooto 1/sin(g/2)=l. We thus
see that the reflectivity stopband corresponds to the Photonic Band Gap of the Projection
Band Diagram.
The line with slope co/1=1 is referred to as the light line, and confines, for a given
frequency o, all the possible values that f3(i.e. the z-axis projection of k) can have in air
(i.e. free space). For light coupling into a Bragg Reflector from free space, the light line
represents the confinement value on all possible 3 values within the Bragg Reflector. For
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a given co, there are larger f3values lying beneath the light line, but these are optical
modes of propagation of light to which ambient free space cannot couple, since these
larger values of P do not exist in free space.
Light may be incident on the Bragg Reflector with either a Transverse Electric
(TE) polarization-with

electric field vector parallel to the incident surface-or the light

may be incident with a Transverse Magnetic(TM) polarization-with

magnetic field

vector parallel to the incident surface. TM polarization results in an interference
effect[121] at an angle termed the Brewster angle, OB, which leads to zero reflectance for
light transmission from dielectric media nl into dielectric media n2:

0

B(1-+2) =

tan-l 2J

(6.4)

We can express

= nk o sin 0B(Lo2) = nk O

n2

,

from which we see that this

n2 + n2
angle of transmission through the Bragg Reflector can be plotted as a straight-line
2

trajectory with slope

/

gl

2

+

nln2

2

Fig. 6.4 shows this slope trajectory overlaid on the

TM mode Projection Band Diagram. We observe that along this line, the photonic band
gap closes up and is a meeting point of the different dielectric bands. A light line with
slope larger than this Brewster line corresponds to nairsinO< nlsinOB(lo2)for all 0<0<r/2;
i.e. the Brewster angle for the Bragg Reflector lies outside the critical angle of media nl
versus ambient air. This means light incident at any angle from the ambient air, cannot
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couple into the Brewster angle for transmission into the Bragg Reflector. We will return
to the relevance of the Brewster line for our device modeling shortly.
We now begin to refer to a Bragg Reflector by its synonymous name, Photonic
Crystal. If we interrupt the periodicity of the Photonic Crystal with an anomalous layer
whose refractive index ng or thickness tg differ from nl, n2, or tl, t2, then this layer can be
thought of as a 'defect' within the otherwise periodic structure. Further, if ng and tg are
chosen appropriately, this defect layer may confine a mode of light that would otherwise
be evanescent (complex 1) within the Photonic Crystal. Thus, the defect layer becomes a
waveguiding core for this highly confined mode of light. This propagating state of light is
represented on the Projection Band Diagram as a dispersion relation between o and f,
lying within one of the Photonic Band Gaps.
The intuition we build on is to realize that for a finite-sized structure grown in the
real world, the finite number of Bragg Reflectors (surrounding a defect layer) will still
allow for some finite propagation of light (i.e. 3 is complex) that would otherwise be
purely evanescent in an ideal Photonic Crystal (for which 13is purely imaginary). Thus,

light slowly escapes from the defect layer during propagation; the defect layer is a
resonant cavity, confined by Bragg Reflectors inhibiting transmission of a wavelength
designed to integrally fit into the cavity length,

tg =m

m=1,2,3,...

2ng

(6.5)

where the 'g' subscript we have been using in tg and ng refer to the thickness of refractive
index of this defect layer. (The 'g' denotes this cavity to ultimately be our Er-doped Gain
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medium.) Equation (6.5) integrally fits half wavelengths (normalized with respect to the
cavity refractive index, Xdng)into the cavity, assuming field magnitude to be zero at the
cavity boundaries. In practice this is only true for metal-clad cavities, however (6.5)
provides a good starting point from which to design the defect layer thickness that
resonantly confines and guides a mode of light otherwise prohibited by the surrounding
Photonic Crystal.
If the refractive index of the defect layer is less than the first layer of the
surrounding Photonic Crystal (which we'll refer for example here, as n 2), then an
accompanying 7x-phaseshift between cavity and layer n2 results in a resonantly confined
field profile with power maximum in the cavity center (see Fig. 6.3.a), for tg=integral
2 ng. However, for a cavity with refractive
half-wavelengths %X/
index higher than n2, such

a film thickness results in resonantly confined field profiles with power maximum at the
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Fig. 6.3. Confinement inside a resonant cavity (a) with refractive index less than
Photonic Crystal layer n2, and (b) with refractive index greater than Photonic
Crystal layer n2.
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cavity boundaries (Fig. 6.3.b). In this case, film thickness tg=integral wavelengths 4/ng
confines the field profile power maximum within the cavity center. For the case study
device we studied and grew in this chapter, ng=1.445 < n2=3.5; thus, we chose tg,-o 2 ng.
The solution to the dispersion relation for these resonantly confined defect layer
propagating modes was acquired in analogy to the scalar field mode solution for total
internal reflection-confined waveguides[3], by taking an ansatz odd mode
Eg(x) = C, sin kgx

and even mode solution
E,(x)

= C2 cos kgx.

(C1 and C2 are arbitrary constants.) (i) Equating the two solutions to (6.2), evaluated at

the defect layer-n2 interface (field continuity condition), and (ii) equating the derivatives
of the two solutions to the derivative of (6.2), evaluated at the defect layer-n2 interface
(field differentiability condition). The resulting transcendental equation, when solved for
numerically by computer simulation, yields the defect dispersion relation.
The most notable characteristic of such a resonant confinement-based dispersion
relation, in contrast to a total internal reflection confinement-based dispersion relation
(such as in Fig. 6.14.a), is the slope dco/d-O0 for 8->O. This slope is the physical
definition of photon group velocity vg (vg=c/ng, where ng is defined as the group
refractive index), hence at 13=0,the resonant mode is a genuine standing wave, consistent
with our intuitive treatment of the defect layer as a Bragg Reflector confined resonant
cavity.
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For [3>0, recent work [130,131] has demonstrated the experimental viability of
processing resonantly confined waveguides. We explore the potential application of this
novel form of waveguide confinement in order to alter pump power profile and study the
effect of pump resonance on device gain efficiency. We investigate the effect of
resonantly coupling the pump wavelength X, from the outside ambient free space,
through the Photonic Crystal and into the defect layer. The reflectivity of this finite-sized
Photonic Crystal, i.e. this Bragg Reflector with a given number of Si/SiO2 pairs,
determines the external quality factor Qe (see chapter 5 for Qe definition) for this resonant
coupling of X.
As we'll see in the Results and Discussion section, the pump wavelength X will
couple into the defect layer not as a standing wave, but as a transverse-resonantly
confined (PBG-confined) traveling wave. The propagation constant of this traveling wave
3 can be expressed in terms of an effective refractive index neff(recall 3=k(ngcos0m)=
koneff),which can be related to any arbitrary ambient medium na above the Photonic
Crystal, through Snell's Law: ngcosOm=ngsin0=nasin0a.We thus solve for the angle at
which the pump wavelength h, will couple into the PBG-confined propagating mode:

0=

sin( nJ ).

(6.6)

We conclude with a comment concerning our Photonic Crystal-based WOA (PCWOA) design. Fig. 6.4-Fig. 6.6 shows the TM and TE Projection Band Diagram for a
Photonic Crystal composed of (i) Si3N4/SiO2 Bragg pairs (Fig. 6.4), (ii) Si/Si3 N4 Bragg
pairs (Fig. 6.5), and (iii) Si/SiO2 Bragg pairs (Fig. 6.6). Our device design (Fig. 6.7) is
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made up of an SiO2 :Er defect layer, within which we want to PBG-confine a propagating
mode at X%=1.537nm. Treating this layer as the ambient medium which attempts
transmission through its Photonic Crystal cladding, we work from the interpretation
presented in [131] to conclude that

will not be able to transmit into the Photonic

Crystal cladding, if a complete band gap exists for ;X (or, on such projection plots, os)

within the range of 3 values bounded by the confinement line of the ambient medium-in
this case, that ambient medium being SiO2 :Er. The confinement line will have slope
1/nl=l/nsiO2 (note: the doping of -1 atomic % Er does not observably change the

measured refractive index of SiO2 , see chapter 4 for more details).
We observe that for case (i) and (iii) there is no complete band gap at A, however
there is one for case (ii), Si/Si3 N4 Bragg pairs, where the slope of the confinement line
lies above the Brewster line for the TM modes. However, 3X=980 nm has no PBGconfined propagating state for case (ii) within the SiO2 confinement line. There is a
simultaneous Xs and Xp=980 nm propagating state for case (i) and (iii), in TE mode only.

Therefore, we designed our PC-WOA using the case (iii) Si/SiO2 Photonic Crystal,
whose maximal An ensures a broadband gap (securely ensuring X remain an evanescent
state, despite any red/blue shift in its dispersion relation, occurring from sputtering
thickness variation). Secondly, case (iii)'s high An implies we can sputter a minimal
number of Bragg pairs to experimentally test the device. Our restriction then, is that we
must do TE mode testing, of the PC-WOA properties.
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Fig. 6.4. Case (i): TM and TE mode projection band diagram for Si3 N4/SiO2
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Fig. 6.5. Case (ii): TM and TE mode projection band diagram for Si/Si3N4 Photonic
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I
I

e:I

Fig. 6.6. Case (iii): TM and TE mode projection band diagram for Si/SiO2 Photonic
Crystal.
We conclude this section with two relevant equations derived in [129], concerning
the dependence on An of Photonic Band Gap frequency width,
2 An
co

C n,,

(6.7)

and the evanescent decay length x (of a PBG-confined propagating mode) into the
Photonic Crystal,
1

1

x

L n,,

An

(6.8)
where nav=(nl+n2)/2 and L=tl+t 2.
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6.4

Results
Our study of the Photonic Band Gap confined WOA (PC-WOA) will (i) focus on

the device physics of such confinement and its influence on WDM signal transmission;
and (ii) focus on the gain efficiency and areal footprint of such a device.
6.4.1 Device Physics and WDM Applicability

I
I

I
I
I

I

I

t=110 nm,n=3.5(Sij
t=585nm,n=1.445
(SiO,:Er)

0

I

a

0

t=265nm,n=1.445
(SiO
2)

I
6 SilSiO
2 stacks

10j m undercladding
wetthermalSiO2
-500 m
CZSi substrate

Fig. 6.7. Schematic diagram of 1-D PBG with an SiO2 :Er defect layer. The structure

was grown with 6 Bragg reflector Si/SiO2 pairs of thickness
minimize

/4n, in order to

transmission loss in the propagation direction.

Fig. 6.7 shows a schematic diagram of the structure we grew by sputtering. The
film thickness of the two materials comprising the Bragg Reflector, SiO2 (nl=1.445) and
Si (n2=3.5), were chosen to meet the quarter wavelength condition (i.e. t=J/nl,

t2=LX/n2),

for the which the reflectivity stopband (i.e. the Photonic Band Gap) is centered about
Xs=1.537nm. We modeled our device around a 1.537 nm signal wavelength for Er-doped
SiO2 (see Fig. 6.8 for spectral overlay of SiO2 :Er PL emission and PC-WOA propagating
states).
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8

P (2/t.)

Fig. 6.8. Spectral profile of Er emission overlaid with PBG defect state band
structure. co and

variables are plotted in units normalized to 2c/L

and 2r/L,

respectively.

(i) in-plane coupling of X.
The structure is composed of Si and SiO2 (refractive index labels n2 and ni)
materials; the

1% atomic concentration of Er in the doped defect layer negligibly

modifies n. The operation of this PC-WOA will be based on the in-plane input
waveguide coupling of signal X. and the out-of-plane resonant coupling of optical pump
X,

schematically detailed in Fig. 6.1.

The TE mode Projection Band Diagram of this device is shown in Fig. 6.9.a.
Constant energy lines depicting signal wavelength )X=1.537 gm and pump wavelengths
Xp=0.98, 0.514 and 0.488

m are shown. As stated at the end of the Theoretical

Background section, our interest is to study the amplifier as a TE-mode device. The

spatial distribution of 1-D optical mode confinement was plotted, using the Finite
Difference Method[60], to study mode profiles (for a PC-WOA clad with 3 Bragg
Reflector pairs on either side, see Fig. 6.9.b-e) for propagating states corresponding to
solutions on the Projection Band Diagram.
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Given that Si is the material with the highest refractive index (n2) in this structure,
the l/n2 slope confinement line defines, for all light frequencies co,the maximum value

(a)

(b)

(c)
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(d)

(e)

Fig. 6.9. (a) Projection Band Diagram for the designed PC-WOA structure. (b)-(e)
plot spatial distribution of TE modes as labeled for given (,3) values from (a). Plots
(b)-(e) were computed for a finite PC-WOA composed of 3 Bragg Reflectors
cladding the SiO2:Er defect layer on either side (the sputter-deposited structure is
composed of 6 Bragg Reflectors cladding either side). The fraction of power
confined within the PC-WOA core for these spatial modes are listed in Table 6.1.
for a propagating state's propagation constant [3. Solutions (b),(d),(e) correspond to
propagating

states confined to the defect layer and solution (c) corresponds to a

propagating state extended over the photonic crystal periodic regions (with intensity
maxima in the Si Bragg Reflector layers).
We observe that when in-plane coupling Xsinto the PC-WOA, it will be important
to mode-match the transverse spatial extent of the incoming mode to the defect layer
propagating mode. Poor mode match may result in some fraction of the signal energy
coupling to the dielectric band, resulting in minimal overlap with the Er-doped defect
layer (i.e. Fig. 6.9.c) and thus negligible device gain. Integration of the Fig. 6.9.b mode
profile within defect layer shows that F,=0.82 of the mode is confined within (for a two
dimensional confinement structure, we approximate 0.822=0.68 of the mode to be
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confined within the defect core). It is thus important to optimally insert as much of the
input signal power into the tg=585 nm defect layer as possible.
(ii) Out-of-Plane Coupling of ,
Fig. 6.9.d and Fig. 6.9.e show the modal profile of pump wavelengths X=0.98 gtm
and

=0.488

m, respectively. The f3>0 value for their propagation constants imply

these are propagating states (re: a standing wave will have [3=0),which we also observe
from the slope>0 of defect dispersion bands 1 and 3 (dispersion slope=group velocity).
Out-of-plane coupling to these propagating states, from an over-head pump uniformly
illuminating the PC-WOA, requires a matching of propagating states f3between the
ambient air and the defect layer. However, as we saw in the Theoretical Background
section, at a given frequency, the f3values for light range from 0 to an upper limit defined
by the confinement line. For ambient air, 13-valuesless than the light-line are only
possible, and these values are all less than the 13=0.476value for the 43=0.98 gtm defect
layer propagating state. Thus, we see from Fig. 6.9.a that it is not possible to couple from
ambient air into the 980 pgmpropagating state. We explored various optical pump layer
thicknesses, but for a defect layer made of SiO2 , surrounded by an Si/SiO2 based PBG, it
isn't possible to engineer a defect-layer propagating state at 4=0.98

m, with a

3 value < the light line.
We can still couple from air into the 0.488

m propagating state.

=488 nm

corresponds to pump excitation from an Ar-ion laser, and we have such a 0-2 W power
output laser. It will be used for our preliminary studies to measure gain. However, as we
can see in Fig. 6.9.e, the 488 nm propagating state is multi-mode, with an overlap fraction
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of rp=0.66 (re: 2-D confinement approximation=(1-D confinement)2 ) within the defect
core. It is still preferable to work with a 980 nm pump, due to its better mode overlap

with .
We can achieve coupling of the 980 nm pump by means of a prism coupler with
refractive index higher that nd=1.4 45 . Fig. 6.10.a show the schematic of how a prism
coupler works. The angular faceting of a prism coupler helps to re-direct light transmitted
into the coupler (through the primary surface), into incident angles on the secondary
surface, which lie outside the critical angle (with respect to air) of the high refractive
index coupler. I.e., the faceting ensures that the surfaces of the prism coupler in Fig.
6.10.a are not parallel, and the 3-value of light seen by the coupler surface abutting the
PC-WOA, now lies outside the critical angle, thus trapping light and keeping it from
transmitting back out to air. Faceting is the principle that ensures diamonds trap light
from ambient air (and leak light back out to evanescently-creating

the illusion of a

glimmer at facet boundaries). This effect of faceting can be more generally understood on
a Projection Band Diagram (Fig. 6. 10.b) as the projecting of 3-valuesoutside the lightline. The range of incident X, ray angles from ambient air onto the prism coupler,
correspond to the range of 13< 3ar, both in ambient air and within an Si3N4 prism coupler.
However, the faceting angle maps the 3-values within this range to a larger range of
f<sioN,

by ensuring that the angle of incidence on the secondary surface is greater than

the angle of refraction through the primary surface. Integrating an Si3 N4 coupler onto the
PC-WOA with engineered adds significantly to design complexity. This is therefore not
an optimal solution, we present a more efficient solution for coupling X=980 nm in our
second PC-WOA design, presented shortly.
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t=265nm,n,=1445(SiO2)
t2=110nm.nr=35 (S)
44
t=585nm.n=1. 5 (Si02Er)

Si/SiO
2 stacks

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.10. (a) Schematic diagram of a Si3N4 600 prism coupler atop the PC-WOA. (b)

The coupling effect of a Si3N4 prism coupler, as understood on the Projection Band
Diagram.
Table 6.1 lists the required angles of incidence from ambient air at Xp=488nm
and at 4X=980 nm + a Si3N4 600 prism coupler.

ng

neff

F

0

1537 nm

5.147

0.546

0.68

980 nm

1.915

1.246

488 nm

3.474

0.716

Oair

0

67.80

33.10

7.8 °

0.82

30.40

--

18.10

0.66

60.3 °

45.70

10.30

m

Si3N4

Table 6.1. Summary of transverse-resonant propagating mode group and effect
refractive indices, and mode angle Om; coupling angle into the resonant states from

ambient free space (air)

and an ambient Si3N4 prism coupler (Si3N4).

Our design goal with over-head pumping is to create a uniform pump power
profile along the amplifier. We observed from Fig. 6.9.a that the defect layer confined
modes are propagating states and not standing wave resonant states. As we can see from
this figure, the resonant state for 4X=980 nm comes from the same band as X,, as such it

isn't possible to optically engineer a vg=Oresonant for Xp.Blue-shifting band 1 upward in
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energy could achieve this, but at the loss of having a resonant state for X,. For the two
high power wavelengths available from an Ar-ion laser, a standing wave state can be
approached for 4=514 nm, but not Xp=488nm. As we will see in the transmission loss
section, it is imperative to have signal group velocity vg>>O.This requirement forces a
red-shift in all the bands, resulting in vg>>0O
at ~X=488nm. Table 6.3 lists the group index
ng and group velocity vg at these wavelengths.

However, whether the pump wavelength resonant state is a standing wave or
propagating has no bearing on the designing of a uniform pump profile by over-head
pumping. As schematically depicted in Fig. 6.1, our proposed design to us a cylindrical
lens to deform a -400

m diameter pump excitation beam spot into a rectangular

10 gimx 1 cm stripe length. A constant pump flux is input along the entire device length
Lg=2 cm, at the required coupling angles dictated by Table 6.1. Regardless of coupling to
a propagating state, the same steady state resonantly confined pump intensity will be
present, per unit length z within the defect layer, as predicted by the Finite Difference
simulations of Fig. 6.9.d-e.

(iii) Thickness Variation of Defect Layer
The one dimensional confinement structure we have grown to test out-of-plane
pump coupling and the influence of uniform optical pumping, was grown entirely by
sputtering. Sputtering deposition rates have shown (see chapter 4) a film thickness
variation across a 6" Si wafer substrate, of +5-10%. Given the sensitivity of transmission
loss on group velocities vg-0O (discussed later in this section), it was of paramount
importance to design the PC-WOA with a nominally chosen defect layer thickness which
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safely budgets, within a +5-10% range, group velocities >> 0, at x. The sensitivity of this
problem is unique to the physics of transmission loss for PBG-confined light propagation
within a defect core; with conventional total internal based refractive index guiding
(chapter 2 and 5), this was not a topic to address.
At X,=1.537 Atm, a defect layer clad above and below by Bragg reflectors
beginning with a higher refractive index Si layer (see Fig. 6.7), and a film thickness of
tg = X/2nl = 532 nm will produce a transverse resonantly confined mode of light with

intensity maxima in the center of the layer. With a potential deposition variation in a
-500 nm film as high as 10% (-50 nm), we selected a nominal (i.e. target value) film

thickness of t=

585

nm ± 50 nm. The above expression relating tg to X is directly

proportional: decreasing tg will decrease the X-value of the standing wave wavelength
inside the defect layer, and thus blue-shift both dispersion band 1 and its y-axis intercept
frequency c(3=0) (see Fig. 6.11.a,b). Since vg(=0)=O, we wanted to ensure that (i) the

film wasn't too thin, which could result in no overlap of band 1 with the high
luminescence (i.e. high gain) spectral emission range of Er lying between 0=0.23-0.26
(27c/L units) in Fig. 6.8; and (ii) we wanted to avoid having the (3=0) value of band
1--i.e. the y-axis intercept of band 1--occur at a frequency below the Er peak emission
(occurring at wavelength 1537 nm).
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Fig. 6.11. (a) Plot of defect layer dispersion bands at ASand Xpfor the choice of three
different defect layer thicknesses. (b) and (c) are magnifications of (a) around the A.
and Xpfrequency regions, respectively.

Our minimal possible film thickness value (535 nm) lies at the boundary of the
1537 nm propagating state having vg->O, while our maximum possible film thickness
value (635 nm) results in a relatively large value for vg at 4=514,

488 nm (see Fig.

6.11.c). The approximate film thickness equation used to relate tg and Xcan be written for
all three bands presented in our o versus f3plot:
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(6.9)

where Xhcorresponds to the (n-axis frequency values at 3=0 for band i (most of band 2 is
subsumed within transmissive propagating states referred to as low dielectric bands, or
air bands in [14]). We thus see from this expression that red-shifting band 1 will also redshift band 3. Thus, we chose tg
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nm ± 50 as a balanced trade-off between ensuring a

high vg for X.while trying to not arbitrarily increase the vg of at least one .
(iv) Transmission Loss
The confinement principle within a PC-WOA defect core is transverse resonant
confinement, i.e. using the large angular reflectivity of two Bragg Reflectors to trap light
within a defect core at angles corresponding to coherent wavefront propagation in the
propagation direction: light stays trapped between the two reflectors and travels along the
defect layer. The advantage of this photonic crystal confinement effect[131,15] is the
ability to confine propagating light at arbitrary angles (with respect with to the Bragg
Reflector normal). But unlike the confinement principle of total internal reflection, which
fundamentally asserts zero power transmission of a propagating state out of the
waveguide core, confinement from a finite-sized photonic crystal is a form of resonant
confinement (which by definition couples propagating light out of the defect layer
through weakly transmissive reflectors). The physics of transverse resonant confinement
thus implies signal power Pr must leak out of the defect core as the signal propagates
along the z-direction: we call this leakage of power the propagation loss of a PCWOA, op.
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We study here the minimum number of Bragg pairs required to make this resonance
transmission loss less than the Er gain, per unit cm.
We derive an expression for the propagation loss due to finite-sized Bragg

reflector confinement, for a propagating state with effective index Neff(corresponding to
an angular incidence on the Bragg Reflectors of 0eff=cos'l(nd/neff)):

1

op =

nIln

-1

)

n .ff

(6.10)
The results are summarized in Table 6.2. We see that even the incremental improvement
in an Si/SiO 2 Bragg Reflector's reflectivity for > 3 Bragg pairs (see Fig. 6.12.b) still

results in vast decreases in propagation loss per unit cm. This is because of the sensitive
exponential dependence of a resonant cavity's loss (what we called external coupling loss
°Ce

in chapter 5) on reflectivity. As Table 6.2 shows, it is critical to clad the defect core

with at least 8 Si/SiO2 Bragg pairs in order to bring propagation loss ap-0.3 dB/cm. For
an Er doping concentration of 2x 1020cm 3, uniform pumping will ensure a uniform gain
coefficient of yo-

2 1AN~

o 2 1N=5.22 dB/cm. For our preliminary 1-D study, we decided

to deposit 6 Bragg pairs below and above the defect layer for testing the basic principles
of over-head power coupling. 6 pairs was considered a reasonable trade-off for a
preliminary exploration of the pump coupling physics to a PC-WOA, if not for delivering
a device with net gain.
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Fig. 6.12. (a) Spectral Reflectivity at angle corresponding to X. propagation, for
different number Si/SiO2 Bragg Reflector stacks. (b) Reflectivity and propagation
loss aCversus number Si/SiO2 Bragg Reflector stacks, at ,s.
6 Si/SiO 2 pairs

8 Si/SiO 2 pairs

c, (dB/cm)

Qe

ap (dB/cm)

Qe

3Xs=1.537gm

12.93

9.37x 10 4

0.304

4x106

X,=0.98 pm

8.73x10-2

3.55x106

6.18x10- 4

5.01x10

8.06

2.44x105

0.2

,4=0.488gm

8

9.78x106

Table 6.2. Summary of propagation loss as a function of the number of Bragg
Reflector pairs (cladding a defect layer below and above) reveals that the
exponential sensitivity of ap on R requires a minimum of 8 Si/SiO2 Bragg Reflector
pairs in order to decrease propagation loss to -0.3 dB/cm.
(v) Free Spectral Range and WDM Applicability
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X. (nm)

neff

ng

488

0.716

3.474

0.86

0.16

980

1.246

1.915

1.57

0.12

1537

0.546

5.147

0.58

4.07

Vg (xl08m/s)

FSR. (nm)

Table 6.3. Summary of effective refractive index, group refractive index and Free
Spectral Range at two pump wavelengths Xp=488, 980 nm and signal wavelength
Xs=1537 nm.
Table 6.3 summarizes the effective index and group index of X, Xp within the

Photonic Crystal WOA. For total internal reflection based index guided WOAs we
observed a 25% discrepancy between effective refractive index neff and group refractive
index ng values (see table in ring laser section, chapter 5). We observe a much larger 89%
discrepancy between nff and ng at Xs in the PC-WOA, and similarly large discrepancies
for Xp. This is indicative of the PC-WOA being a highly dispersive medium, i.e. a

waveguiding medium within with a carrier signal's group velocity dramatically changes
with wavelength.
Dispersion affects both (i) the WDM applicability and (ii) individual channel
transmission rate of the PC-WOA. We evaluate (i) by examining the Free Spectral Range,

i.e. the spacing between frequencies of light which maximally transmit through a finitesized medium (more generally referred to as a Fabry-Perot cavity), of length Lg=2 cm.
We derive the general expression for a cavity's Free Spectral Range (FSR) to be

FSR =
,>)LA

n(6.1
2L

(6.11)
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where the X subscript on FSR denotes our expression to be in units of wavelength, and
not the typically reported FSR units of frequency. We observe the expression has a
dependence on both effective refractive index and group refractive index, representing
the optical effect effective index dependence on X (re: the FSR is quantifying the spectral
gap between neighboring peaks of maximal transmission). We calculated the FSR for the
transversely resonant confined propagating state from the first derivative of band 1 (see
Fig. 6.13). Table 6.3 summarizes the results: we observe an FSRX =4.1 nm at Xs,

corresponding to a -510 GHz line spacing between WDM channels. We conclude the
PC-WOA can accommodate moderate WDM amplification, but not the Dense-level
D-WDM signals of a fiber optic link (100-200 GHz line-spacing).
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Fig. 6.13. (a) Re-plotting of defect bands 1 and 3 from Fig. 6.9.a (without low/high
dielectric bands) and (b) the first derivative of (a), defined as the group velocity.

(vi) Dispersion and Transmission Rates
The encoding of digital bits of information as optical pulses in time, on carrier
wavelength

X~,is equivalent to adding a spectral bandwidth of frequencies Av, about
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carrier frequency v (see [23] for reference on the Bandwidth Theorem). The drastic

change in the co versus 3 slope of band 1 indicates the PC-WOA is a highly dispersive
gain medium, i.e. the group velocity may vary considerably amongst the range of
frequencies Av used to temporally shape the pulse-encoded signal. This effect of
changing

group velocity

is quantified

as a modal dispersion

coefficient[3];

it is

proportional to the curvature (d2/d)o2) of the band structure:

d
Dmodal

d

1
Vgop

J

_2=

dvglp)o2
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d
d2

d2

Ps

kmInnm

kin--rim

(6.12)
where the time delay in ps for a Av (or equivalently AX) nm-bandwidth in a medium of
km-length Lg, is
At = modaltA2 oLg.
(6.13)
We looked at the band curvature of the propagating state at LXin the PC-WOA,
and compared it to a total internal reflection index-guided WOA (such as the devices of

chapter 2). Fig. 6.14.a shows the computed dispersion relation for our index-guided
WOA reference: the SiON case study from the end of chapter 2. The computation is done

for 1-D TE mode confinement, using an SiON layer thickness of 1.87 [tm, corresponding
to index-guiding at X,just below single-mode cut-off.
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Fig. 6.14. (a) Dispersion relation for SiON case study (end of chapter 2) in one-

dimension, show band structure for index-guided propagating modes. (b) Band
structure curvature versus frequency co for index-guided and PBG-guided
propagating modes. Magnification of two local regions shows the curvature at
frequency corresponding to Xs for (c) index-guided band structure and (d) PBGguided bandstructure.
Fig. 6.14.b-d plots the bandstructure curvature versus frequency o, with
magnification of particular regions showing the curvature value for index-guided and
PBG-guided propagating states, at Xs.We observe a 490x larger curvature for the PBGguided versus index-guided state. The results are summarized in Table 6.4: we see that
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2
df 2 /dwo

D

(100 Gbit/s)

(ps/km-nm) D-(1.57nm)(lcm)

(10 Gbit/s)

D(0.16nm) (lcm)

Index-wg

0.36

190

3x10- 3 ps

3x10- 4 ps

PBG-wg

-176

9.3x10 4

1.46 ps

0.15 ps

Table 6.4. List of band curvature, dispersion coefficient, and temporal pulse
broadening At at 100 Gbit/s and 10 Gbit/s, for an index-guided versus PBG-guided
WOA (Microphotonic length scale Lg1 cm).

for a transmission rate of 100 Gbit/s, a wavelength bandwidth of AX=1.57nm is required,
and for a microphotonic scale 1 cm propagation length, this imparts At=1.46 ps temporal

broadening to the pulse-encoded signal. For a 100 Gbit/s transmission with a 50/50 duty
cycle, the time duration of one digital pulse is 5 ps; thus dispersion will contribute a
significant intersymbol interference at 100 Gbit/s. At 10 Gbit/s, corresponding to a pulse
time duration of 50 ps, less bandwidth is needed and thus a lower temporal broadening of
At=0.15 ps is observed. This is safely within the margin of error (0.15 ps << 50 ps),

assuring no intersymbol interference for a pulse-encoded signal.
Note that for a 1-10 m length fiber optic link length scale, the temporal
broadening will be At=146-1460 ps at 100 Gbit/s and At=15-150 ps at 10 Gbit/s. We

conclude the Photonic Crystal-WOA produces too high a dispersion for the 25-30 dB
amplification requirements of fiber optic links. The PC-WOA is a device design suited to
Microphotonic length scales at data rates < 10 Gbit/s.

We make a brief comment concerning the materials dispersion, i.e. the
wavelength dependence of materials refractive index, for WOAs. Table 6.5 shows that
the refractive index of Si and SiO2 , the two materials making up the Bragg Reflector for
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the PC-WOA, increases with decreasing wavelength. With relation ti=mX4ni (i=1,2)
defining the center of the m-th stop band (m=1,2,3,...), we see the effect of increasing nl
and n2 is to red-shift (decrease in frequency) the m-th stop band. More importantly, the
3rd band, corresponding to propagating states at kp=514, 488 nm, similarly red-shifts. We

see in Table 6.5 that the refractive index of (insulator) SiO2 does not increase with
decreasing X as quickly as the refractive index for Si. We conclude the red-shifting of
band 3 will not be a significant deviation from our calculations in Fig. 6.9.a.

X. (nm)

nsi

n

488

4.367

1.462

633

3.875

1.46

830

3.67

1.453

1550

3.5

1.445

sio2

Table 6.5. Materials dispersion: the decrease in refractive index for both Si and SiO2
with increasing wavelength. We observe a larger change in refractive index for Si

over this wavelength range, than for SiO2.
(vi) PC-WOA Grown by Sputtering
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6.15. Secondary Electron Mass (SEM) micrographs of the sputtered 1-D PC-

WOA test structure, (a) as-deposited and (b) with magnification; (c) after t=1 hour,
T=10000 C anneal and (d) with magnification.
We grew the 1-D Photonic Crystal-WOA preliminary test structure by Ar gas
magnetron sputtering (see chapter 4 for experimental details) using a Si, SiO2 and Er
target to deposit 6 Si/SiO 2 Bragg pairs, an SiO2 :Er defect layer (nominal thickness 585
nm), followed by another 6 Si/SiO2 Bragg pairs. The structure was grown under an Ultra-

High Vacuum base pressure of 7x10-8torr, with Ar gas chamber pressure of 4x10-4 torr
during deposition (pressures measured by an Edwards AGD wide-range gauge).
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Fig. 6.15 shows cross-section SEM micrographs of the structure as-deposited (Fig.
6.15.a and with magnification in Fig. 6.15.b) and after a t=l hour, T=1000°C anneal (Fig.
6.15.c and with magnification in Fig. 6.15.d) under nitrogen gas overpressure (see
chapter 4 for annealing details) to order to optimized Er light emission/optical gain within
the defect layer. Profilometry measurements of calibration growths just before deposition
of this structure showed 5% film thickness variation across 6" Si wafers. The deposited
layer thickness measured from the SEM images give film thickness values of td=606 nm

for the defect layer (within 3.5% of our nominal 585 nm value), t2 =236 nm for the Bragg
Reflector's SiO2 layer (within 11% of our nominal 265 nm value), and t 1=151.5 nm for
the Bragg Reflector's Si layer (within 38% of our nominal 110 nm value). The enormous
discrepancy for the Si measured layer thickness appears to an artifact of Si imaging in the
SEM. Reflectivity measurements (see Fig. 6.16) confirm that the PC-WOA defect layer
standing state and location of stop-band are in good agreement with our nominally
chosen values for tg, t and t2 . Annealing is observed to improve this agreement, possibly
due to consolidation of the as-sputtered layers into denser thin films.
Experimental measurements of out-of-plane pump coupling into this structure is
pending the construction of a new optical gain measurement set-up at MIT that includes
an over-head pump coupling apparatus with an adjustable angular stage. By observing the
intensity of output propagating spontaneous emission from the PC-WOA, as a function of
the over-head optical pump angle of orientation (i.e. by scanning the angles of orientation
about the free space coupling angle listed in Table 6.1), we will experimentally

demonstrate the angular coupling of the optical pump through the Bragg Reflector
cladding. The construction of this angular-adjustable gain-measurement optical stage, and
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subsequent angular coupling and device gain measurements will be followed in the Ph.D.
thesis work of fellow colleagues in this research group
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(b)
plot of sputtered PC-WOA, showing good agreement

between experimental structure versus theoretical design, for both defect layer
standing wave state (shown as higher spectral resolution in (b)) and Bragg Reflector
stop-band.
We conclude our study on the PC-WOA with a theoretical evaluation of its gain
efficiency and areal footprint. These two performance metrics are then compared with
our HIC-WOA (chapter 2) and R-WOA (chapter 5) studies.
6.4.2 Device Performance

To model the effect of a transverse-resonant confinement based uniform pump
profile on device gain efficiency, we worked with the coupled optical power and Er
excitation equations (2.1) and (2.2) of chapter 2, subject to the fixed condition of constant
pump power profile across the device gain medium O<z<Lg(see Fig. 6.17.a).
This constant power profile Pp(in),propagating within the resonantly confined
PC-WOA, corresponds to an overhead input power Pp,overhead
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L9 x wg
p,overhead

Pp(in) t

W

(6.14)

where wg is the width of the PC-WOA (for the particular case of our test sample, wg >> 1
gm would be the size of the cleaved sample orthogonal to the direction of experimentally
measured propagation). Equation (6.14) relates the pump photon number required for
optical gain (as determined by our simulation in Fig. 6.17.a), within the resonant cavity of
the PC-WOA, to an overhead pump power which must be shaped (by use of a cylindrical
lens) into a uniform rectangular beamspot of dimensions wgxLg.
This overhead pump power must then be related to the pump power outside the
PC-WOA, i.e. above the structure in free-space, by the equation (5.9) from chapter 5,
Q Q 4 Vg
p,overhead

'

Qe t

V

P, (out)

(6.15)

which we have slightly modified (replacing the 27crfactor with tg).
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Fig. 6.17. (a) Plot of optical powers (left axis) and gain profile (right axis) versus
position z within the Lg=2 cm PC-WOA, yielding an output device gain of 3 dB for
P=10

W input signal power (constant pump power profile within the resonant

cavity, Pp(m)=0.425mW). For the same device, plot of device gain versus pump
power (b) inside the PC-WOA, Pp() and (c) outside the PC-WOA, Pp(out).We
observe that P(ot)=32 mW corresponds to the Pp(h)=0.425 mW cavity pump power
profile. (d) Plot of Pp(,) versus Ppout), demonstrating the PC-WOA to be a highly
under-coupled device.
It is due to equation (6.15), that we discover a critical limitation in the design of a

high gain efficiency PC-WOA. As the transmission loss section made clear, a minimum
of eight Si/SiO2 Bragg Reflector pairs are required above and below the defect layer, in
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order to have propagation losses %c < 0.3 dB/cm. Having an equal number of Bragg
reflector pairs above and below the defect layer or resonant cavity, ensures that coupling
at resonant frequencies to the defect layer, is done under the critical coupling condition
defined in chapter 5: the coupling rate from the outside to the defect layer, through the
upper Bragg Reflector, is equal to the coupling from the defect back to the outside,
through the lower Bragg Reflector. This critical match condition results in the large
reflectivity dip (down to R=O at 3), observed in Fig. 6.2.a. However, the doping of Er
within the defect layer has now introduced a damping term (see chapter 5 for definitions)
within the resonant cavity: pump photons entering the defect layer through the upper
Bragg reflector, may escape the layer either by absorbing into the Er atoms or by
coupling through the lower Bragg reflector.

atEr (dB/cm)

QEr

Qe (6 Si/SiO

2

Qe (8 Si/SiO

pairs)

pairs)

X,=0.98 ptm

0.28

9.5x105

3.55x106

5.01x108

4X=0.488 m

0.53

1.83x10 6

2.44x10 5

9.78x 106

2

Table 6.6. Summary of Er absorption QErversus external coupling Qe. aEr has been
taken at z=Lg, the location in the PC-WOA at which population inversion AN is
lowest (for a constant pump Pp(m)=0.425mW power profile), and thus absorption at
Xp=980, 488 nm is highest.

The < 0.3 dB/cm propagation loss condition within the defect layer requires 8 or more
Bragg Reflector pairs above and below the layer, and this in turn results in an external
coupling Qe >> the absorption QErfrom Er: the resonant cavity is grossly under-coupled,
to the point that the required pump power to couple overhead from free space, Pp(ot),is
comparable to Pp(overhead).
Resonant confinement advantageously builds up pump power
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only at critical coupling for X,, and the low propagation requirements for hX combined
with the absorption coefficient of Er (for X.), results in the PC-WOA being highly undercoupled at Xp.This limitation occurs for both hX=980,488 nm (summarized in Table 6.6);
the 3 dB gain efficiency (using X=488 nm) of 0.19 dB/mW (=980

nm). In comparison,

the 3 dB gain efficiency of the SiON HIC-WOA (An=0.155) from chapter 2, is
0.35 dB/cm. We conclude the uniform-pumped PC-WOA is a poor gain efficiency device.
While the device performance efficiency of a PC-WOA can not improve upon the
HIC-WOA by means for uniform pumping, it can be comparable by use of a pump copropagation scheme. Secondly, the results of chapter 2 for HIC-WOAs were contingent
on the design of high An waveguides with Er-doped cores, where the default choice of
cladding was SiO2, in order to hermetically seal the PLC structure and allow for the
potential design of multi-level PLCs. The results of this chapter provide an additional
materials processing flexibility: low refractive index host materials can now be used for
the Er-doped defect core, while the Si/SiO2 Bragg Reflector produces an optimal
exponential confinement[129]
1

x

1

An

L n,

1

(3.5

-

1.445)

0.365tpn (3.5 + 1.445) / 2

1

0.44,um

Si/SiO2 PBG-confinement based waveguides can be spaced approximately within
3x=1.32 [tm of each other, approximately independent of the refractive index of the
defect core. This implies an Lg=2 cm long PC-WOA can be compactly packed within an
areal footprint ofF=185x185 pm2 , using an SiO2-based cladding materials system and
arbitrary defect core host material for Er. In comparison, the footprint of the SiON case
study from the end of chapter 2, is 425x425 gm2 .
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Therefore, we conclude the performance and size advantages of a PC-WOA are
comparable to the HIC-WOA, while opening up a materials processing degree of
freedom in choice of defect core material.
We conclude this work with a suggestion for a device structure that will
incorporate the benefits of a transverse-resonantly confined pump profile while avoiding
the conflicting problem of critical coupling. Consider a PC-WOA with an SiON:Er defect
core, clad with Si/SiO2 Bragg Reflectors that terminate against the defect core, with an
SiO2 spacer layer of thickness mxXd2n 2. m is an integer, chosen so that mxXO/2n2> 3x,,
where xA, is the decay length of single mode (s) light into this SiO2 spacer layer, due to
the confinement effect of total internal reflection (between this SiO2 spacer layer and the
Si3N4 :Er higher refractive index defect layer). Such a structure will exhibit both PBGconfined and total internal reflection confined modes of propagating light. If the
fundamental band gap is designed around X=980 nm, a transverse resonant state will
exist which lies above the light line, and thus Xp=980 nm can couple to ambient free-

space without the use of a prism coupler. By blue-shifting the fundamental band gap from
a LX-centerpointto a X-centerpoint, there is no longer a PBG confinement mode that
concentrates the LXfield profile within the defect core-but
reflection

confinement

there is such a total internal

mode. In such a hybrid confinement

design, total internal

reflection fundamentally ensures no propagation loss (p=O) at Xs; this allows us to
flexibly alter the number of Bragg Reflector pairs so that there are fewer Si/SiO2 pairs in
the upper Bragg Reflector versus the lower Bragg Reflector, designed to ensure the
critical coupling condition at 4X=980 nm:
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Rate of Coupling to

Rate of cr03
by Er ator
Upper Bragg Reflector =
Rate of Coupling from]

]I

into Defect Core

+ Lower Bragg Reflector .
[ out of Defect Core

Defeci

Under this condition, we will be able to take full advantage of resonant confinement in
Our simulations show the optimal 3-dB gain efficiency of such a

such a hybridPC-WOA.

uniform-pumped hybrid PC-WOA will be 0.31 dB/mW, still slightly less than the SiON
HIC-WOA case study.

4., r=1.445 (SOa
t 2. r3=35 (Si)

,r MENSIMIM

t0. N=2.2(SN 4:Er)
3, n1=1.445(SO2)

R., I
10.m undercladding
wetthermal Si4

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.18. (a) Schematic for hybrid PC-WOA, comprised of a higher refractive index
defect layer which guides propagating modes of hx by total internal reflection
confinement, and Xpby both total internal reflection confinement and PBG resonant
confinement. (b) Projection Band Diagram for this structure
We conclude the hybrid design brings us close to HIC-WOA gain efficiency
performance, but it doesn't lead to further enhancement.

6.5

Conclusion
Taking inspiration from the resonance study of chapter 5, we studied in this

chapter the influence of transverse-resonant confinement on pump power profile, by
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designing (and growing by sputter deposition) a WOA whose optical confinement is
based on the Photonic Band Gap principle, and not the total internal reflection principle.
The question we sought to answer was whether such a device might provide an additional

improvement on the HIC-WOA device performance properties observed in chapter 2. We
concluded that in order to ensure net gain at X, the PC-WOA design required >8 Bragg
Reflector Si/SiO2 pairs both above and below the defect core. But for such a high Bragg
Reflectivity, we found the Er absorption at

within the defect core resulted in severe

under-coupling of hX=980or 488 nm from the outside world into the defect core. Thus, in
an over-head pump coupling scheme, this design could not take advantage of resonant
confinement in order to pump the Er atoms at higher optical flux rates, using a small 4

power source. In fact, 3 dB gain efficiency for the PC-WOA was found to be -1.84x
smaller than the SiON case study from the end of chapter 2, for 3 dB gain output (Lg=2
cm).
We conclude that despite a -1.84x lower 3 dB gain efficiency and comparable
Noise Figure (at 3 dB device gain), PC-WOAs have a valuable Microphotonic impact:

PC-WOAs open up an extra degree of processing freedom by permitting arbitrary choice
of defect core host material, while retaining the size scaling advantage of HIC-WOAs.
The high An Si/SiO2 pairs enables the creation of 185x185 tm2 footprints for Lg=2 cm
long PC-WOAs with SiO 2 :Er defect cores; this is a 5.2x smaller areal footprint than the
SiON HIC-WOA case study.

The WDM applicability of such PC-WOAs is compatible with moderate WDM
transmission rates (500 GHz channel-to-channel spacing), but not Dense-WDM rates (50100 GHz channel-to-channel spacing). Similarly, severe dispersion limits the relevance of
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PC-WOAs to 1 cm-scale Microphotonics with transmission rates < 0.3 Gbit/s. Such
optical amplifiers are not useful for high bit-rate densely multiplexed fiber-optic link
transmissions.
Our sputtered PC-WOA is comprised of 6 Bragg Reflector pairs above and below
the defect core. While this device will not show net gain at Xs, it will experimentally
confirm our angular coupling design for X=488 nm from free space overhead pump
coupling. Further, gain measurements can be extracted by measurement of loss
modulation as a function of overhead pump power Pp(ot).These results are pending the
construction of a new gain measurement stage for measuring 4X overhead angular
coupling.
We conclude with a device design that tries to severe the trade-off between low X,
propagation loss versus Xpunder-coupling, by separating the confinement physics that
governs mode propagation (in the defect core) at these two wavelengths. Our combined
PC-WOA guides the signal Xs by total internal reflection while confining the pump p
using transverse-resonant confinement. Such a device promises comparable WDM
applicability as the HIC-WOA, but with a still -1.13x lower gain efficiency.
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Chapter 7:

Looking to the Light: Si Microphotonic Amplifier
Conclusions and Suggestions for Future Work

(Internet reproduction of character from Bloom
County newspaper comic-strip,
© Berkeley
Breathed.)

"Stress is due to the difference between expectation and accomplishment." -Prof. L.C. Kimerling, Fearless Leader,
EMAT.
"No this is actually very good... it's like we go through these moments in life, when these external pressures occur...
they're like milestones that make us go through the change... deadlines are a really good thing." -Dave Danielson

(Graduate Student, EMAT).
"Sajan... you can write much better than this!"-Mindy Baughman (Administrative Assistant, EMAT).
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7.1

Er Waveguide Optical Amplifiers for Microphotonics
This thesis presented a (i) materials science experimental study of sputtered

materials for Er-based optical amplification in Si Microphotonics, and (ii) an optics
engineering theory study for optimizing amplifier pump power requirements by three
different methods, within a densely integrated Si Microphotonic Planar Lightwave
Circuit.

The materials and circuit design constraints this thesis adhered to, stem from a
continuity of semiconductor industry research concerns and a convergence of both
telecommunications and integrated circuit development. Silicon and oxygen are two of
the most abundant elements in the earth's crust, and their synchronous combination as
high quality thermal oxidized Si/SiO2 interface has resulted in the electronics industry.
The resulting ability to grow high purity SiO2 has given rise to the long-distance
telecommunication industry, centered about a carrier wavelength of 1.55

m,

corresponding to minimum loss transmission.

7.2

Future Work in the SiON-Si 3 N 4 :Er Systems
Si Microphotonics develops micron-scale planar waveguiding devices using Si

industry materials processes, for single-mode propagation of at 1.55

m range carrier

frequencies. We thus focused on the 1.55 gm gain center, Er. While Er-doped waveguide
amplifiers in low index difference systems have been developed and commercialized, our
research looked at Er-doping in higher index difference systems, specifically waveguide
cores made up of Er 20 3 , SiON and Si3N4 . While the Er20 3 system showed highly power

inefficient potential for optical gain, our measurements in SiON:Er and Si3N4:Er gave
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very promising results, showing gain modulation which indicates small signal gain values
of 14 dB/cm and 23 dB/cm, respectively.

The nitride environment indicates a reduction of both Er-Er clustering and Er-Er
cooperative upconversion, enabling these high measurements of gain per unit length. The
SiON:Er

and

Si3N4 :Er systems

may

be excellent

candidates

for WOAs

in Si

Microphotonics, (An=0.1-0.7) provided background losses can be reduced to achieve net

gain. While this goal appears feasible for SiON:Er, the background loss mechanism in
Si3N4 must be further explored. CVD-grown Si3 N4 does not show such high background
losses. We recommend PL studies of CVD-grown versus sputtered Si3N4 , as a function of
heat treatment, be done in order to establish whether the Si3N4 sensitizer is related to
background loss in sputtered Si3N4 or not. If CVD Si4N 4 can yield these sensitizers while

preserving low background, we recommend CVD co-doping of Er for future ring laser
work.

7.3

The Impact of Optical Shrink
Our study on the influence of higher An confinement for gain efficiency

enhancement: extrapolated this confinement effect, first observed and studied by EDFA
designers, to the high An limit of microphotonic systems. The physical phenomena
behind this principle was observed by computer simulation to be the extension along the
propagation direction of the gain saturation regime, or equivalently, the shrinking of the
bleached absorption regime. Optical Shrink is a design methodology optimizing signal

gain across the device length of a co-propagation pumped WOA. While the dependence
of device gain on amplifier length has been exhaustively documented for EDFAs, our
Optical Shrink analysis presented this dependence as a function of An, summarizing the
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results in term of gain efficiency and device footprint. The results show that planar strip
waveguides can produce 3 dB amplifiers for dense PLCs or 30 dB amplifiers for a new
generation low cost EDWAs. Current commercial 30 dB gain ridge waveguide EDWAs
have 10 cm length scale footprints. Implementing recent advances in strip waveguide loss,
our study shows 30 dB WOAs can be coiled and fitted into compact footprints on the
order of 3x3 mm2, dramatically leveraging parallel planar processing in order to reduce
production cost per device.
The low power impact of high gain efficiency devices is relevant for
microphotonic systems, which don't require a high saturation -10 mW output signal
powers, but rather require a modest amplification on the order of 2-10x (for input signals
ranging from P = 1-10 gW).

7.4

The Influence of Resonance on Gain Enhancement
Our design analysis for sub-threshold gain enhancement by ring resonator

confinement is the Er-doped ring resonator analog of VCSOAs, a recently developing
research activity. Our results show a very promising 120x increase in gain efficiency and
18x decrease in footprint. However, the SiON-based ring laser design is a highly multi-

mode laser, thereby reducing the amount of power available to each lasing mode. In order
to decrease the number of lasing modes we must work with smaller radius rings, and
radiative turning loss constraints thus require a higher An waveguide, composed of an
Si3 N4 :Er core. If the loss mechanisms within sputtered Si3 N4 can not be reduced further, a
shift to Er co-doped CVD-grown Si3N4 should be adopted by our group within the next
two years at MIT.
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Our optical pumping design for ring lasers and R-WOAs relies on single mode

propagation of Xp. Given the lithographic constraints of the I-line stepper available
through MIT's MTL laboratories, we must work with a pump wavelength of ),B=980nm
and not Xp=488nm (the available high-power pump laser used for VSL measurements in
chapter 4). If the sensitizers experimentally observed within SiON and Si3N4 are indeed
Si nanocrystals, then we hypothesize that -106x in pump absorption cross-section will
also be observed at X=980 nm (because this 980 nm pump energy is greater than the
1.12 eV bandgap of Si), identical to our experimental observations at X=488 nm. We
conservatively did not make this a priori assumption in our design work in chapter 5, and
relied on the literature-reported values for 980 nm absorption cross-section by SiO 2 :Er, as
summarized in Table 4.1.
We therefore recommend absorption cross-section studies be done at p=980 nm,

and if similar -10 6 x absorption cross-section enhancement is confirmed, the ring laser
differential slope and R-WOA gain efficiency will increase dramatically.

Our conservative theoretical prediction ring lasers show them to be low output (20
gW) light sources more useful for microphotonic application than for long-haul telecom.
Similarly R-WOAs are limited by experimentally achievable external Qe values to deliver
3-5 dB amplification.

However, given the impressive

23 dB/cm small signal gain

measure in Si3N4 :Er (due to the fast radiative lifetime of Er in combination with a low
upconversion coefficient), Si3 N4 :Er ring lasers and R-WOAs will be able to meet the 10
mW light source and 30 dB device gain requirements of long-haul communications.
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7.5

Photonic Crystal Methods
Our theoretical study into the influence of Photonic Crystal confinement on Er-

based optical gain does not show better gain efficiency performance than the An effect of
Optical Shrink, however our study opens up the possibility for new methods of vertical
mode coupling optical pump excitation. The greater value of a PC waveguide for
microphotonics

may be as a high efficiency

coupler

to freespace

and off-PLC

communications.
In addition, the PC-WOA can be optically pumped by co-propagation,

thus

recovering the high gain efficiency principle of Optical Shrink, while the (Si/SiO2
comprised) Photonic Crystal cladding's exponential reduction of cladding field intensity
still allows us to reduce the WOA footprint by 5.3x, versus the footprint of the total
internal reflection confined SiON case study.

7.6

Light Sources at Wavelengths • 1.55 gm
We conclude with some suggestions about future potential PLC designs that try to

take advantage of the sensitizers discovered in SiON and Si3N4 .
The 1.55 !tm wavelength in Si Microphotonics

is a choice in carrier frequency

initiated by fiber-optic materials constraints, and not microphotonics. Given the short
length scales of microphotonic circuits, the choice of carrier wavelengths need not be
based on the optimal transmission properties of the waveguide material, but rather should
be based on the optimal available choice of light emitter, amplifier, or photo-detector.
Our work has shown the existence of a sensitizer within annealed SiON:Er and
Si3 N4:Er, which increases the absorption cross-section at 3X=488nm by 106x, relative to
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Er. In samples doped without Er, light emission has been observed from this sensitizer in
the spectral range 900-1050 nm, with a sub-ms lifetime below our current experimental
resolution. We suggest further work be done to resolve and measure the 4 K versus room
temperature lifetime of this sensitizer. If the sensitizer's sub-ms lifetime is a radiative
lifetime, then these sensitizers are an ideal optical center for generating on-chip 900-1050
nm lasers, doped inside resonant cavities with required quality factors potentially as low
as Qe=200-500.

If such sensitizer-based light emitters are feasible, further studies should be done
to study their absorption (at this same emission wavelength) as a function of refractive
index. Our results suggest the nitride environment shifts sensitizer light emission to
longer wavelengths. Hence a proposed microphotonic circuit may be comprised of an
annealed Si3N4 sensitizer-based

laser light source at -1050

nm, propagating in an

unannealed SiON waveguide (sensitizers within the SiON waveguide will be minimal
without an anneal treatment, and their emission/absorption will be at a wavelength less
than -1050 nm, implying no absorption loss).
If such a shift in carrier wavelength

from 1.55 pAmto -1.05

m is deemed

appropriate, SiON waveguides naturally form the best waveguiding option from a
lithography standpoint as well: single mode waveguide dimensions for X-1.05 pumwill
be lithographically more feasible (with current I-line stepper resolution) for lower An
waveguides (lower An implies larger single-mode waveguide dimensions) such as the
SiON/SiO 2 system.
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The question remains as to what this sensitizer is, and whether it is something
different in a pure nitride environment, versus an oxide environment. As mentioned in

chapter 4, recent work in Si-rich SiO2 has confirmed the identity of such sensitizers to be
Si nanocrystals. While refractive index measurements of sputter deposited Si3N4 show a
higher index than stoichiometric Si3 N4 , Si nanocrystals have not been unambiguously
confirmed as the source of sensitization. We suggest Transmission Electron Microscopy
studies of annealed versus unannealed samples of both SiON and Si3 N4 , to confirm
whether or not a nano-scale structure is precipitating from the host matrix after anneal. If
a precipitate is observed, Selected Area Diffraction should be done to confirm whether it
is indeed a Si nanocrystal or not.

In conclusion, the competitive relevance of SiON and Si3N4 sensitizers may only
be as a higher mW power light source (due to a potentially faster radiative lifetime) than
Er. The high small signal gains observed in this work, at high Er concentrations in
sputtered SiON and Si3 N4 , have shown to us that the Er optical center has tremendous
ongoing potential in optically pumped amplifier and light source applications for Si
Microphotonics. 1.55

m signal transmission continues to be the dominant guiding

principle for microphotonic design.
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Appendix 1: Modal Confinement & Turning Loss
Waveguides below single mode cut-off confine approximately 64% of the modal
volume within the waveguiding core, independent of index difference. As a function of
An, Fig. Al presents single mode cut-off square waveguide cross-section width (at
X=1.55itm), and a turning radius value that corresponds to 0.042 dB/cm turning loss[19].
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An

Fig. Al. Waveguide turning radius (for tun=0.042 dB/cm) and width dimension for
high gain efficiency amplifiers.
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